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From the editors
Building Bridges and Strengthening Skills

Bruce Maylath
North Dakota State University, U.S.A.

Ricardo Muñoz Martín
University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain

Marta Pacheco Pinto
Centre for Comparative Studies, University of Lisbon, Portugal

The globalization, the diversification, and the fast mobility of today’s markets—aiming to serve as many heterogeneous settings and audiences as possible—have posited a growing need for high quality products and optimal performance in nearly all areas of everyday life. Specialists in communication play an important, albeit often hidden, role in these processes. Translators and other international professional communicators operate as mediators to facilitate understanding across global and local contexts through diverse communication channels.

In Translation Goes to the Movies (2009), Michael Cronin sets out from the premise that “translation always implies that there is something to be articulated, a message to be communicated, and a context that facilities communication” (2009, p. 61). Translating today often involves several agents with different roles, responsibilities and skills. This entails creative work, various innovative procedures, and collaborative networks in highly technological, distributed environments. All these agents can be seen as text producers with an
increasing expertise in the tools and skills of their trades to find, manage, process, and adapt information to target audiences.

Despite diverse attempts at acknowledging the importance of approaching professional communication as translation or as involving translation-related skills (e.g., Hoft 1995; Weiss 1997, 1999; Melton 2008), translation often remains invisible both in the literature and in the training of (international) professional communicators. The extant literature in communication studies that actually addresses translation usually tends to emphasize, and concentrate on, localization issues, and it often draws from functional approaches to translation as production of a communicative message or instrument (e.g., Vermeer 1996; Nord 1997; Reiss 2000).

In translation studies, on the other hand, there is an increasing awareness of the need to tend bridges to research in communication studies (e.g., Risku 2010; Ehrensberger-Dow & Daniel 2013). Indeed, some research reveals that the fields of translation and professional communication are converging, as practitioners initially trained in one field seek cross-training in the other, in part to capture both ends of the documentation market (Minacori & Veisblat, 2010; Gnecci, Maylath, Scapa, Mousten, & Vandepitte, 2011). However, more research and dialogue are needed to grasp fully the implications and commonalities in all areas of multilingual professional communication, not least that they are usually ascribed peripheral roles in business, technical, and scientific endeavors. This special issue is a modest attempt at contributing to both the research and the dialogue.

The Contents of this Issue

This special issue is divided into three sections: research articles, teaching cases, and connexions interviews.

The first section includes three selected research articles that focus to different extents on the figure of the translator as a multitasked professional communicator and intercultural mediator, thus raising issues related to professionals’ skills and training. This section begins with Anne Ketola’s article “Translation Diaries of an Illustrated Technical Text.” Ketola adopts a
phenomenographic approach to study how a group of informants—translation trainees at MA level—envisage the interaction of linguistic and graphic information when translating. The informants’ diaries yield two main approaches where linguistic and visual informations are conceived of as either parts of a single, complex (multimodal) communicative artifact, or as different sources of information that compete with each other. Interestingly, the informants seem to be able to hold both visions and to alternate between them as they progress through the task, depending on their interaction with the text. In general, the informants consciously strived to conceptually interweave visual and verbal information, but would switch to the two-source view when information from the visual and the linguistic sources did not seem to totally cohere. In such cases, the informants would assign more importance to one or another source, probably following their own quality or truth-value assessments. In brief, Ketola shows that a text with images may be translated differently from the same text without them, thereby supporting the notion that translating is not (only) a matter of language, but of communication.

The second research article is “Social Inclusion: Text Optimization for Translation and Readability in a Multilingual World.” In it, Cathy L. McGinnis and Joleen R. Hanson report the results of a study that they conducted to evaluate the readability of Global English Style (GES), as defined by Kohl (2008) when applied to US government-commissioned translations into English. Notably, the subjects of the study were multilingual readers, either in English and Spanish or English and Vietnamese. The study’s results suggest that adhering to GES guidelines does indeed boost texts’ readability. Although anecdotal evidence might lead one to say that such results are not a surprise, evidence from empirical studies, such as this one, begins to provide much firmer grounds on which to advocate for the expertise, time, and money required to apply GES guidelines.

The third research article is a position paper. The co-editors of this special issue on translation and professional communication see merit in exposing connexions’ readers to issues of power differentials when matters of language are involved, including in decisions about translation. The fact that this special issue must be published in English in the early 21st century, in order to reach an international audience, illustrates the degree to which a history of political, social,
economic, and—all too often—military power may lie behind choices regarding which language(s) to use and even whether to translate at all. The article “Bridging for a Critical Turn in Translation Studies: Power, Hegemony, and Empowerment,” by Yusaku Yajima and Satoshi Toyosaki, is deeply rooted in the authors’ own experiences in moving from their native Japan to their current residence in the US. Their experiences and the opinion stemming from them may differ significantly from those of its readers, as indeed it differs from those of connexions’ editors and this special issue’s co-editors. However, this piece does reveal power differentials that native English speakers in particular may take for granted and even exacerbate, if they are not made aware of how their decisions about language(s) can be apprehended by non-native speakers of English—or by those who do not speak English at all.

The second section of this issue comprises two teaching case studies. The first one, by Sleasman, focuses on ethics in professional interpreting; the second one draws on the notion of “user-centered translation,” coined by the same authors (Suojanen, Koskinen & Tuominen 2015).

Brent C. Sleasman’s article, “A Philosophy and Ethics of International Classroom Translation: Communicative Implications of Oral Mediation in Haiti,” is a reflective contribution to the philosophy of communication and communication ethics that focuses on translation understood as an oral process of information access and sharing. It combines a personal teaching case of professional communicators in a multilingual classroom setting within the Emmaus Biblical Seminary in Haiti, which relies on real-time in-class translation and interpretation into Haitian Creole, with a focused commentary on the ethical implications of a dialogic approach to international classroom translation. Sleasman builds on this international setting as a hybrid space of collaboration between communication and translation professionals and an undergraduate target audience. Based on his personal experience, the author draws attention to the visibility of translators by questioning the limits of their mediation and intervention in the communicative process, the ways the directionality of information works, and how cultural patterns interfere with message delivery.
In “Usability as a Focus of Multiprofessional Collaboration: A Teaching Case Study on User-Centered Translation,” Tytti Suojanen, Kaisa Koskinen and Tiina Tuominen argue that the notion of usability may work as a bridge between translators and technical communicators. In their paper, they summarize a series of trials of usability methods in the translation classroom, namely mentally modeling (a) fictive archetypes of users or personas to be used as targeted addressees; and (b) implied readers as hinted at or presupposed in text features; (c) applying a checklist of their own as heuristics to determine usability; and (d) carrying out usability tests in class. Their results show that translation trainees found it positive to mentally model intended and implicit readers as a way to raise their awareness of processes, which they already carry out intuitively. Heuristic evaluation yielded mixed results; while students found the notion appealing, they found some heuristic categories could overlap and were prone to conflate the checklist with other lists they were already familiar with. Usability testing was welcomed by students for certain text types (e.g., games, cooking recipes), but the authors warn that it is also the method that presents more challenges to translation quality assessment.

The third, and final, section includes two interviews with professional communicators, namely Aitor Medrano and Kirk St. Amant, the latter of whom is also a communication studies scholar.
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Research articles
TRANSLATION DIARIES OF AN ILLUSTRATED TECHNICAL TEXT
Translation students’ conceptions of word–image interaction

Anne Ketola
University of Tampere, Finland

This study set out to characterize the qualitatively different ways in which a group of master’s level translation students conceptualized the interaction of verbal and visual information during the translation of an illustrated technical text. The research approach chosen for this purpose was phenomenography, which aims to identify the differences in the ways people conceptualize various phenomena. The data of the study consisted of translation diaries written by the students.

The study identified two qualitatively distinct main categories of conceptualizing the interaction of verbal and visual information: either conceptualizing the combination of modes as an entity to be perceived as a whole, or conceptualizing the modes as competing sources of information. It was concluded that the students conceptualized the images as an important part of the source text, capable of amplifying, specifying and even annulling verbal information.

**Keywords.** Multimodality, Technical texts, Illustrated texts, Translation students, Translation diaries, Phenomenography.

Translating today often involves engaging with multimodal material (Hirvonen and Tiittula, 2010, p. 1). A multimodal source text conveys meaning through the interaction of modes—written language, spoken language, images, etc. (e.g., Gibbons, 2012, p. 8). The subjects of the present article—illustrated technical source texts—create their message in the interaction of words and images, here
referred to as the *verbal source text* and the *visual source text*. The definition of an illustrated technical text adopted in the article builds on Byrne’s 2012 (pp. 26–28) description of technical texts, which includes all task–oriented documents that seek to help a particular audience understand how to do something or how something works. By an *illustrated technical text*, the article hence refers to an informative, instructive text that explains how something works by both verbal and visual means. Illustrated technical texts could well be the most common type of illustrated texts being translated today; technical texts constitute a significant share of all translated material (Kingscott, 2002, p. 247, Byrne, 2012, p. 6) and, as remarked by Byrne (2012, p. 26, 54) and Tercedor et al. (2009, p. 143), different types of images are an integral feature of technical documents. Yet, research into the translation of illustrated technical texts so far has been rather scarce, focusing mainly on providing criteria for choosing appropriate images in technical and scientific texts (Tercedor-Sánchez and Abadía-Molina, 2005) and technically-oriented terminological databases (Prieto Velasco, 2009, 2012).

Verbal information in a multimodal text is always interpreted in relation to all modes present (Jewitt, 2009, p. 2), whether consciously or unconsciously. This article sets out to examine how verbal information is interpreted in relation to visual information when translating an illustrated technical text. Naturally, a phenomenon such as this one may be examined from various perspectives. One possible perspective to examining a phenomenon is to describe the distinctively different ways in which people experience and conceptualize it. This article examines the interaction of visual and verbal information within an illustrated technical source text as conceptualized by a group of master’s level translation students. The research approach adopted for this purpose is phenomenography, which aims to map the different ways in which a phenomenon or an aspect of the world may be experienced, conceptualized, perceived, and understood by different people (Marton, 1994, p. 4424; 1988, p. 144). Phenomenography sets out to examine *how* people comment on a particular phenomenon, and its aim is to describe the *variation* in the ways of conceptualizing the phenomenon.

The data of the study consist of translation diaries—reports on the problems encountered, the strategies employed to solve them, and so on—written
about the translation process of an illustrated technical text during a technical translation course from English to Finnish. The students were not specifically instructed to comment on the images or their interaction with the verbal text in their diaries. For this reason, prior to analyzing how the students comment on the interaction of verbal and visual information, the analysts must determine if the students comment on the issue—do they inspect the images and do they pay attention to their interaction with the verbal text? If the students were to regard the images, for instance, as merely decorative elements, it is unlikely that they would comment on them when discussing their translation strategies. The research questions that the article sets out to answer may hence be formulated as follows: “Are translation students aware of the interaction of verbal and visual information in illustrated technical texts?” and “How do translation students conceptualize the interaction of verbal and visual information within the translation of an illustrated technical text?”

**Background of the Research Project**

The study presented in this article is a part of a research project investigating how an illustrated technical text is processed in translation. The research data of the project consists of the translations of an illustrated technical text made by translation students as well as the translation diaries examined in this article. The data were produced during a technical translation course at the University of Tampere, Finland. The research subjects were a group of eight master’s level translation students who all spoke Finnish as their native language. All of the students had received a bachelor’s degree in English translation at the University of Tampere, having therefore completed both theoretical as well as practical translation courses—both from and into English. The students were given one week to finish the translation assignment. The use of dictionaries and other reference resources was allowed. After the students had completed the translation task, a group interview was conducted in which the students were informed of the aim of the research and where they had the chance to comment on the task. The research project was submitted for evaluation by the university’s ethics committee.
for research involving human subjects and it was exempted from the need for a review. All eight students gave written consent to participate in the study.

The source text for the translation assignment presented the illustrated operating principles of two different types of wet magnetic separation devices used in the mining industry for ore beneficiation. The source text, including its illustrations, was produced specifically for the purposes of this research with the help of the staff of the Geological Survey of Finland. It was written in English and proofread by an expert at the Western Australian School of Mines. The source text consisted of just over 500 words and two large colored images, and I consider it to be a representative example of an illustrated technical text as defined above.

A broad range of research has established that, when reading an illustrated text, readers process both words and images, and form their interpretation of the multimodal text based on both verbal and visual information (e.g., Connors, 2013; Hegarty and Just 1993; Mayer, 2002; 2005; Schnozt and Bannert, 2003; Schnozt and Kürschner, 2008; Wasylenky and Tapajna, 2001; Youngs and Serafini, 2013). The information provided by the two modes may hence be deeply intertwined in the reader’s mind. When designing the source text for the study, I considered it possible that if the messages conveyed by the two modes were perfectly symmetrical—in other words, they expressed precisely corresponding information—then the students might not be able to distinguish which parts of their interpretation consisted of information derived verbally and which visually. Hence, they could be inclined to underestimate the importance of the visual information within the process even if they had inspected the images with great care; after all, it is words that they undoubtedly acknowledge reading, and it is words that they produce.

For this reason, the relationship between the words and the images in the source text was modified in certain parts of the source text so that the information conveyed by the two modes was, in one way or another, asymmetrical. For instance, in one section of the source text, visual information was deleted from the image: the verbal text accurately described a particular part of the operating process—tailings or nonmagnetic particles exiting the separator—but the
The present article concentrates on examining a relatively small number of translation students. The study does not intend to generalize its observations to all translation students and, even less so, to professional translators who may generally be expected to employ translation strategies differing from those employed by translation students (e.g., Göpferich, 2010). It should be emphasized that in the discussion of the results of the analysis, the term “translator” as opposed to “translation student” is employed; in that context, it is used to refer to “the person who translated something.”
Translation Diaries as Research Data

Translation students at the University of Tampere are asked to write translation diaries of a large majority of the translation assignments that they are given during the study program. They are generally instructed to comment on the communicative situation—commissioner of the translation, the target audience, and so on—and on the source text itself—its style, text type, and subject area. They are also asked to describe the translation process—macro and micro level strategies—and to specify the sources consulted, including dictionaries and parallel texts—texts originally written in the target language with a purpose similar to that of the source text. Finally, they are instructed to reflect on the quality of their own work and to assess what they learned during the assignment (UTA käännöskommenttiohje). These translation diaries could be described as semistructured as instructions for writing the diaries are generally provided in the first year of the study program and, after the students are accustomed to writing them, the instructions are not regularly reinforced.

This translation diary procedure is highly similar to the Integrated Problem and Decision Reporting (IPDR) procedure introduced by Gile (2004, p. 15): both set “a systematic requirement for written introspective reporting by students whenever they hand in a translation assignment.” In both forms of reporting, students discuss the problems they encountered during the translation process, the steps they took to solve them, and the rationale behind their decisions. Students also introduce the sources and references they consulted during the task. The reports are collected in a written form with no strict reporting format or structure except for the initial instructions from the instructors (Gile, 2004, pp. 3–4). Introspective reporting benefits the students and the instructors alike. Gile describes that writing reports increases the students’ awareness of their translation process: it emphasizes that translation is a demanding operation requiring intense decision-making, and it encourages the students to devote more effort to their work. It also provides the instructors with a better view to what the students are doing and what they find particularly
difficult, as well as how to interpret their translations and to identify their strategies (pp. 4–9).

Gile, too, remarks that apart from having a didactic function, these introspective reports may also be used as data for research (pp. 8–9). Translation process research has employed other introspection methods as well, including think-aloud methods and retrospection (e.g., Tirkkonen-Condit and Jääskeläinen, 2000). Gile (2004, pp. 8–9) emphasizes that IPDR offers “no revolutionary way of accessing information not available through other methods,” but that compared to other introspection methods, it does have its benefits: the data is easily gathered and available to the researcher in a directly readable form. Further, IPDR does not include distraction between translating and verbalizing one’s thoughts at the same time, nor does it require the students to work under strict time limitations or with a particular software. Gile (p. 10) concludes that the main limitation of IPDR as a data collection method lies in the unpredictable, possibly noncomprehensive nature of the data, and suggests that more complete reports could perhaps be produced with the help of a more structured set of questions posed for the translators. Göpferich and Jääskeläinen (2009, p. 172) make the same observation, stating that the contents of the reports depend entirely on what the translators themselves regard as relevant. Yet, the justification for the use of the data collection method in this particular study lies in that very notion: one of the aims of the study was to elucidate whether the translation students indeed regard visual information as relevant enough to analyse in their diaries. In addition, as discussed in the following section, it would be highly questionable to perform a phenomenographic analysis on translation diaries written in response to a structured set of questions.

**Research Approach and Process**

The research approach adopted in the analysis of the translation diaries is phenomenography, which sets out to map the different ways in which various aspects of the world are experienced, conceptualized, perceived, and understood by different people (Marton, 1994, p. 4424; 1988, p. 144). Phenomenography was
developed and has mainly been applied within an educational context. Yet, its aim transcends the educational context as the approach sets out to identify similarities and differences in the way we experience and comprehend phenomena in the world around us (Marton, 1994, p. 4429).

Rather than a single method of analysis, phenomenography is an integral perspective on research. It is underpinned by the adoption of a second-order perspective, which refers to focusing on how things appear to people instead of focusing on how things “really are” in the world. In other words, within the so-called first-order perspective, research aims to make statements about the world (Marton, 1981, p. 178) and could pose a question such as “How do words and images interact in illustrated texts?” Within the second-order perspective adopted in phenomenography, on the other hand, research aims to make statements about people’s conceptions of the world (ibid.), posing questions such as “How do translators themselves experience and conceptualize word–image interaction in illustrated texts?” In order to fully understand the phenomenon of word–image interaction within translation, observations made from the first-order perspective may be complemented by those made from the second-order perspective.

**Phenomenographic Analysis and Issues of Data Collection**

The data used in phenomenographic research is collected from a group of people individually reflecting on their experience of a phenomenon (Reed, 2006, p. 5). The researcher goes through the data and looks for expressions—direct quotes—that refer to experiencing the phenomenon under study in a certain way. Based on their similarities and differences, these experiences are arranged into groups referred to as *categories of description* (Marton, 1988, p. 145). In other words, the categories are not selected in advance but emerge from the data as expressions are brought together and compared. As the same individual may express more than one way of conceptualizing the phenomenon when in different situations, the individual—in this case, the individual translator—is not the unit of analysis (Marton and Pong, 2005, p. 346). Instead, the categories of description are
arrived at by “separating forms of thought both from the thinking and the thinker” (Marton, 1981, p. 196).

Since the categories are the result of reflections about the same phenomenon, they are meaningfully related to each other. Further, as some ways of experiencing a phenomenon may be more comprehensive than others in relation to a particular criterion, it may be possible to establish a hierarchy between the categories of description (Marton, 1994, p. 4426). The main aim of phenomenographic analysis is to identify the relationships or the structure between the categories. The structured set of categories of description is called the outcome space of the phenomenon in question, and it constitutes the main outcome of phenomenographic research (Marton, 1994, p. 4424). Since phenomenographic research in general—this study being no exception—analyzes a relatively small number of research subjects, the outcome space may never be claimed to be exhaustive. The goal is simply that the outcome space is complete in the sense that nothing has been left out of the collective experience of the particular group (Marton and Booth, 1997, p. 125).

The dominant method of data collection in phenomenographic research has traditionally been the individual interview, but some studies have also employed group interviews, children’s drawings, written responses, and historical documents (Marton, 1994, p. 4427), as well as unstructured learning diaries (Prinsloo, Slade, and Galpin, 2011) as research data. As explained above, the data used in this study consists of semistructured translation diaries written by a group of translation students. This type of data has both advantages and disadvantages as research data for phenomenographic inquiry. An obvious disadvantage is that the method of data collection does not offer a chance to ask the students for further clarifications of their reflections. A clear advantage, on the other hand, is that the researcher cannot guide the students’ reflections by—consciously or unconsciously—imposing one’s own presuppositions of the phenomenon in the form of follow-up questions. Marton (1988, p. 154) emphasizes that any guiding questions used within the process of phenomenographic data collection should be as open-ended as possible, allowing for the subjects to “choose the dimensions of the question they want to answer.” The dimensions of the answer reflect what the
subject holds relevant and are therefore informative in themselves. Since the translation students of the study were not instructed to comment on the images, it may be concluded that all comments regarding visual information and word-image interaction were made because the students regarded them as relevant issues to discuss.

**Procedure of Analysis Followed in the Study**

Exact rules of procedure for undertaking phenomenographic analysis cannot be specified: as Marton (1988, p. 154) concludes, finding out the ways in which a phenomenon is conceptualized by different individuals “takes some discovery” for which no algorithms can be provided. Yet, a general way of proceeding can be described; the procedure followed in this study is based on the general guidelines provided by Marton (1988, pp. 154–155), Marton (1994, p. 4428), and Larsson and Holmström (2007, p. 57). Even though the number of steps and the use of some terminological choices differ in these guidelines, the key elements provided remain the same for them all.

The first stage of analysis included reading through the data various times. The data consisted of eight translation diaries ranging from 400 to 900 words. I observed that seven out of the eight translation students had commented on issues relating to visual information and therefore concluded that the analysis was indeed possible. When reading through the data, my aim was first to gain a tentative understanding of what the students said and then, with each rereading, to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of the data as a whole. In the second stage of the analysis, I began to select parts of the data that answered the question “What do the translation students say about images or the interaction of images and words?” This guiding question was deliberately formulated as a rather open one in order to avoid misjudging what the students regarded as relevant. The selected parts ranged from individual phrases to parts of longer reflection. At the end of this stage, I had gathered a collection of quotes—the “data pool” of my study—consisting of 53 quotations. The translation diary, which included no
In the third stage of the analysis, my attention shifted from the individual students to the meaning embedded in the data pool as a whole. In other words, at this stage of phenomenographic analysis, forms of thought are conclusively separated from the thinker; beyond this point, the analysis no longer specifies which research subject each quotation belongs to. At this stage, my aim was to identify the different ways of understanding the phenomenon, the guiding question being “What are the different ways in which the translation students conceptualize the interaction of verbal and visual information?” I read through the quotes again and began to perceive some general themes that ran across the pool. The quotations were arranged into (tentative) groups based on their similarities and differences. Eventually, this led to establishing clearer borders between the groups. It was then possible to detect and determine the distinguishing features of each group. These groups now formed the categories of description of my study.

Structuring the outcome space, the final stage of analysis proceeded hand in hand with the previous stage. This outcome space constitutes the final result of the analysis; it represents a contrastive comparison of the different ways of conceptualizing the interaction of verbal and visual information in the particular source text by the particular group of translation students.

**Results of the Phenomenographic Analysis**

The results of the analysis are presented in Figure 1 on page 72 as a set of categories of description in an outcome space, symbolizing the range of the different ways in which the phenomenon under investigation was conceptualized collectively. To demonstrate that the categories of description are indeed supported by empirical data, the categories are presented with example quotes from the data (Francis, 1996, p. 44; Åkerlind, 2005, pp. 331–332). The quotations have been translated from Finnish into English. Since the quotations have been removed from their original contexts, I added contextual information in brackets when considered necessary. Even though elsewhere in the article a text consisting
of verbal information only is referred to as a verbal text, the students, quite naturally, refer to verbal text simply as “text” in the quotations.

The analysis identified two qualitatively distinct main categories of description representing the translation students’ ways of conceptualizing the interaction of verbal and visual information in the source text:

A. Conceptualizing the verbal and the visual as an entity to be perceived as a whole

B. Conceptualizing the verbal and the visual as competing sources of information
In other words, the first main category represents experiences related to perceiving the combination of word and image as an inseparable whole, and the second represents experiences related to consciously dissecting the combination of verbal and visual information and evaluating the two modes as separate sources of information. Both main categories include subcategories; the subcategories in group A take the form of a linear hierarchy of inclusiveness—the lower categories are logically included in the higher ones—whereas the subcategories in group B are qualitatively exclusive of each other.

**Main Category A: Conceptualizing the Verbal and the Visual as an Entity to be Perceived as a Whole**

In the first main category, the combination of word and image was conceptualized as an entity to be read, interpreted and translated as a whole. Characteristic of these experiences was that the information conveyed by the two modes was combined into a single message, the integrality of which was not questioned. This was reflected particularly well in experiences related to instances of asymmetry of information. The translators expressed three hierarchically related aspects to conceptualizing the multimodal source text as a whole. The category is hence divided into three subcategories, hierarchically linked based on their inclusiveness and relative completeness: A3 at the bottom of the hierarchy is the most basic category and A1 at the top is the most comprehensive, logically subsuming both lower subcategories of A2 and A1.

**Reading the verbal in relation to the visual (A3).** This subcategory concentrates on describing how the verbal and the visual are read side by side and how the attention of the translator alternates between the visual and the verbal in different stages of translation. The focus of the subcategory is hence on the external representations: the actual verbal source text and the illustrations. Characteristic of these experiences is that the image is conceptualized as an integral part of the multimodal source text: it is involved within source text inspection in various stages of translation. An example of the source text
comprehension stage is illustrated in the quotation below in which the translator describes stopping to check the image after reading small segments of the verbal source text:

In other words, I read them [words and images] side by side; in each part, I stopped to see where it [the slurry] really goes.

In the following quotation, the translator reports having spotted an instance of asymmetry between the verbal and visual texts in the revision stage of the translation process:

I didn’t notice it until four hours before the deadline and then I sort of panicked.

The quotation illustrates how the revision stage, too, has included switching attention between the two modes; comparing the verbal text (either the source or the target or both) with the image.

**Interpreting the verbal in relation to the visual (A2).** Relatively more complete than the previous subcategory, this subcategory represents experiences of interpreting and comprehending the multimodal source text as a whole instead of merely switching attention between the two modes. In other words, the focus of the category is on interpretation and forming an internal or mental representation of the two external representations. This subcategory logically subsumes the lower subcategory introduced above: interpreting the two modes in relation to each other presupposes that the translator has inspected them both. Many of these experiences are related to resorting to images for confirmation of acquired verbal text contents—even though, admittedly, these experiences only describe the students’ own subjective understanding of their comprehension process.

The images acted as elements supporting and confirming my text comprehension.

Images helped me process and comprehend the text.
Interestingly, these experiences were not limited to the images of the source text at hand but were also related to other visual information the translators had employed within the translation process. These images could be described as *visual parallel texts*—images produced for a similar purpose to that of the images of the source text:

Google image search was extremely helpful in assuring I had understood certain parts of the equipment somewhat correctly.

The asymmetry of information between the modes of the source text was experienced as hindering source text comprehension. The following quotations are related to the translators reflecting on the part of the source text where information (exit route of the tailings) was missing from the image:

I understand the operating principle of the equipment rather well, even though I do not understand where the tailings go in the counter current separator.

I still *[after completing the assignment]* do not understand where they *[tailings]* go.

These experiences reflect a clear effort to interpret the multimodal source text as a whole: visual and verbal information are mapped onto each other to a degree that not being able to confirm the verbally acquired information from the image leaves the translator with an impression of not having understood the verbal text at all. Despite the obvious asymmetry of information, the truth value of neither mode is questioned.

**Translating the verbal in relation to the visual (A1).** The most comprehensive subcategory, this subcategory focuses on translating the internal representation formed from the external representations; in other words, the interaction of visual and verbal information. It is highest up in the hierarchy because translation presupposes interpretation. Even though translation can be described as verbal activity in the sense that it is verbal text that the translator produces, these experiences clearly reflect how images define what the most suitable or “the
correct” translation solution is. Translation solutions are based on or justified with visual information, as exemplified by the following quotation:

Thanks to the images, I had the courage to deviate from the source text more radically. I was more certain that I had understood the text correctly, and was therefore more confident about the suitability of the deviating translation solutions to each given context.

The following two quotations are excellent examples of how the image may specify the meaning of a particular element in the verbal source text and how the image defines what the correct translation solution is. In the first, the translator compares a list of possible translation choices to the information provided by the image, and in the second, the suitability of the translation solution is assessed in relation to visual information:

Judging by the image, the part in question is not a funnel, a gearbox, an access door box or a charge pocket.

“A container” is an easy choice since it is so generic it can be of any shape at all.

Some of these experiences, too, were related to visual parallel texts. The following quotation illustrates how a translation solution is based on visual information found in other images:

After I checked images of similar devices online, I decided to change it [the translation solution].

In the following quotation, the translator reflects on the translation of the word “feedbox,” and reports having found a Finnish equivalent for a similar looking part labeled in an image describing the production process of biofuel. The external similarity—and, perhaps, the assumed functional similarity—of the parts in the two images is considered to ratify the use of the equivalent in the translation:

I found an image of a similar feedbox in a text describing the production of biofuel. I believe this validates my choice.
All in all, the experiences in main category A indicate a conscious effort to map visual and verbal information onto each other and to apprehend each mode in terms of the other. This way of conceptualizing the interaction of modes did not include questioning the accuracy of either one, even when there was a clear asymmetry of information between the two.

**Main Category B: Conceptualizing the Verbal and the Visual as Competing Sources of Information**

Category B represents experiences of consciously dissecting the multimodal source text and conceptualizing word and image as separate sources of information. These experiences were related to evaluating the verbal and the visual modes as sources of information, or assessing their usefulness and trustworthiness in relation to each other. Most—but, interestingly, not all—of the experiences in this category were related to the instances of asymmetry of information between the modes. Some of the experiences in the category—in subcategory B3, to be precise—also included examples of the translator assessing the usefulness and trustworthiness of the modes on a more general level: in other words, when the multimodal source text did not directly prompt a reason to do so. Three qualitatively exclusive subcategories were detected, representing the variation in the ways of conceptualizing the two modes as sources of information in relation to each other.

**Conceptualizing verbal information as more relevant (B1).** In this subcategory, visual information was experienced primarily as subsidiary to verbal information. Characteristic of these experiences was that the usefulness of the image was questioned when the two modes provided asymmetrical information:

> The second image was not as informative as the text.

These experiences also reflect discrediting the contents of the visual source text when the two modes were contradictory to each other.
I trusted the contents of the text completely and therefore ignored the inadequacy of the image.

In one part, the information in the source text differed from that claimed by the image.

**Conceptualizing verbal and visual information as equally relevant (B2).** This subcategory supports a view of considering word and image as sources of information with an equal status, not explicitly identifying either one as more trustworthy than the other.

There might be a mistake in the paragraph because according to the image, the tailings are collected in the lower part of the machine, and not in the upper part as expressed in the text.

In the above quotation, the asymmetry of information is reported in a somewhat neutral manner: the translator states that one mode expresses this piece of information in one way, and the other mode in another way. The translator does not directly propose that the verbal text is mistaken, but that there *might* be a mistake. This subcategory did not emerge from the data as a prominent one; in fact, the quotation above was the only one representing a view of not directly disregarding either mode. All other quotations referring to conceptualizing the issue reflected a considerably more explicit stance towards privileging either verbal or visual information.

**Conceptualizing visual information as more relevant (B3).** This subcategory was related to experiencing verbal information as subsidiary to visual. Visual information was conceptualized as both amplifying the verbal, in other words, providing information not available from the verbal text, as well as annulling or discrediting the contents of the verbal text when the two modes were contradictory to each other. Out of the three subcategories in category B, B3 emerged from the data as the most prominent one. Unlike the subcategories of B1
and B2, these experiences were not limited to discussing instances of asymmetry of information between the modes but were also made on a more general level; reflection on the visual mode being more informative than the verbal was often related to the comprehension of the subject matter, in other words, the operating principle of devices the source text describes:

The image gave me a better overall understanding of the subject, revealed the shape of the parts and the direction of the flow of the substances etc.

Compared to subcategory A2, in which the image was conceptualized as affirming the acquired verbal text contents, the image is here conceptualized as helping in source text comprehension by offering information not retrievable from the verbal text. In fact, visual information was conceptualized as so intrinsic to the comprehension of the operating principle of the device that the translators reported having imagined it in the parts where visual information was missing from the image:

I looked at the image to assess where they [particles missing from the image] actually go.

In this subcategory, the experiences related to conceptualizing the contradiction of information between the two modes reflected conceptualizing the verbal element as mistaken. This was, in fact, the most common way of commenting on the instances of contradiction.

The contradiction between the text and the image made me question the accuracy/incorrectness of the text.

…the part which talked about the location of the tailings launders, claiming it to be in the upper part of the equipment, while the image clearly shows that it is one of the bottommost parts of the equipment.

Another part indicative of the somewhat deficient connection between image and text is the part which says that the drum is submerged in the tank, which I
understand to mean that the drum is entirely under water – yet, this is not the case.

Some of these experiences were also justified with visual parallel texts:

In the image (or in other images I saw) it [part of the equipment] is not in the upper part.

Interestingly, even though these experiences reflected a clear tendency to identify the verbal component as mistaken, most of these translators also mentioned that they did not, in fact, change the “mistaken” verbal information in their translations: even though they were convinced that the verbal text was wrong, they reported that they did not feel they had the authority to change it. All in all, main category B suggests that the combination of verbal and visual information may be approached with strategies reflecting varying attitudes towards the importance and relevance of both modes.

The group interview conducted a week after the translation assignments had been handed in shed some further light on the translators’ thought processes. As mentioned above, one of the students did not discuss the images at all in the translation diary. Yet, in the group interview, this particular student reported having studied the images in great detail—however, this had been done even before reading the verbal source text for the first time. In the student’s own words, the student had examined the images first to gain a general idea of the subject matter and had then moved on to read and translate the verbal text, disregarding the images. This illustrates that visual information may be approached with different reading strategies. Further, several students discussed the part of the source text in which visual information had been deleted and mentioned that it had not occurred to them that the image could be faulty in any way—they had simply thought they were “too stupid” to understand the process correctly. Further, one of the students reported having thought that the asymmetry of information could well have been due to difficulties in printing the colors correctly—that, for some reason, the color blue (the color of the deleted
information) had not printed correctly. These notions are discussed in the following section in relation to the results of the phenomenographic analysis.

Conclusions

This study set out to elucidate if a group of translation students were aware of the interaction of verbal and visual information in an illustrated technical source text as well as to characterize the different ways in which the students conceptualized this interaction. Visual information—in particular, instances of asymmetry of information between verbal and visual information—was widely discussed in the translation diaries, which confirmed that most students had indeed inspected the images. Further, in the group interview, the one translator who did not discuss the issue in the translation diary confirmed having inspected the images. In other words, all eight translators inspected the images while reading the source text. Moreover, visual information was considered to be a relevant part of the source text; at times the translators concluded that they esteemed verbal information above the visual, but even such a comment indicates that the translator consciously negotiated the relationship between the modes. In answer to the first research question, it may hence be concluded that the translators were principally aware of the interaction of verbal and visual information, even though one of them only inspected the images before starting the actual translation of the verbal text.

In answer to the second research question, the study identified two distinct main categories of conceptualizing the interaction of verbal and visual information in an illustrated technical source text: either making a conscious effort to read, interpret and translate the combination of the modes as a whole, or separating the two modes of the source text for comparison and evaluation. These categories are not meant to describe individual translators: as often happens in phenomenographic research (Marton, 1994, p. 4428), the same individuals expressed more than one way of conceptualizing the phenomenon when approaching it from different angles.
The experiences in the category of perceiving the combination of words and images as an inseparable whole indicated a conscious effort to map visual and verbal information onto each other. When this was impeded by deleting information from the image, the translators seemed to be left with an impression of not having understood the source text at all. Unlike in the second category, the truth value of neither mode was not questioned. These observations—together with the students’ accounts of how they did not doubt the information conveyed by the images, expressed during the group interview—suggest that images are considered to have a relatively high truth value; in other words, that they accurately depict the objects they represent. An obvious failure to do so was explained by doubting one’s own sense or blaming it on the reproduction rather than production of the image. When referring directly to translation, the experiences in this category illustrated how translation solutions were negotiated from the interaction of the two modes; the verbal source text evoked various different translation solutions, and the image defined what “the correct” solution was.

In the category of evaluating words and images as competing sources of information, three different stances were identified: translators either considered verbal information as more relevant than the visual, considered them both as equally relevant, or considered visual information as more relevant than the verbal. In other words, the combination of verbal and visual information was approached with strategies reflecting varying attitudes towards the importance and relevance of both modes. It may be reasonably assumed that these underlying attitudes may affect subsequent translation choices: for instance, valuing visual information above the verbal could lead to translation choices based more on visual information than the verbal. Once again, it has to be emphasized that these categories did not characterize individual translators: the same translators adopted different stances towards the two modes in different situations.

In their translation diaries, the students concentrated mainly on discussing the features of the target text and describing their translation process. A few, but not all, discussed the communicative situation and reflected upon the quality of their own work. Yet, the most recurring theme in the translation diaries was the
difficulties produced by the asymmetry of information between the two modes. This suggests that visual and verbal information challenging or contradicting each other disturbed the translation process considerably. The translator who did not employ visual information during the actual translation stage did not discuss these parts of the source text at all in the translation diary, which may be interpreted as implying two things: first, the fact that the rest of the group singled these parts out as difficult to translate was indeed due to lack of coherence between the modes—as opposed to the verbal source text simply being more difficult in these parts. Second, it implies that a verbal text coupled with images may be interpreted and translated differently than the same text without images; the source text without the images is, in a sense, a different source text.

The most significant conclusion that may be drawn from the present study is that the translation students did not merely assign the visual source text to a decorative or contextual role; instead, they conceptualized it as an important source of information, capable of amplifying, specifying, and even annulling elements of the verbal source text. Further, some of the reflection in both categories was made in reference to images other than those constituting the visual source text, referred to in this article as visual parallel texts. This reflection indicated that visual parallel texts were considered as useful and reliable sources of information. All in all, the observations made in the article have great consequences for translation studies—a discipline that has traditionally been heavily language–oriented (O'Sullivan, 2013, pp. 2–3; Kaindl, 2013, p. 257). Hence, this article emphasizes the importance of acknowledging images as an object of inquiry in their own right within the discipline, both in translation research as well as translator training.

The observations made in this article from the second–order perspective can contribute to future research on word–image interaction in translation made from the first–order perspective; in other words, studying illustrated source texts or their translations directly. The main limitation of the findings is that the ways of conceptualizing word–image interaction are not an exhaustive description of all the possible ways of conceptualizing the phenomenon. It is likely that an analysis with a different sample of translation students would result in additional
categories of description. An interesting topic for future research would also be to analyse whether professional translators would conceptualize the phenomenon differently than translation students would. Further research could also investigate how translators conceptualize word–image interaction in other illustrated text types, for instance in children’s picture books.
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Professional communicators in all contexts—from the local to the global—are increasingly called upon to reach multilingual audiences, sometimes with the support of effective translation, and sometimes without such support. When professional translation will not be performed for all members of the target audience, other techniques are needed for crafting texts that readers can comprehend in the source language or translate adequately using free online translation tools. The study reported here tested the usefulness of Kohl’s (2008) Global English Style (GES) as one such technique. Specifically, the study examined whether GES could make government–participation web pages more accessible for readers who have limited English proficiency. Ten multilingual readers of English and Spanish and ten readers of English and Vietnamese evaluated machine translations of a government web page that violated GES, and translations of the same text after application of GES. Participants also compared the readability of English text before and after application of GES. Results showed that GES had a neutral or positive effect on the perceived quality of Spanish and Vietnamese translations, with a stronger positive effect noted in the Vietnamese translations. Among all 20 participants, 17 (85%) rated the English text easy to read after GES was applied, while only 5 participants (25%) rated the original text easy to read. In a direct comparison between the original text and the GES version, 16 participants (80%) said the GES version was easier to read, while 2 (10%) noted no difference in reading ease and 2 (10%) found the original version easier to read. The results of this study indicate the promise that GES has for helping professional communicators bridge language barriers for diverse audiences, and suggests that further research into the effectiveness and applicability of GES is warranted.
Technical writers are increasingly called on to prepare texts for translation or to improve readability when translation is not feasible (Batova, 2013; Flammia, 2005; Haara, 1998; Hartley & Paris, 1997; Hayhoe, 2006; Gneckchi, Maylath, Mousten, Scarpa, & Vandepitte, 2011; Maylath, 1997; Melton, 2008; Spyridakis, Holmback, & Schubert, 1997; St. Amant, 2013; St. Germaine-McDaniel, 2010). This paper examines the context, tensions, and a potential solution for the specific case of government professional communicators in the United States (US) who face increasing pressure to reach linguistically diverse audiences in order to be transparent and engage a diverse constituency in participatory governance. Many U.S. government agencies and nonprofit organizations serve communities with limited English proficiency, but may have limited funding for translating their English–language business writing for those audiences. As a result, the organizations may fail to reach communities that are most in need of their services.

This article reports on research that investigated whether applying Kohl's (2008) Global English Style (GES) guidelines might reduce language barriers in the type of government and nonprofit business writing that would not be professionally translated. Using online survey responses from Spanish and Vietnamese bilingual/biliterates, the project explored two specific questions:

1. Would applying GES guidelines improve the readability of English text for native speakers of Spanish and Vietnamese?

2. Would applying GES guidelines to a text improve the quality of its translation into Spanish and Vietnamese by Google Translate?

While applying GES guidelines and using Google Translate does not compare with the efficacy of professional translation, it may be an option of last resort to
enhance communication with linguistically diverse audiences for organizations with limited resources.

**Engaging Diverse Audiences Online**

Professional communicators who work for government agencies in the US are confronted with a double challenge that demands practical solutions: agencies are increasingly pressed to rely on their websites to increase participatory governance, and government audiences increasingly include individuals who have limited English proficiency (LEP). Pandya, Batalova, and McHugh (2011) report that between 1990 and 2010, the LEP population in the United States grew by 80% (p. 3). Despite the growing need to engage linguistically-diverse audiences, government agencies continue to rely on English-language websites that offer few translation options for LEP audiences. In a study of 90 federal agency websites, Rowland-Seymour (2001) found that only 15% of the sites had mirror websites in Spanish, and only one agency had a mirror website in a language other than Spanish. Only eight agencies provided translated text documents in any language other than Spanish on their website (slides 7–8). When English is used as the primary communication tool, professional communicators need new approaches for accommodating linguistically-diverse audiences.

Multilingual encounters between agencies and constituents have burgeoned due, in part, to executive directives to expand participation and to harness the Internet to make government more accessible (Orszag, 2009; U.S. Government Publishing Office, 2009). For example, state legislatures publish electronic information about upcoming public hearings. City planning departments use web content to solicit input on city development plans, and state departments of transportation use the web to solicit public comments on transportation plans. Although many agencies solicit input through combined approaches, for example, by hosting town hall meetings that include interpreters, or using websites that emphasize visual information rather than text, English-language text is often used in tandem with these approaches. For example, town
hall meetings may be publicized on a website, and websites that use visuals may include text that explains interactive visual features of the site.

However, expanded electronic outreach does not ensure equitable opportunities to participate in governance. If language diversity is not taken into account, government reliance on English-language web content may improve access by non-LEP individuals while excluding LEP individuals, thereby perpetuating or even aggravating an imbalance of input and influence, rather than fostering inclusive public discourse.

The limitations of government efforts to reach LEP website audiences fuel a growing need for professional communicators to fill the gap when translation is not an option. Indeed, scholars in the field of translation studies have identified a growing convergence of the roles of translators and technical writers, as demand increases for English texts that are prepared in a manner that reduces the cost of translation (G necchi, Maylath, Mousten, Scarpa, & Vandepitte, 2011). Likewise, in order to help LEP readers of even the least-common local languages to have a voice in governance, government writers need to produce text that is easier for LEP audiences to read in English or that produces higher quality translations for LEP users who rely on free online translation tools.

The Executive Mandate to Engage Diverse Audiences

While effective writing has long held an important role in advancing participatory democracy, government writers’ responsibility to write comprehensibly has grown more acute as participatory governance has received more emphasis from the nation’s highest office. For example, in 2009, President Obama directed executive agencies to “offer Americans increased opportunities to participate in policy-making and to provide their Government with the benefits of their collective expertise and information” (U.S. Government Publishing Office, p. 4685). The memorandum directed the Office of Management and Budget to issue a directive in which Orszag (2009) instructed agencies to “promote informed participation by the public . . . by making [government information] available online in open
What these directives fail to address, however, is the importance of writing website content that is comprehensible to LEP readers.

When LEP readers’ needs are not addressed, language differences result in imbalanced public participation and inequitable social outcomes. In its comprehensive analysis of data gathered in national studies and statewide surveys, the Public Policy Institute of California (2004) looked at public participation rates of various demographic groups. The institute determined that “those who have the most to say in elections are those who are . . . white, older, more affluent, homeowners and more highly educated” (p. 1). The authors went on to attribute the disparity in civic involvement to “differences in economic conditions, English language proficiency, and education attainment” (p. 2). Likewise, researchers Birnback, Chavez, Friedman, and Rowlett (2009), who argued that “Latinos are less likely to be critically involved in their communities” (p. 2), explained that “the most obvious obstacle to Latino involvement in public deliberation and broad-based community problem-solving process is language” (p. 8). The limited involvement of traditionally-marginalized language groups raises social justice concerns because, as Ramakrishnan and Baldassare (2004) argued, “group inequalities in political participation often lead to disparities in citizen influence over legislation and the distribution of policy benefits” (p. v).

Although President Obama’s 2009 directive regarding open government did not expressly address the needs of LEP persons who use government websites, the federal government had previously taken steps aimed at improving LEP individuals’ access to government. In 2000, President Clinton issued Executive Order No. 13166 directing all recipients of federal funds to provide LEP members of society with “an adequate opportunity to provide input” (p. 50122). According to U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) policy guidance, which augments guidance published in 2000, and which guides implementation of Executive Order No. 13166 (2000), failure to address the needs of LEP readers may constitute discrimination under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (DOJ Guidance, 2002, p. 41457). In a 2005 DOJ pamphlet, the agency explained that “the United States Supreme Court in Lau v. Nichols (1974) stated that one type of national origin discrimination is discrimination based on a person’s ability to
speak, read, write, or understand English” (U.S. Department, para. 5). Government agencies and organizations that receive federal funding have not only an ethical responsibility and practical need to address the needs of LEP audiences, they have a legal obligation as well.

As DOJ guidance suggests, in order to be truly inclusive, government must be accessible to every constituent. Magnini, Not, Stock, and Strapparava (2000) clearly articulated the nature of government inclusion when they wrote that “the fundamental requisite for transparent communication is that information is available and reaches every citizen with the same clarity, to avoid disparity” (p. 2). DOJ (2000), in its initial policy guidance regarding implementation of Executive Order No. 13166, acknowledged government’s imperative to communicate effectively with every member of society when it stated that “programs that serve a few or even one LEP person are still subject to the Title VI obligation to take reasonable steps to provide meaningful opportunities for access” (p. 50124). However, despite this explicit directive to address the needs of every LEP individual, DOJ’s (2000) policy guidance established a four-factor test for determining “reasonable steps” for reaching some, but not necessarily all, LEP readers. Those factors include:

the number or proportion of LEP persons in the eligible service population, the frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with the program, the importance of the service provided by the program, and the resources available to the recipient [of federal funding] (p. 50124).

So, although overlooking the needs of even one LEP person is probably discriminatory, federally-funded agencies, due to tight budgets, are authorized to make communication decisions based on criteria that may favor the largest minority language groups while excluding the most marginalized groups, simply because the latter groups are a small proportion of the “LEP persons in the eligible service area,” or because those groups access the agency infrequently, a behavior that might itself be due to language barriers.
As with many government mandates, funding shortages are an obstacle to implementing Executive Order No. 13166. DOJ has legitimized cost as a reason for agencies to limit efforts to accommodate the needs of LEP readers. DOJ (2000) guidelines specify that “a small recipient [of federal assistance] with limited resources may not have to take the same steps as a larger recipient to provide LEP assistance” (p. 50125). Nonprofit organizations, which often fit in the category of “small recipients of federal assistance,” provide a case in point. A study by McGinnis (2013) revealed that more than 70% of nonprofit organizations in the state of Oregon rarely or never use translation services (p. 12) and nearly half of the organizations reported that they found translation costs prohibitive (p. 14). Suggestions offered by LEP.gov emphasize reliance on human translation and human interpretation as tools for meeting the requirements of Executive Order No. 13166. However, many recipients of federal funding may be small public bodies and nonprofit organizations with limited resources—and, hence, limited legal obligation—to provide services as comprehensive as translation of their websites. Yet, these organizations may have few alternatives for reaching LEP audiences.

Other obstacles to addressing LEP readers’ needs may include agencies’ ignorance of audience composition, and limited awareness of approaches for serving LEP readers. According to McGinnis (2013), 32% of Oregon nonprofits reported that they were deterred from taking steps to make documents readable for LEP audiences because they did not know their audiences’ proficiency level or primary languages (p. 15). The magnitude of the impact of these barriers may be suggested by the fact that, although 89% of respondents reported that building relationships with LEP audiences is important for fulfilling their organization’s mission, only 8% of the organizations reported that they were “very satisfied” with the readability of their communications, and 30% were not at all satisfied (p. 8). If the response of these nonprofit organizations is any indication, implementation of Executive Order No. 13166 may have been hampered for the very reasons that DOJ (2000) cited: cost of services, unfamiliarity with audiences, and a lack of awareness about needs.
So, although Executive Order No. 13166 has laid a foundation for reaching LEP audiences, it is doing too little to provide access for LEP readers, especially the smallest and most-marginalized language groups, despite DOJ’s ideal that no LEP person should be excluded. There are largely unavoidable obstacles to inclusiveness; facilitating language access for everyone is probably not achievable. All the same, federally-funded agencies and organizations might employ additional tools in order to broaden their efforts to make websites more accessible for LEP audiences.

**Options for Making Government Communication More Accessible**

A variety of potential solutions to the challenges of communicating with LEP audiences online can be considered. For example, efforts associated with the Plain English movement may begin to address the needs of LEP audiences. Similarly, translation may help some LEP audiences. But as yet, few approaches provide practical solutions for professional communicators in the government sector.

**Federal plain language guidelines.** Government efforts to improve the clarity of government writing for native English speakers have run parallel to government efforts to improve LEP services. Explicit directives to make English text more readable have filtered down from the nation’s highest office since the early 1970s. According to Schriver (1997), the Plain English movement was propelled forward by President Carter’s 1974 Executive Order No. 12044. At that time, proponents of Plain English Style “called for an end to ‘gobbledygook’ in government and business documents, demanding communications that citizens could understand” (p. 27). The Plain English tide ebbed in the early 1980s when President Reagan rescinded Carter’s order (p. 28). According to Locke (2004), President Clinton revived the movement in 1998 when he issued a Presidential Memorandum requiring all federal employees to use plain language (para. 8).

President Obama gave additional impetus to the Plain English movement with creation of the Plain Writing Act of 2010. The purpose of the Act is
“to improve the effectiveness and accountability of Federal agencies to the public by promoting clear Government communication that the public can understand and use” (U.S. Government Publishing Office, 2010, [2] 2861). Although the Act defines Plain Writing as following best practices that are “appropriate to the subject or field and intended audience” ([2] 2861), it does not explicitly address the issue of communicating with LEP audiences. The law either neglects to consider these audiences, or assumes that Plain English Style will serve LEP audiences well.

Whether Plain English Style even meets LEP readers’ needs is questionable. Thrush (2001) points out that “most of the ‘principles of clear writing’ were developed through research with native speakers of American English” (p. 290). Based on her study of the impact of certain Plain English guidelines on the readability of documents for LEP readers, Thrush (2001) concluded that some outcomes of applying Plain English guidelines—the increased use of phrasal verbs and non-Latinate vocabulary—can make texts more difficult to understand for some nonnative speakers of American English (p. 295). In other words, guidelines that clarify meaning for native English speakers may have the opposite effect for LEP readers.

**Translation.** Translation may seem to be an obvious solution for addressing language barriers in government communications, and translation, along with interpretation and education in English as a Second Language, have been a focal point of government LEP directives (DOJ Guidance, 2002), but translation is fraught with challenges. Funding limitations hamper many agencies’ ability to maintain translation staff, contract for human translation services, or purchase machine translation software. The short life span of website text, especially time-sensitive text about public comment periods, demands an ongoing—and potentially costly—cycle of writing and translation. And since the linguistic make-up of website audiences is difficult to determine, government agencies are unlikely to be able to provide translations for all possible readers.

As a result, translation is not being used broadly to enhance public participation. According to Ryan (2013), the U.S. Census Bureau’s language
research supports estimates that there are nearly 7,000 languages spoken worldwide. Based on that research, the Census Bureau identified the 381 languages that are most-commonly spoken in the United States (p. 2). The website LEP.gov provides evidence that, despite this vast diversity of language users, federal agencies currently supply translations in only a small fraction of represented languages. The site includes links to the translated materials of 17 agencies, and of these, 10 provide translations in fewer than 10 languages, and four of those agencies provide only Spanish translations. The remaining seven agencies offer between 12 and 50 languages, with one agency translating into 85 languages (LEP.gov, “Resources by Subject,” para. 1). (It is interesting to note that even these links to translated government materials are provided on an LEP.gov web page that is entirely in English.) So, although some government agencies are translating some content into some of the most-commonly spoken languages in the United States, no agencies are reaching all 381 language groups that the U.S. Census Bureau recognizes, and many agencies are translating no materials at all.

The website LEP.gov was established as a tool for implementing Executive Order No. 13166 (LEP.gov, “Mission,” para. 1). Although LEP.gov urges agencies to provide translations, it does so within the framework of DOJ’s standard of reasonableness under Executive Order No. 13166. Based on DOJ’s four-factor test of reasonableness, only vital documents need to be translated, not necessarily in their entirety, and only for the most common minority languages. Navigating English-language sites to access select portions of translated texts could be an insurmountable barrier for many LEP readers. The most-marginalized language groups are likely to fall through the cracks when translation decisions are based on DOJ’s standard of reasonableness.

Tailoring translations to the multitude of language groups that could be represented in a website audience would be cumbersome and not feasible for government agencies. And government mandates to meet LEP readers’ needs do not call for such thorough efforts anyway. Also limiting is the fact that LEP mandates govern only federal agencies and federally-funded entities. Many state agencies do receive federal funds and, therefore, would be governed by LEP
mandates, but not all public bodies fall in that category. Consequently, government as a whole has few drivers and few solutions for creating a more transparent and inclusive government process by translating website content. Government professional communicators are left to harness other approaches that may help fill the gap when translation will not.

**Editing for efficient translation and LEP readability.** Because government professional communicators are taking on a more pivotal role in cross-language communication, as noted by Hartley & Paris (1997) and Gnecchi et al. (2011), and in light of the reality that translation is often not feasible, professional communicators need techniques for crafting English text that is comprehensible to LEP readers and well-suited to translation with free online translation tools that readers can use on their own. One such technique is offered by Kohl (2008) in his book *The Global English style guide: Writing clear, translatable documentation for a global market*. Kohl (2008) describes Global English as “written English that an author has optimized for a global audience by following guidelines that go beyond what is found in conventional style guides” (p. 2). Kohl (2008) argues that Global English Style “makes documents that are not slated for translation more readable for nonnative speakers who are reasonably proficient in English” (p. 3). Unlike the *Federal Plain Language Guidelines*, Kohl’s guidelines specifically target LEP audiences.

Kohl (2008) is not alone in suggesting that writing techniques used to prepare documents for translation could make English texts more comprehensible for LEP readers. Momen (2009), in his discussion of linguistic barriers to knowledge transfer in medical scholarship, suggests that “Publishers could make their websites machine-translation friendly” and include “a device (widget) on a website that would allow readers to translate articles into their mother tongues without leaving the webpage” (p. 655). Momen’s suggestion may be equally applicable to government websites where LEP-friendly English text could be supplemented with a website link to a free translation tool such as Google Translate. The combination of Global English Style (GES) and website translation widgets could provide a valuable means for government professional
communicators to create content that allows LEP readers to participate in web-based public engagement efforts.

However, additional testing of GES is needed in order to assess its value for LEP readers of government websites. Kohl (2008) points out that “relatively little research has been done on the effect of specific style guidelines and terminology guidelines on machine-translation output” (p. 6). One translation industry study by Thicke (2011) looked at the impact of Kohl’s guidelines on the quality of machine translations produced from translation engines that had been trained on target terminology, compared to engines that had not been trained. The study used an 880-word passage of text that was well-written but violated several of Kohl’s (2008) guidelines. An unedited version of the text and a version that had been edited to conform to GES were each fed into a trained and an untrained translation engine. The study measured translation quality based on the amount of time translation editors needed to spend correcting errors in the post-translation text. The edited versions of the text fared slightly better than the unedited versions when translated by the untrained engine (p. 39). However, when the trained engine was fed the edited text, the output quality improved greatly. Thicke (2011) reports that “post-editors were able to get away with just a small tweak here and there to bring the sentences up to fully human quality” (p. 40). Thicke (2011) concluded that “the unedited text, breaking the rules of Global English, was more difficult for the machine to understand, just as it would have been for a human reader” (p. 39).

Kohl (2008) describes a pilot project conducted in 2004 by SAS Institute. SAS Institute is Kohl’s employer and the publisher of Kohl’s (2008) book. The project examined the quality of a machine translation produced from source text that did not conform to GES compared to a machine translation of the same source text after it had been edited to conform to the guidelines. The translations were evaluated by professional translators, who rated the translations as excellent, good, medium, or poor. Kohl (2008) reported that

the translations of the Global English versions of the document were significantly better than the translations of the unedited version. The percentage of sentences
that were rated as either Excellent or Good increased from 27% to 68%. The percentage of sentences that were rated as either Medium or Poor decreased from 73% to 32% (p. 6).

Aside from the Thicke (2011) study, and the SAS pilot project (Kohl, 2008), no research has been published on the impact of GES on the quality of translations produced by machine translation engines, particularly machine translation tools that are available free online. Also, no testing of Kohl’s (2008) guidelines has been done using text from outside the technology field. Although Thicke's study (2011) used source text that included conceptual language, it relied on instructional text from the technology field. The SAS case study used software documentation as source text (Kohl, 2008, p. 2). Text produced for government websites, particularly text used to explain policies or invite participation in policy-making may be more abstract and conceptually dense than instructional text and software documentation, and therefore warrants separate testing. Kohl (2008) asserted that while

the Global English guidelines were developed with technical documentation in mind . . . most of the guidelines are also appropriate for marketing materials and for other documents in which language must be used more creatively, informally or idiomatically (p. xiv).

Kohl’s claim—although reasonable—is yet untested. Also, Kohl suggested that “Global English makes documents clearer and more readable for native speakers, too” (p. 3). That claim would also benefit from testing.

**Methodology**

In order to emulate the way government writers write, and the way government website users experience a page of website text, the study was designed to do the following:
1. Evaluate translated text and English text at the passage level, rather than at the sentence or word level, since website users encounter full passages of content, and government writers produce web content expecting that it will be consumed as a single unit expressing multiple ideas.

2. Test the overall impact of multiple GES guidelines when applied to a full passage of text, rather than test individual guidelines in isolation, since a writer who edits text to conform to a particular style—especially a style intended to improve overall readability of text—would not alter individual sentences in isolation, or apply only one style guideline per sentence, but would likely apply multiple guidelines and make a variety of changes to improve the overall passage.

3. Test a source text that is based on an actual government web page that invited public input on proposed policy changes, since the purpose of the study is to examine whether GES could make government-participation web pages more accessible for LEP readers.

4. Produce translations using Google Translate because it is a free, widely-used online translation software tool. According to Shankland (2103), “Google Translate provides a billion translations a day for 200 million users” (para. 1).

**Survey Design**

Feedback about the impact of using GES guidelines on a government text was obtained through four online surveys that were sent to four groups of bilingual readers (Appendix C). Two reader groups were highly-literate in Vietnamese and English, and two were highly-literate in Spanish and English. Each survey contained questions about the readability of an English-language text, and questions about the content and quality of a translation produced by Google Translate of a different English-language text. For each target language, one group of readers evaluated a translation of a source text that had been optimized to conform to GES, while the other group evaluated a translation of the original, nonoptimized source text. All four surveys were conducted using Survey Monkey.
Source texts for the translations were based on a passage from the website of a United States city that was soliciting public input on its proposed development plan (Appendix A). The first author created the original source text—nonoptimized—by editing the passage to fictionalize the identity of the city. Additional violations of GES were introduced in order to provide opportunities to test more of the GES guidelines. The resulting source text remained typical of what an experienced government writer might produce. The first author created a second source text—optimized—by editing the original source text to conform to GES. She then translated both source—nonoptimized and optimized—into Vietnamese and Spanish using Google Translate. All translations were produced within the same five-minute period. The following versions of translated text were produced:

- Nonoptimized source text translated into Spanish
- Optimized source text translated into Spanish
- Nonoptimized source text translated into Vietnamese
- Optimized source text translated into Vietnamese

The survey asked participants to read the translated passage of text and answer comprehension questions about the content. The questions were designed to measure the type of information a reader would need to grasp in order to respond to a website invitation to submit comments about a public policy change.

The survey then asked participants to rate the quality of the translation as a whole using a five-point Likert-type scale. The survey defined a high standard for translation quality: “A very good Vietnamese translation accurately conveys the meaning of the original English text, and does not sound wrong or awkward to you as a reader of Vietnamese.” An analogous definition was used in the Spanish surveys.

The final section of the survey tested nonoptimized and optimized versions of a different English text (Appendix B). The first author selected this new text from a government agency website that was inviting public comment on
a proposed change to a federal rule about food safety. She altered the text to fictionalize the identity of the agency and to introduce additional GES violations. She then created a second, optimized version of the same text by applying the GES guidelines. These passages were not translated. All four surveys asked participants to compare the same optimized and nonoptimized English texts and to rate the reading ease of each text on a five-point Likert-type scale. Finally, the survey asked participants which of the two passages was easier to read.

**Survey Participants**

Survey participants were recruited after the project was approved by the Institution Review Board (IRB). Four groups of survey participants were recruited through university colleagues and several nonprofit organizations that serve Hispanic and Vietnamese communities in Portland, Oregon, where the study took place. Recruitment inquiries invited adults who self-identified as highly literate in English and Vietnamese or in English and Spanish to contact the first author by email to request a survey invitation. Survey participants were given the option to receive a $10 gift card as a thank you for completing the survey.

Participants were randomly assigned to a survey type within each language group. Half of the Vietnamese invitees received an invitation with a link to the survey that included the optimized Vietnamese translation. The remainder of the Vietnamese invitees received the survey with the nonoptimized translation. The Spanish surveys were disseminated in the same way. No invitee was asked to review both the edited source text and unedited source text versions of a translation in order to avoid the possibility that seeing the translation twice would allow the participant to become too familiar with the content and less sensitive to the quality of the translation.

**Response Rate**

Of 45 people who requested the Vietnamese survey invitation, 14 (31%) took the survey. Of 22 people who requested the Spanish survey, 11 (50%) took the survey.
The response rate for the study as a whole was 37%. Incomplete surveys were excluded. The survey groups are described in Figure 1.

**Data Analysis**

Survey Monkey compiled verbatim answers to comprehension tests, and calculated the number and percent of respondents who assigned a given rating to a particular translation. Survey Monkey also provided weighted averages for the Likert scale ratings.
particular translation. Survey Monkey also provided weighted averages for the Likert scale ratings.

**Results**

Likert scale ratings of translation quality were similar for the two groups of Spanish-language participants—weighted average of 3.2. For Vietnamese, the group who read the translation of the optimized text gave it higher ratings—weighted average of 3.2—than the group who read the translation of the nonoptimized text—weighted average of 2.4. Weighted averages indicate the average Likert scale choice among the five participants in each group. Table 1 shows the number of participants who made each Likert scale choice in each group.

**Table 1**

*Frequency of Likert Scale Choices for Translation Quality*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likert Scale</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>Likert Weighted Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very Poor</td>
<td>Below Average</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Above Average</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Not sure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonoptimized</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonoptimized</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese Text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After reading the translated passages, all twenty participants gave correct answers to the following comprehension questions:

1. What is the text about?
2. Who is the text intended for?
3. What does the text tell the reader to do?
4. What will happen if the reader does what the text tells the reader to do?

Among all 20 participants, 17 (85%) rated the English text easy to read after GES was applied, while only 5 participants (25%) rated the original text easy to read. Responses are shown in Table 2.

Survey participants were then asked to rate the relative readability of the nonoptimized and optimized English passage of text. Of 20 respondents, 10% found the nonoptimized text easier to read, 80% found the optimized text easier to read, and 10% found neither version of the text easier to read than the other (these final respondents had rated the readability of both texts as “average”).

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likert Scale</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Likert Weighted Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Difficult</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Very Easy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonoptimized English n=20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized English n=20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. All 20 respondents rated both text types.
Discussion

The central purpose for the study was to gauge whether GES might allow government writers to produce text that linguistically-diverse audiences would find easier to read in English and more effective for translating using free online translation tools such as Google Translate. The study tested two hypotheses: (1) that English text that has been optimized using Kohl’s (2008) guidelines produces better Spanish and Vietnamese translations from Google Translate than text that has not been optimized, and (2) that multilingual readers find English text easier to read when it has been optimized than when it has not been optimized.

The most notable result of the study confirmed the second hypothesis: The participants—highly-literate speakers of two notably different languages—were nearly unanimous in their perception that the optimized English text was easier to read than the nonoptimized English text. The results were consistent with an earlier study by McGinnis (2013) in which leaders from nearly 40 nonprofit organizations compared an optimized version and nonoptimized version of an English website text related to applying for a government grant. More than 90% of respondents in that study preferred the optimized version of the text (p. 17). The results of both studies take on greater meaning in light of the fact that both studies drew sample text from government websites. The data show that optimization made English text more readable. Furthermore, they suggest that optimization can make government writing more readable for people with a variety of backgrounds.

The other hypothesis of the current study—that optimization improves the quality of Vietnamese and Spanish translations produced by Google Translate—was supported in part. The data showed that Spanish-language readers perceived no difference in the quality of a nonoptimized Spanish translation and an optimized Spanish translation. They gave a median quality rating of 3.2 for both the optimized and nonoptimized translations. However, results for the Vietnamese-language readers indicated that text optimization improved translation quality. The median quality rating for the optimized
Vietnamese translation was nearly a full point higher than for the nonoptimized translation. Those results suggest that Vietnamese readers of the optimized translations found the translations comprehensible and less awkward than did their Vietnamese counterparts who reviewed the nonoptimized translation. To the extent that impenetrable English text or awkward machine-translated text cause readers to abandon a website, optimization offers hope that readers will remain engaged in a website and take advantage of opportunities to participate in government comment periods and other forms of participatory governance.

Due to the small sample size, the results of this study are only suggestive, but they support further testing. The survey was long and complex; yet, those participants who worked through the survey to the final screen skipped no questions. Such thorough responses suggest that participants were highly-motivated to participate and, consequently, gave well-considered answers.

The small sample size may have magnified the influence of participants’ idiosyncrasies. For example, participants’ may have had distinctly different standards for translation quality, and some may have had strong attitudes toward Google Translate or machine translation in general. Some participants may have had very little previous exposure to government website content, while other participants were government employees. Those idiosyncrasies would be expected to have a leveling effect on the results, which made the improvement in the quality rating of the Vietnamese translations more noteworthy.

A second limitation of the study was that the survey respondents did not represent the audiences that might benefit most if government agencies made their websites more readable for LEP individuals. The first author did not attempt to recruit LEP readers in this exploratory study because of the complexities of measuring participants’ reading levels and the challenges of providing informed consent disclosures to LEP readers in languages other than English. In addition, the survey required participants to compare an English source text to a translation, so the design of this study required that participants be able to read both languages well. However, while the current study did not use LEP readers, it did move beyond the earlier studies by taking a step closer to the type of nonexpert, general audience that might visit a government website.
Other studies of GES (Kohl, 2008; Thicke, 2011) used professional translators and translation editors to evaluate optimized translations.

**Conclusions**

For government writers who wish to cast a broader net to draw in LEP readers, the two-fold opportunity that GES presents is valuable. That GES might improve the quality of some machine translations is important; that it may improve the readability of English that is not translated is crucial, precisely because human translation is so often not feasible. By conforming their web content to GES, government writers can improve the likelihood that LEP individuals who can read some English or who use Google Translate will understand and act on opportunities to get involved in public decisions that impact their lives. The results of the current study suggest that GES provides a means for keeping some LEP readers from falling through the cracks in government communication efforts whenever human translation is not a practical solution.

GES could be used routinely throughout an organization with little added expense other than the cost of a book and the labor costs associated with writers and editors familiarizing themselves with a new style. Applying the guidelines may require extra effort from writers since—as many writers and editors know—writing clearly and concisely requires more effort than writing less precisely. But the labor costs of spending time optimizing text might be offset by avoiding the costs of repeating a failed communication effort or responding to a flood of phone calls for clarification. A particular benefit of GES is that, because it is less costly than translation, it could be applied comprehensively to entire documents or websites, avoiding the piecemeal approach supported by DOJ’s four factor test that authorizes agencies to translate only vital portions of vital documents (LEP.gov, “When Developing Plans and Guidance,” para. 1). GES could relieve some LEP readers of the frustration of navigating a patchwork of incomplete information within the context of a website that may be, as a whole, written in an
English that is difficult for LEP readers to understand and clumsy to translate using free tools that these readers have access to.

An important next step would be to expand this study to involve a statistically significant sample of actual LEP readers. Doing so will present challenges. Recruiting a large number of bilingual readers would require substantial outreach conducted in non-English languages, requiring a linguistically-diverse research team. LEP readers might be reluctant to self-identify as having limited English proficiency if they are self-conscious about their English skills. For similar reasons, organizations that represent diverse communities might be reluctant to pinpoint their constituents who have limited proficiency. Recruiting online might be ineffective since LEP readers may not be frequent users of the Internet for socioeconomic reasons or for the simple reason that so much website content is in English. Evaluating the reading level of study participants to ensure that they meet a standard of limited English proficiency would be a monumental task that might present even greater barriers to study participation, since it would demand more time from participants, and perhaps amplify any feelings of insecurity they might have about their communication ability. And, all other things aside, the task of evaluating translation quality is not a simple one, and might deter many potential participants. Because it is the first of its kind, the current study was crafted more simply in order to facilitate the process of launching further study of the potential for GES to improve government communication—potential that this study has confirmed.

Testing the ability of government technical writers to apply GES guidelines would also be valuable. Kohl’s (2008) book The Global English style guide: Writing clear, translatable documentation for a global market provides detailed information that, in some cases, may require significant familiarity with English grammar. It would be important to know the extent to which the average government writer could successfully apply Kohl’s guidelines, and how long it might take such a writer to adapt to using GES. Gauging government writers’ attitudes toward addressing LEP readers’ needs and their motivation to implement GES would also be important. These are all necessary issues to explore
if government is to evaluate the costs and benefits of training writers in new techniques.

The results of this study present great promise that text optimization may help bridge the policy gaps between the parallel efforts set in motion by Executive Order No. 13166, the Open Government Directive, and the Plain Writing Act of 2010. Where the government website plainlanguage.gov focuses on general readability for English-language readers and overlooks LEP readers, the government website LEP.gov focuses heavily on the use of translation, which offers little help to LEP readers since, as scholars and public leaders have acknowledged, translation has limited feasibility for government agencies. GES, however, pushes beyond the Anglo-centric vision of the plain English movement and the narrow directives of the Plain Writing Act of 2010, and instead offers a tool that can help level the playing field for LEP readers of any government document on any day at little cost. GES demands more work from English-language writers than they may be accustomed to investing, but this extra effort represents a show of good faith to traditionally-marginialized language groups. Those groups, in turn, will bring their communicative resources to bear when reading GES-optimized English text or taking the extra step of using a tool like Google Translate. Consequently, GES presents an opportunity to improve the balance in public participation in an age when Internet outreach is increasingly important and government’s ability to understand its multilingual audiences is lagging.
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Appendix A

English Source Text for Translations

Included below are the source texts used to produce the translations used in the surveys. All translations created by Google Translate for this study were produced within the same five-minute period. The nonoptimized source text has not been conformed to Global English Style. The optimized source text has been conformed to Global English Style.

Nonoptimized Source Text
(250 Words. Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 13.8)

The City of Carlsburg has been tasked with updating its Comprehensive City Plan, a long-range, 20-year plan that sets the framework up for the physical development of the city. Carlsburg originally developed its Comprehensive Plan in 1970; periodic plan updates are mandated by the State Legislature. The Comprehensive Plan update will help implement the city’s strategic plan for a prosperous, educated, healthy, equitable and resilient Carlsburg.

The city has appointed a committee chair, which will ensure opportunities will be provided for open, meaningful community participation in the Comprehensive Plan update process. The committee is responsible for prioritizing. They have also been tasked with defining criteria and principles for engaging Carlsburg residents in a public involvement process, identifying benchmarks and timelines to measure success, and serving as the eyes and ears of Carlsburg’s many and diverse communities, ensuring that the perspectives of all Carlsburg residents are reflected in the updated plan.

Have your say by staying informed and getting involved. Read the draft Comprehensive Plan update, which describes proposed changes to land use, transportation, and infrastructure that will help us grow, create more jobs, close city service gaps, and help make Carlsburg a more livable city.

Participate by submitting your comments to plan@carlsburg.ci.us, or attending a workshop, open house or other event. The public comment period will be closing on March 1, 2015. Based on public input, changes will be made to the proposed plan. If you are unsure how to participate, we recommend you call the Mayor’s Office at 345-789-1234.
The City of Carlsburg is updating its Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive Plan is a 20-year plan that guides decisions about how the city changes or grows.

Carlsburg originally developed its Comprehensive Plan in 1970. The State Legislature requires Carlsburg to update the plan periodically. The city will use the Comprehensive Plan to implement the city’s strategic plan. The goal of the Comprehensive Plan is to make Carlsburg prosperous, educated, healthy, equitable, and resilient.

City officials appointed a committee chairperson, who ensures that opportunities exist for community members to help update the Comprehensive Plan. The committee will do the following:

- Prioritize tasks
- Identify ways to involve residents
- Identify benchmarks and timelines to measure success
- Monitor residents’ concerns
- Ensure that the updated plan reflects all residents’ opinions

Share your ideas. Stay informed and get involved. Read the draft update of the Comprehensive Plan, which proposes changes to land use, transportation and infrastructure. The plan will help the city grow, create more jobs, and close gaps in city services. It will help us make Carlsburg a better place to live.

Submit your comments to plan@carlsburg.ci.us, or attend a workshop, open house or other event. The public comment period will close on March 1, 2015. City planners will revise the proposed plan in response to public comments. If you are unsure about how to participate, we recommend that you call the Mayor’s Office at 345-789-1234.
Appendix B

Nonoptimized and Optimized English Test Passages

Included below are the English texts used for comparison—in English—in the surveys. The texts were not translated. The nonoptimized source text has not been conformed to Global English Style. The optimized source text has been conformed to Global English Style.

Nonoptimized Test Passage
(130 Words. Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 17.0)

The Bakery Rule is one of seven proposed government-mandated rules that will be finalized by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2015, which will implement the Food Safety Modernization Act. This will lead to creation of a prevention based, modern, bakery food safety system ensuring consumers are safe from foodborne illness. A supplemental rule (Dairy) was later proposed to make certain provisions, including milk quality standards and testing, more flexible reducing potential health impacts.

The FDA will consider comments from the public and other government agencies received during the comment period before drafting the final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The FDA will evaluate the potential alternatives the final EIS presents and the environmental impacts of each, which includes related socioeconomic and human health effects, before finalizing the food-safety rules.

Optimized Test Passage
(135 Words. Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 11.8)

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has proposed the Bakery Rule, which modernizes the food-safety system for bakeries. The rule is among seven government-mandated rules that implement the Food Safety Modernization Act. The Bakery Rule focuses on prevention to protect consumers from foodborne illness. The FDA also has proposed the supplemental Dairy Rule. It reduces health risks by making the standards for milk quality and testing more flexible. The FDA will finalize the rules in 2015.

The FDA will consider comments from government agencies and the public before drafting the final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Comments must be received during the comment period to be considered. Before finalizing the food safety
rules, the FDA will evaluate the environmental impact of each alternative that appears in the EIS, including impacts on human health and the economy.
Appendix C

Survey Sample

All four surveys were conducted using Survey Monkey. The following is a sample of the survey used for the study. Actual source texts and translations were updated upon distribution of the surveys, and differ from the content below. The actual source texts are available in Appendices A and B.

Social Inclusion: Text Optimization for Government Organizations
Researcher: First Author, Masters Candidate, Institution Name
Research Advisor: Second Author, Associate Professor, Institution Name

This research has been reviewed by the UW-Stout IRB as required by the Code of Federal Regulations title 45 Part 46

Purpose

This survey explores methods for government agencies and nonprofit organizations to write websites and documents that are easier for global audiences to read. As a result of these methods, people who find it difficult to read English may have more opportunities to use public services and to give input on public policy decisions that affect their lives.

Length

The survey takes about 10 minutes to complete. The survey is hosted by Survey Monkey.

Thank-You Gift

All participants will receive a $10 Amazon.com gift certificate by email as a thank you for participating in the survey. The survey will ask you to provide an email address where you would like to receive your gift certificate.
Survey Tasks

The survey asks you to evaluate the quality of a Spanish translation created by Google Translate. It also asks you to compare two versions of an English paragraph and rate how readable each version is. Tasks are described in more detail at the start of the survey.

Confidentiality

All survey data will be password-protected. The survey will ask you to provide an email address where you would like to receive a gift certificate for participating in the survey. I will not share your email address with anyone. I will delete the email address from my records before the survey data is compiled. At that point, your responses will not be connected to you in any way.

Benefits of Participating

Data from this survey may help improve government and nonprofit writing. As a result, people who find it difficult to read English may have more opportunities to use public services and to give input on new laws or policies.

Risks of Participating

The survey presents no more than minimal risks to participants. Some survey participants could feel uncomfortable if the translations are difficult to read. However, the survey does not measure reading ability. It measures translation quality. Some participants could feel uncomfortable providing an email address to receive a thank you gift. However, accepting the gift and providing an email address is optional.

Consent to Participate

Your participation in this survey is voluntary. If you choose to complete the survey, you consent to participate in this study called “Social Inclusion: Text Optimization for Government Organizations.” The study includes only this survey. Nothing else will be asked of you after the survey. You can withdraw from the study at any time before you finish the survey. However, you will not be able to withdraw your responses after you finish the survey, because I will not know which responses are yours.
IRB Approval

This study has been reviewed and approved by the Institution Name Institutional Review Board (IRB). The IRB has determined that this study meets the ethical obligations required by federal law and University policies. Please contact the Researcher or Advisor if you have questions or concerns about this study. Please contact the IRB Administrator if you have any questions, concerns or reports regarding your rights as a research subject.

Contact

Researcher: Name and contact information

Research Advisor: Name and contact information

IRB Administrator: Name and contact information

____________________________[End of Screen]____________________________

HOW THE SURVEY WORKS

In this survey we will work with a passage of text that I translated from English to Spanish using Google Translate. (Google Translate is a free online translation tool.) During the survey, you will do the following:

1. Read the translated text with some words removed, and guess what the missing words are.

2. Read the full translated text (with no words removed) and answer questions about the text.

3. Compare the English text and the Spanish translation and answer one question about the quality of the translation.

4. Compare two versions of an English paragraph and decide which version is better.
5. Enter your email address if you wish to receive a $5 Amazon.com gift certificate

________________[(End of Screen)____________________________

GUESS THE MISSING WORDS

Here is the translated text that we will use for this survey. I have removed words from the text. In place of each missing word, you will see a line with a number on it. After the text you will see a numbered list where you will type in the missing words. This survey does not test or measure your reading or writing ability. The survey measures the quality of the translation that Google Translate produces.

Please read the text and guess what words are missing. Write the missing words in the numbered list that follows the text. Please do not continue to the next screen of the survey until you have completed this task.

La Ciudad de Carlsburg está actualizando su Plan Integral, un plan de largo alcance de 20 años que ___1___ el marco para el desarrollo físico de la ciudad. Carlsburg originalmente desarrollado su Plan Integral en 1970; actualizaciones ___2___ del plan están obligados por la Legislatura del Estado. La actualización del Plan Integral ayudará a implementar el ___3___ estratégico de la ciudad para un educado, Carlsburg próspera, saludable, equitativa y resistente.

La ciudad ha nombrado un ___4___ para garantizar oportunidades abiertas y significativas para la participación comunitaria en la actualización del Plan Integral. El comité ___5___ responsable de la definición de criterios y principios para los residentes participar carlsburg en un proceso de participación ___6___, la identificación de puntos de referencia y plazos para medir el éxito, y que sirve como los “ojos ___7___ oídos” de muchas y diversas comunidades de carlsburg, asegurando que las perspectivas de todos Carlsburg residentes se reflejan ___8___ el plan actualizado.

Manténgase informado y participar. Leer el proyecto de propuesta para la actualización del Plan Integral, ___9___ incluye cambios en el uso del suelo, el transporte y la infraestructura que nos ayudará a crecer, crear ___10___ puestos de trabajo, cerrar las brechas en servicios de la ciudad, y ayudar a que Carlsburg una ciudad ___11___
habitable. El período de comentarios públicos está abierto actualmente. Envíe sus comentarios a carlsburgplan@carlsburg.ci.us. o asistir a un taller, ___12___ casa abierta o cualquier otro evento. Su regeneración se incluirá con el testimonio público sobre esta fase del ___13___ de planificación.

Please type the missing word that corresponds with each number in the text above. If you are unsure, just guess.

1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
6. __________________________
7. __________________________
8. __________________________
9. __________________________
10. __________________________
11. __________________________
12. __________________________
13. __________________________

[End of Screen]____________________________

ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT THE TRANSLATION CONTENT

Here is the same translated text with no words removed. (Please do not return to the previous screen to change your responses.)

Please read the text and answer the questions below it.
La Ciudad de Carlsburg está actualizando su Plan Integral, un plan de largo alcance de 20 años que establece el marco para el desarrollo físico de la ciudad. Carlsburg originalmente desarrolló su Plan Integral en 1970; actualizaciones periódicas del plan están obligados por la Legislatura del Estado. La actualización del Plan Integral ayudará a implementar el plan estratégico de la ciudad para un educado, Carlsburg próspera, saludable, equitativa y resistente.

La ciudad ha nombrado un comité para garantizar oportunidades abiertas y significativas para la participación comunitaria en la actualización del Plan Integral. El comité es responsable de la definición de criterios y principios para los residentes participar carlsburg en un proceso de participación pública, la identificación de puntos de referencia y plazos para medir el éxito, y que sirve como los “ojos y oídos” de muchas y diversas comunidades de carlsburg, asegurando que las perspectivas de todos Carlsburg residentes se reflejan en el plan actualizado.

Manténgase informado y participar. Leer el proyecto de propuesta para la actualización del Plan Integral, que incluye cambios en el uso del suelo, el transporte y la infraestructura que nos ayudará a crecer, crear más puestos de trabajo, cerrar las brechas en servicios de la ciudad, y ayudar a que Carlsburg una ciudad más habitable. El período de comentarios públicos está abierto actualmente. Envíe sus comentarios a carlsburgplan@carlsburg.ci.us. o asistir a un taller, una casa abierta o cualquier otro evento. Su regeneración se incluirá con el testimonio público sobre esta fase del proyecto de planificación.

Please enter your responses in English. (The researcher cannot read Spanish.)

1. What is this text about?

2. Who is the text intended for?

3. What does the text tell the reader to do?

4. How will the reader benefit if he or she does what the text suggests?
The City of Carlsburg is updating its Comprehensive Plan, a long-range 20-year plan that sets the framework for the physical development of the city. Carlsburg originally developed its Comprehensive Plan in 1970; periodic updates of the plan are mandated by the State Legislature. The Comprehensive Plan update will help to implement the city’s strategic plan for a prosperous, educated, healthy, equitable and resilient Carlsburg.

The city has appointed a committee to ensure open and meaningful opportunities for community participation in the Comprehensive Plan update. The committee is responsible for defining criteria and principles for engaging Carlsburg residents in a public involvement process, identifying benchmarks and timelines to measure success, and serving as the “eyes and ears” of Carlsburg’s many and diverse communities, ensuring that the perspectives of all Carlsburg residents are reflected in the updated plan.

Stay informed and get involved. Read the proposed draft of the Comprehensive Plan update, which includes changes to land use, transportation and infrastructure that will help us grow, create more jobs, close gaps in city services, and help make Carlsburg a more livable city. The public comment period is currently open. Submit your comments to carlsburgplan@carlsburg.ci.us or attend a workshop, open house or other event. Your feedback will be included with the public testimony on this phase of the planning project.

La Ciudad de Carlsburg está actualizando su Plan Integral, un plan de largo alcance de 20 años que establece el marco para el desarrollo físico de la ciudad. Carlsburg originalmente desarrollado su Plan Integral en 1970; actualizaciones periódicas del plan están obligados por la Legislatura del Estado. La actualización del Plan Integral ayudará a implementar el plan estratégico de la ciudad para un educado, Carlsburg próspera, saludable, equitativa y resistente.
La ciudad ha nombrado un comité para garantizar oportunidades abiertas y significativas para la participación comunitaria en la actualización del Plan Integral. El comité es responsable de la definición de criterios y principios para los residentes participar carlsburg en un proceso de participación pública, la identificación de puntos de referencia y plazos para medir el éxito, y que sirve como los “ojos y oídos” de muchas y diversas comunidades de carlsburg, asegurando que las perspectivas de todos Carlsburg residentes se reflejan en el plan actualizado.

Manténgase informado y participar. Leer el proyecto de propuesta para la actualización del Plan Integral, que incluye cambios en el uso del suelo, el transporte y la infraestructura que nos ayudará a crecer, crear más puestos de trabajo, cerrar las brechas en servicios de la ciudad, y ayudar a que Carlsburg una ciudad más habitable. El periodo de comentarios públicos está abierto actualmente. Envíe sus comentarios a carlsburgplan@carlsburg.ci.us. o asistir a un taller, una casa abierta o cualquier otro evento. Su regeneración se incluirá con el testimonio público sobre esta fase del proyecto de planificación.

Please rate the overall quality of the translation. An excellent Spanish translation accurately conveys the meaning of the original English sentence, and does not sound wrong or awkward to you as a reader of Spanish. The translation is:

☐ Very Poor
☐ Below Average
☐ Average
☐ Above Average
☐ Very Good
☐ Not sure

_________________ [End of Screen] ______________________________
RATE THE TRANSLATION ERRORS

Please compare the 10 English sentences and their Spanish translations. Rate the quality of the translation. An excellent Spanish translation accurately conveys the meaning of the original English sentence, and does not sound wrong or awkward to you as a reader of Spanish.

1. Sentence one:

Original: The City of Carlsburg is updating its Comprehensive Plan, a long-range 20-year plan that sets the framework for the physical development of the city.

Translation: La Ciudad de Carlsburg está actualizando su Plan Integral, un plan de largo alcance de 20 años que establece el marco para el desarrollo físico de la ciudad.

The translation is:

☐ Very Poor
☐ Below Average
☐ Average
☐ Above Average
☐ Very Good
☐ Not sure

2. Sentence two:

Original: Carlsburg originally developed its Comprehensive Plan in 1970; periodic updates of the plan are mandated by the State Legislature.
Translation: Carlsburg originalmente desarrolló su Plan Integral en 1970; actualizaciones periódicas del plan están obligados por la Legislatura del Estado.

The translation is:

- Very Poor
- Below Average
- Average
- Above Average
- Very Good
- Not sure

3. Sentence three:

Original: The Comprehensive Plan update will help to implement the city's strategic plan for a prosperous, educated, healthy, equitable and resilient Carlsburg.

Translation: La actualización del Plan Integral ayudará a implementar el plan estratégico de la ciudad para un educado, Carlsburg próspera, saludable, equitativo y resistente.

The translation is:

- Very Poor
- Below Average
- Average
- Above Average
- Very Good
- Not sure
4. Sentence four:

Original: The city has appointed a committee to ensure open and meaningful opportunities for community participation in the Comprehensive Plan update.

Translation: La ciudad ha nombrado un comité para garantizar oportunidades abiertas y significativas para la participación comunitaria en la actualización del Plan Integral.

The translation is:

- [ ] Very Poor
- [ ] Below Average
- [ ] Average
- [ ] Above Average
- [ ] Very Good
- [ ] Not sure

5. Sentence five:

Original: The committee is responsible for defining criteria and principles for engaging Carlsburg residents in a public involvement process, identifying benchmarks and timelines to measure success, and serving as the “eyes and ears” of Carlsburg’s many and diverse communities, ensuring that the perspectives of all Carlsburg residents are reflected in the updated plan.

Translation: El comité es responsable de la definición de criterios y principios para los residentes participar carlsburg en un proceso de participación pública, la
identificación de puntos de referencia y plazos para medir el éxito, y que sirve como los “ojos y oídos” de muchas y diversas comunidades de carlsburg, asegurando que las perspectivas de todos Carlsburg residentes se reflejan en el plan actualizado.

The translation is:

☐ Very Poor
☐ Below Average
☐ Average
☐ Above Average
☐ Very Good
☐ Not sure

________________[End of Screen]_______________________________________

6. Sentence six:

Original: Stay informed and get involved.

Translation: Manténgase informado y participar.

The translation is:

☐ Very Poor
☐ Below Average
☐ Average
☐ Above Average
☐ Very Good
☐ Not sure
7. Sentence seven:

Original: Read the proposed draft of the Comprehensive Plan update, which includes changes to land use, transportation and infrastructure that will help us grow, create more jobs, close gaps in city services, and help make Carlsburg a more livable city.

Translation: Leer el proyecto de propuesta para la actualización del Plan Integral, que incluye cambios en el uso del suelo, el transporte y la infraestructura que nos ayudará a crecer, crear más puestos de trabajo, cerrar las brechas en servicios de la ciudad, y ayudar a que Carlsburg una ciudad más habitable.

The translation is:

- [ ] Very Poor
- [ ] Below Average
- [ ] Average
- [ ] Above Average
- [ ] Very Good
- [ ] Not sure

8. Sentence eight:

Original: The public comment period is currently open.

Translation: El período de comentarios públicos está abierto actualmente.

The translation is:

- [ ] Very Poor
9. Sentence nine:

Original: Submit your comments to carlsburgplan@carlsburg.ci.us. or attend a workshop, open house or other event.

Translation: Envíe sus comentarios a carlsburgplan@carlsburg.ci.us. o asistir a un taller, una casa abierta o cualquier otro evento.

The translation is:

- Very Poor
- Below Average
- Average
- Above Average
- Very Good
- Not sure
10. Sentence ten:

Original: Your feedback will be included with the public testimony on this phase of the planning project.

Translation: Su regeneración se incluirá con el testimonio público sobre esta fase del proyecto de planificación.

The translation is:

☐ Very Poor
☐ Below Average
☐ Average
☐ Above Average
☐ Very Good
☐ Not sure

This is your final task.

Here are two versions of the same English paragraph, written in slightly different ways. Please read the paragraphs and answer the questions below.

Version 1

The Bakery Rule is one of seven proposed government-mandated rules that will be finalized by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2015, which will implement the Food Safety Modernization Act. This will lead to creation of a prevention based, modern, bakery food safety system ensuring consumers are safe from foodborne illness. A supplemental rule (Dairy) was later proposed to make certain provisions, including milk quality standards and testing, more flexible reducing potential health impacts.

The FDA will consider comments from the public and other government agencies received during the comment period before drafting the final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The FDA will evaluate the potential alternatives the final EIS presents and the environmental impacts of each, which includes related socioeconomic and human health effects, before finalizing the food-safety rules.
Please rate how readable Version 1 is.

Version 1 is:

- [ ] Very difficult to read
- [ ] Difficult to read
- [ ] Average
- [ ] Easy to read
- [ ] Very easy to read

Version 2

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has proposed the Bakery Rule, which modernizes the food-safety system for bakeries. The rule is among seven government-mandated rules that implement the Food Safety Modernization Act. The Bakery Rule focuses on prevention to protect consumers from foodborne illness. The FDA also has proposed the supplemental Dairy Rule. It reduces health risks by making the standards for milk quality and testing more flexible. The FDA will finalize the rules in 2015.

The FDA will consider comments from government agencies and the public before drafting the final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Comments must be received during the comment period to be considered. Before finalizing the food safety rules, the FDA will evaluate the environmental impact of each alternative that appears in the EIS, including impacts on human health and the economy.

Please rate how readable Version 2 is.

Version 2 is:

- [ ] Very difficult to read
- [ ] Difficult to read
- [ ] Average
- [ ] Easy to read
- [ ] Very easy to read
Overall, which of the two versions is easiest to read? (Select one)

☐ Version 1 is easiest to read
☐ Version 2 is easiest to read
☐ Neither version is easier to read than the other version
☐ Not sure

________________ [End of Screen] ______________________________

You are done! Thank you very much for participating in this survey!

If you would like to receive a $10 Amazon.com gift certificate, please enter your email address.

________________[End of Survey]_______________________________
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BRIDGING FOR A CRITICAL TURN IN TRANSLATION STUDIES
Power, hegemony, and empowerment

Yusaku Yajima and Satoshi Toyosaki
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, USA

The purpose of this critical essay is to meaningfully complicate the classical understanding of translation. In so doing, we, joining some critical translation scholars, contend that translation is not simply linguistic but also political, that translation participates in global hegemony, and that translation can only be partially just or justice-oriented at best. Given this framing, we discuss two interdisciplinary bridges that help us contemplate a critical turn for translation studies. The first bridge explains translation as intercultural communication; we resituate translator as relational and narrative emergent in a process of translation. The second bridge understands translation as critical pedagogy; we focus on the relationship between translators and the translated as a critical site for empowerment. A critical turn for translation that we endorse in this essay directs researchers’ and translators’ attention toward the politically complex nature of translation and toward minute potentiality for social justice-oriented translation practices.

Keywords. Critical approach; Power; Hegemony; Intercultural communication; Critical pedagogy.

“Language follows power,” Maylath (2012, p. 3) teaches his students in his linguistics courses. This is how Maylath opened his president’s address at the 2011 conference of Languages & Cultures Circle of Manitoba & North Dakota. Attention to power in translation studies has been discussed sparsely. For example, Jacquemond’s (1992) germinal work explicates how global translation practices are organized in accordance to the global economy and calls power into
question in translation studies. Müller (2007) suggests a shift towards “critical translation” (p. 212); he insists that a traditional/classic approach to translation neutralizes or does not take into account the hegemonic nature of languages and that a critical approach is to attend to it more consciously in understanding translation as a political act. This special issue in *connexions* also directs our attention to power. It is entitled, “Translation and International Professional Communication: Building Bridges and Strengthening Skills.” In their call for papers, Drs. Bruce Maylath, Ricardo Muñoz Martín, and Marta Pacheco Pinto explicitly mention power and ethics and write, “Translators . . . operate as mediators to facilitate understanding across global, international, national and local contexts through diverse communication channels” (*connexions • international professional communication journal*, n.d.). Such mediation necessarily brings with it an ethical component, in addition to the necessity for meaning accuracy/linguistic equivalency.

These scholars together seem to point to a critical turn in translation studies. Invoking Müller’s (2007) “critical translation,” we use a “critical turn” to emphasize scholarly attention paid to power, ethics, and hegemony in translation studies. This emphasis is significant because translators are mediators of socially constructed realities that facilitate materialistic consequences for the translated. What ethical responsibilities do translators have? How does ethical mediation look and feel? What skills do translators need to develop to become ethical mediators in the global hegemony of languages? These are just a few questions that beg our attention.

Our interest in this critical turn is found in our hope for (re)imagining translation as a global enterprise for social justice. Freysinger, Shaw, Henderson, and Bialeschki (2013) explain social justice as follows:

> a vision of society where the distribution of resources is equitable and all members are physically and psychologically safe and secure. In this society, individuals are both self-determining and interdependent. Justice involves a sense of one’s own agency and a sense of social responsibility towards others, and for society as a whole. (p. 553)
Orienting toward this vision of social justice, we hope that translation studies takes a critical turn, searching to construct a figure of translators as ethical mediators of/for social justice.

The critical turn we envision in this essay is not mistaken as a departure from the traditional and functionalist approaches to translation studies. Rather, we intend it to mean a productive extension and meaningful complication of translation studies, dialectically situating a critical turn in relation to the instrumentality of translation (Boyden, 2011). Following the lead of Muñoz Martín (2013), we hope to advance an understanding of a critical turn from interdisciplinary perspectives—merging translation studies, namely, with critical intercultural communication studies and critical pedagogy.

**Critical Framing of Translation**

Situating a critical turn in translation studies requires revisiting how we conceptualize translation. Traditionally, translation is understood as “the replacement of text in a source language by text in a target language equivalent in meaning” (Müller, 2007, p. 207). Considering a critical turn, we understand that the classic conceptualization of translation does not fully capture its complexity and contextuality. Translation scholars such as Baker (2006), Gentzler (2002), Jacquemond (1992), Robinson (1997), Tymoczko (2000, 2003, 2007), and Venuti (1993, 1995, 1998, 2000) argue that translation is not simply linguistic but also political. Following their lead, we elaborate on translation as a global and political act.

**Global Economy**

In *Translation and cultural hegemony: The case of French-Arabic translation*, Jacquemond (1992) argues that translation “takes place in a specific social and historical context that informs and structures it” (p. 139). In other words, translation is a socially and historically situated act; hence, it is political. Jacquemond continues:
A political economy of translation is consequently bound to be set within the general framework of the political economy of intercultural exchange, whose tendencies follow the global trends of international trade. Thus it is no surprise that the global translation flux is predominantly North–North, while South–South translation is almost non-existent and North–South translation is unequal: cultural hegemony confirms, to a great extent, economic hegemony. (p. 139)

That is, Jacquemond (1992) observes that cultural, economic, and political power lies in the Northern hemisphere. Further, global translation behaves as the very lubricant for the circulation of power by making particular information available in particular ways to particular people in the world.

Robinson (1997) succinctly summarizes Jacquemond's (1992) hypotheses that explain a critical relationship between translation and hegemony. We cite him at length:

1. A dominated culture will invariably translate far more of the hegemonic culture than the latter will of the former.
2. When the hegemonic culture does translate works produced by the dominated culture, those works will be perceived and presented as difficult, mysterious, inscrutable, esoteric and in need of a small cadre of intellectuals to interpret them, while a dominated culture will translate a hegemonic culture's works accessibly for the masses.
3. A hegemonic culture will only translate those works by authors in a dominated culture that fit the former's preconceived notions of the latter.
4. Authors in a dominated culture who dream of reaching a large audience will tend to write for translation into a hegemonic language, and this will require some degree of compliance with stereotypes. (Robinson, 1997, p. 1)

These hypotheses point to the significance of examining global translation and how it landscapes the global circulation of power. Given this critical framing of translation, we discuss in what follows a particular language—the English language—and its active roles in the global and political economy of translation.
English Hegemony

Globally, the English language, as the current lingua franca, privileges the worldview constructed through the English language, simultaneously advancing intercultural and international communication functionally (Sorrells, 2013; Tsuda, 1999, 2010). Such a worldview others and subjugates non-English speaking and non-Western subjects. This global phenomenon is described as “English hegemony” (Pennycook, 1994; Tsuda, 2008a, 2008b, 2010). English hegemony conditions “inequality, injustice, and discrimination in intercultural and international communication” (Tsuda, 2010, p. 248). English hegemony facilitates Westernization and, specifically, USAmericanization (Tsuda, 2008a, 2008b, 2010).

Tsuda (2008b) explains that English hegemony becomes reified as linguistic identity politics in various ways. English hegemony disadvantages and discriminates the speakers of other languages and people “who are not proficient in English” (p. 168). It consequently colonizes “the consciousness of non-English-speakers, causing them to develop linguistic, cultural, and psychological dependency upon . . . English, its culture and people” (p. 168). Thus, English hegemony is “not a purely linguistic matter, but it is directly connected with ‘power,’ namely, ‘who controls the world?’” (Tsuda, 2010, p. 249). English hegemony in global translation requires careful interrogation of knowledge/information production and circulation, the Western gaze, and English education in non-English-speaking countries.

Knowledge/Information Production and Circulation. Kaplan (2001) shares a telling reality of the English language and its global effect: “Nearly 85% of all the scientific and technological information in the world today is written and/or abstracted in English” (p. 12). Thinking through this statistic, we become cautious of two primary issues in relation to English hegemony. First, knowledge production is imbued with English hegemony. Scholars who investigate Western domination warn that Eurocentric scholarship has been “understanding” through othering non-Eurocentric subjects by applying Eurocentric theoretical
assumptions (e.g., Bartlett, Iwasaki, Gottlieb, Hall, & Mannell, 2007; Burney, 2012; Miike, 2008; Smith, 1999), while imposing English structures and categorical ways to code observations and realities. See, for example, Denzin’s (2005) and Denzin & Lincoln’s (2005) characterization of Western research as a “colonial” intellectual enterprise. Because of this colonial nature, “research” is “one of the dirtiest words in the indigenous worlds’ vocabulary” (Smith, 1999, p. 1).

Second, translation provides the linguistic infrastructure for the global circulation of colonial knowledge and information. Global translation, as characterized by Jacquemond (1992), distributes “Western” research that represents and privileges Western or Western-trained researchers’ concerns—often supported by grants and capitalistic drives—voices, and benefits over others’.

**The Western Gaze.** English hegemony in global translation situates the general direction of “gaze” from the West to non-West. In other words, images of the non-West have been constructed through the Western gaze linguistically, intellectually, and ideologically. Said’s (1978) *Orientalism*, for example, explains the ways through which the East becomes reified globally through the Western gaze. Through such a manner, the non-West often becomes constructed and represented as exoticized, unfavorable, and profitable/exploitable (Burney, 2012; Krishna, 2009; Loomba, 2005). Relationally, such image constructions of the non-West uphold the images of the West as credible, superior, and valuable (Said, 1978).

**English Education in Non-English-Speaking Countries.** Many non-English-speaking countries have put into place educational policies that foster and promote English among their citizens for intellectual and economic growth, prompted by English hegemony and global translation. English hegemony does not make English hegemonic; it is a human-made global phenomenon. Examining English taught as a second language in various countries helps paint the complex picture of human activities that uphold English hegemony. Such activities include but are not limited to an unquestioned imposition of English in education (Macedo & Bartolomé, 1999) and voluntary political and educational
acquiescence into the hegemony of English (Phillipson, 1992, 2009). “Glocal” adaptations and global pervasiveness of educational programs such as English as a Second Language and Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages are not simple accidents; they mirror and perpetuate English hegemony. The global educational availability of English invites unnamed assumptions. Consider how many of us “automatically” use English at international events and meetings (i.e., conferences) and how we attribute credibility to speakers of particular Englishes over the others. Observe how and when, in the history of English hegemony, doctoral programs in English-speaking countries have stopped requiring their students to have second language proficiency. As indicated earlier, there are benefits of English as the global language; however, it is not advisable for us to shy away from critiquing the hegemonic nature of English.

In sum, we contend that, in the global economy of information and translation, not everyone works toward producing and sharing information with equality in mind. Global translation continues to champion and promise the English language to be the globally hegemonic linguistic system of information production and exchange, which has situated a global network of educational policies and practices that uphold English hegemony. Many live in the linguistically translated world and continuously negotiate their translated identities in order for them to be functional and competitive; others live in the world described and understood in their own language while developing their own identities.

Please excuse us for our superficial modification of Jacquemond’s (1992) hypotheses, later summarized by Robinson (1997) below. We acknowledge that more detail work is necessary; however, it effectively captures our argument.

A [non-English-speaking] culture will invariably translate far more of the [English-speaking] culture than the latter will of the former . . . when the [English-speaking] culture does translate works produced by the [non-English speaking] culture, those works will be perceived and presented as difficult, mysterious, inscrutable, esoteric and in need of a small cadre of intellectuals to interpret them, while a [non-English speaking] culture will translate a[n English-
speaking] culture’s works accessibly for the masses . . . a[en English-speaking] culture will only translate those works by authors in a [non-English-speaking] culture that fit the former’s preconceived notions of the latter . . . [and] authors in a [non-English-speaking] culture who dream of reaching a large audience will tend to write for translation into [the English] language, and this will require some degree of compliance with stereotypes. (Robinson, 1997, pp. 31-32).

These modified hypotheses point at ways in which global translation may facilitate English hegemony.

The global effect of English hegemony situated and assisted within the global economy of translation shows no sign of slowing down. Maylath (2013), particularly, identifies a current trend in translation—“less cost and more accuracy.” This trend has been taken up in inventing various technological devices and automated services, which promise cost performance by reducing and bypassing human labor. This current trend further promotes English as the most practical language for global information exchange. English, due to its global practicality and political power, will eventually “replace the weaker languages” (Tsuda, 2010, p. 252). English hegemony helps construct the global hierarchy of languages while sustaining English as the most powerful of all.

**Partially Just at Best**

Joining others (Boyden, 2011; Denzin, 2005; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Freysinger et al., 2013; Jacquemond, 1992; Kaplan 2001; Maylath, 2012, 2013; Müller, 2007; Muñoz Martín, 2013; Robinson, 1997; Smith, 1999; Tsuda, 1999, 2008a, 2008b, 2010), we have been discussing concerns with global translation and English hegemony. However, we readily accept that global translation is necessary for working toward global peace, justice, and intercultural collaboration while facilitating cultural and individual misunderstandings and conflicts, promoting intercultural understandings, and providing global citizens accessibility to various resources, such as economic, intellectual, technological, social, and communicative capitals. That is, global translation is hegemonic and holds
potentiality for becoming counterhegemonic. Since global translation participates in the global economy and the hegemony of languages, it can participate in them differently to oscillate them. Translation can be performed in justice-oriented manners. However, just like other activisms, translation can only be partially just or justice-oriented while it cannot be fully just for everyone.

Here we find that translation is uniquely situated in relation to justice, a concept to which a critical turn of translation studies is directed. Angrosino (2005) explains the typology of justice, conceptualized by traditional moral philosophy. The four different types are 1) commutative justice, 2) distributive justice, 3) legal justice, and 4) social justice. Briefly, Angrosino (2005) discusses commutative justice as “the contractual obligations between individuals involving a strict right and the obligation of restitution” (p. 739). Distributive justice is referred to as “the obligation of a government toward its citizens with regard to its regulation of the burdens and benefits of social life” (p. 739). Legal justice “is related to citizen’s obligation toward the government or society in general” (p. 739). Social justice is “the obligation of all people to apply moral principles to the systems and institution of society” (p. 739).

Theoretically interpreting and critiquing translation in terms of justice, we find translation almost always located within an ethical dilemma in its effects. Translation can only be “justice-oriented,” suspended within a liminal space between justice and injustice due to the economic and hegemonic natures of translation that we have discussed thus far. For example, translating technological information from a developed nation to an underdeveloped nation provides the underdeveloped nation “better” access to global wealth, while still reinforcing global economic power relations (see Jacquemond’s discussion earlier). It participates positively in terms of distributive justice but negatively in terms of social justice. Here is another example: Translating legal documents for accessibility provides people a condition through which they can embody their legal justice; however, such translation predicated upon linguistic accuracy does not help them question and/or challenge culturally unfair documents (e.g., implicit and embedded racism, classism, sexism, homophobia, ableism, xenophobia, etc.). Thus, unjust social practices and assumptions remain
unchallenged. Again, translation helps people access and enact their legal justice while acquiescing to the hidden social injustice.

**A Critical Turn**

We have demonstrated that the classic definition of translation as a replacement of one language to another, whose quality is evaluated against meaning equivalency (Müller, 2007), does not encompass translation holistically. The classic definition of translation ignores the contextuality of translation. Translation in action in context does more than make linguistic replacements: it participates in global hegemony. Moreover, translation can, at best, be only partially just or justice-oriented but not fully just in many cases. The critical turn that we envision is not an epistemological takeover of the traditional and functionalist approach to translation studies. Rather, it is an axiological shift from the linguistic micro-focus on meaning equivalency to a more holistic approach. In so doing, we call translation scholars and practitioners to carefully understand and meaningfully complicate translation in its complex communicative, social, cultural, economic, political, and global contexts with an eye open for ephemeral and sometimes minute potentiality for justice.

**Interdisciplinary Potentiality**

In the following, we discuss two interdisciplinary bridges that help us contemplate a critical turn for translation studies—understanding translation *in context*. The first bridge realizes translation as intercultural communication; we use critical intercultural communication studies to resituate translation, or translator in particular. The second bridge understands translation as critical pedagogy; we focus on the relationship between translators and the translated as a critical site for empowerment. Translation studies, critical intercultural communication, and critical pedagogy can benefit from each other. Interdisciplinary work is important as it renders a unique intersection of inquiry beyond disciplinary boundaries. In
order for this current interdisciplinary work to become meaningful, we discuss three premises below.

First, our work is predicated upon a theoretical premise that there exists a global hierarchy of languages, in which each language is situated against other languages and occupies its place relationally. In Jacquemond’s (1992) terms, there are hegemonic languages and dominated languages representing hegemonic cultures and dominated cultures, which promote particular flows and directions of global translation and indicate that some people are hegemonic while others are dominated in any translation process. Second, translation by nature participates in the global hierarchy of languages but can be employed in counterhegemonic manners. In other words, translation is not only a receiving end of the global hegemony of languages but is also an active participant in it. This signifies translation’s potentiality in challenging global hegemony by participating in it differently. Finally, translation takes place through a face-to-face interpersonal/intercultural communication medium. Thus, for the remainder of this essay, we regret that we exclude translation activities that do not require face-to-face interactions, such as translating a movie without audience inputs. Overall, for our interdisciplinary essay, we understand that translators are face-to-face mediators between speakers of hegemonic languages and speakers of dominated languages who labor toward social justice while acknowledging that translation cannot be fully socially just. We begin with the first interdisciplinary bridge.

**Translation as Intercultural Communication**

Sorrells and Sekimoto (2015) state that language is constitutive of our identity, relationship, culture, communication, ideology, and power. Tsuda (2008b) explains that non-English speakers develop some sort of inferiority associated with their cultural/linguistic identity in the context of English hegemony. Norton (1997) asserts that linguistic code-switching, such as language learners speaking a language other than their own, is not a succession of simple linear linguistic replacements; it is a site of their identity construction and negotiation. Norton (1997) writes,
Every time language learners speak, they are not only exchanging information with their interlocutors; they are also constantly organizing and reorganizing a sense of who they are and how they relate to their social world. They are, in other words, engaged in [cultural] identity construction and negotiation. (p. 410)

Taken together, translators and the translated negotiate their cultural identity constructions while participating in the global hegemony of languages. Thus, translation is intercultural communication.

Translating one language to another is necessarily predicated upon multiple simultaneous (re)negotiations of cultural identities of translators and the translated from a particular language to another within particular social contexts that are situated particularly within linguistic, historical, economic, and ideological politics of power. As is evident here, detailed attention paid to contextuality and particularity of translation is important in thinking of a critical turn in translation studies. Epistemological attention to complex contextual particularity sheds light on the political nature of translation and helps us examine how the macro-political structures become reified at the meso- and micro- levels of translation practices.

Understanding critical intercultural communication, Sorrells (2010) poses three questions to ponder:

1. Who benefits materially and symbolically from existing relations of power and who is served by how we make sense of inequitable power arrangements?
2. How are current inequities linked to colonial, postcolonial and imperial conditions?
3. What role can each of us play within our spheres of influences to challenge inequities and create a more socially just world? (p. 173)

Responding to these questions, we envision a critical turn in translation studies with hope/potentiality located on the “who” of translating—translators’ critical selfhood. Before we do that, we would like to take a brief moment to introduce critical intercultural communication.
Critical intercultural communication studies interrogates and critiques various systems of power (Halualani & Nakayama, 2010; Sorrells, 2013) in message production and consumption at various temporal contexts and in the macro-/meso-/micro-layers of human experience (Alexander et al., 2014a, 2014b, 2014c; Sorrells, 2010), orienting toward social justice in everyday communication (Alexander et al., 2014a, 2014b, 2014c; Kudo, Motohashi, Enomoto, Kataoka, & Yajima, 2011; Sorrells & Sekimoto, 2015). A critical turn strengthens areas of translation research and practices that fail to scrutinize the complex and power-laden nature of translation (see, for example, Melton, 2008; Nord, 1997; Reiss, 2000). Critical intercultural communication studies privileges communicative contexts and people's lived experiences and accounts over concepts and theories (Halualani & Nakayama, 2010). However, in contemplating a critical turn in translation studies, we highlight two theoretically significant entries in critical intercultural communication. They are reflexive selfhood and dialogical relationship (Hummel & Toyosaki, 2015; Toyosaki & Pensoneau-Conway, 2013).

**Reflexive selfhood.** Critical intercultural communication scholars (Fassett & Warren, 2007; Hummel & Toyosaki, 2015) understand selfhood as a site of critical labor toward social justice. Being socially constructed, selfhood is a narrative construction that relies on linguistic and communicative codes in rendering itself. This narrativity signifies its temporal movement as narration moves from the past, comes to be uttered at the present, and signals the future of the self (Schrag, 1986, 1997); selfhood is a temporal construct. This temporality suggests that selfhood is always narrative-becoming, a constant state of renewing/redefining and changing/shiftiing. Hence, while it may appear stable in homeostasis at times, selfhood is, in reality, always unstable (Toyosaki & Pensoneau-Conway, 2013), constantly renewing and changing itself. This nature of unstable selfhood renders transformative potentiality; we are changing constantly and can be transformative intentionally.

Selfhood is not simply a receiving end of social conditionings of its narrativity and temporality but also a transformative agent of those social
conditionings; it can respond to those social conditionings by narrating differently and transforming itself while participating in the temporal contexts (Schrag, 1986). Considering selfhood this way, critical intercultural communication scholars discuss the significance of “reflexivity.” In a simple sense, reflexivity is “a back-and-forth process of thinking about how we act, why we act, what that means, who it enables, who it hurts, and so forth” (Warren & Fassett, 2011, p. 46). It challenges people to “be more fully conscious of the ideology, culture, and politics” (Hertz, 1997, p. viii) in their own selfhood-making. Being reflexive is a conscious action that helps people recognize that they are historical, socio-cultural, economic, and political beings situated in a particular time and place.

What does reflexive selfhood do for translation studies and translators? Reflexive selfhood challenges the notion and practice of translation free of contexts. That is, a particular translator has come to have a particular professional job that requires him/her to speak the particular languages situated within the global hegemony of languages at this particular time and in/for this particular world. Translators who (1) narrate their cultural identity, (2) situate their cultural identity in history, and (3) see their cultural identity as a site of possible transformation, can no longer see their professions as merely replacing text in one language with the text of another. Here their professional identity and cultural identity become blurred. Reflexive translators can evaluate their professional and cultural identities—blurred in their reflexive selfhood—in their contexts of ideological wars, power relations, global economy, English hegemony, and so on. Reflexive translators come to know how their cultural identities are implicated in the process of translating and world-making; that is, participating in the global hegemony of languages, global economy, global circulation of knowledge. In narrating their coming to know, reflexive translators can identify both the good and the bad and that which sits between.

However, this reflexive labor should not be an isolated and individual act when it comes to social justice. It needs to be dialogically relational. Ontologically speaking, it is so because selfhood is always already dialogical and relational. Toyosaki and Pensoneau-Conway (2013) explain, “Our being is both social (in relationship with others) and fluid (capable of changing at any moment), and
always already intersubjective” (p. 565). The condition of intersubjectivity renders self and other as coemergents. Thus, the idea that one can think of one’s own identity alone and in isolation is a false consciousness. The labor of reflexivity should not be confined within any one individual, particularly when thinking of reflexivity and its potential in social justice. We are reminded that, in considering social justice, “individuals are both self-determining and interdependent. Justice involves a sense of one’s own agency and a sense of social responsibility towards others, and for society as a whole” (Freysinger, et al., 2013, p. 553).

**Dialogical relationship.** Fassett and Warren (2007), Hummel and Toyosaki (2015), Norris and Sawyer (2012), and Toyosaki and Pensoneau-Conway (2013) understand a dialogical relationship as a concept and practice that challenges power politics through collaboratively negotiating realities through relating with others. We become excited in conceptualizing dialogical translation, exploring its implications on critical translation studies, and reframing a “professional” relationship between translators and the translated. Dialogue here should not be understood simply as two people chatting. As Sorrells (2013) articulates, dialogue functions “as an entry point into intercultural praxis” (p. 19), “a process of critical, reflective thinking and acting . . . that enables us to navigate the complex and challenging intercultural spaces we inhabit interpersonally, communally, and globally.” (p. 15). Thus, being dialogical is the condition for relationship building in interpersonal/intercultural contexts. According to Deturk (2010), dialogue can create a space for the marginalized to be heard by the privileged, connect cultural groups of people and “foster mutual understanding and even collective action” (pp. 578-579), and “interrupt relations of domination” (p. 578).

What does it mean to build a translator-translated relationship dialogically? The classic definition of translation does not take into account a dialogical, relational emergence of professional/cultural identity constructions and negotiations that takes place between translators and the translated. Translators’ professional/cultural identities emerge in relations with professional/cultural identities of the translated in the particular context of translation in the context of the global hegemony of languages and global economy. So do professional/
cultural identity constructions and negotiations of the translated. Professional/cultural identities of translators and the translated coemerge intersubjectively in the global hegemony of languages, rendering the politics of both the speakers of hegemonic languages as well as the spoken-about within hegemonic languages. In this political context of identity construction and negotiation, a dialogical relationship can be utilized to challenge the political nature of translation. A dialogical translator-translated relationship creates a space for the speaker of dominated languages to be heard by the speakers of hegemonic languages (translators included). This potentially fosters “mutual understanding” of how translation is situated in the global hegemony of languages, and leads to a greater awareness of, and effort to challenge, the privileges that hegemonic language speakers are granted. Thus, an effort can be made to embody collective and relationally organic action to engage a translator’s own professional and cultural identity constructions and negotiations more ethically than remaining blind to power relations between hegemonic language speakers and dominated language speakers.

**Translation as Critical Pedagogy**

Translation, as we have argued thus far, is simultaneously hegemonic and holds potentiality for being counterhegemonic and partially just in practice. In other words, translation perpetuates the global hegemony of languages; while doing so, translation can make the global hegemony of languages visible, demystify it, and challenge it from within. The relationships between translators and the translated locally function locally as a site both for perpetuation and challenge. Here we are reminded of educational critique: education schools students of various identities in order to uphold the values and practices of the dominant and mainstream (Delpit, 1995; Macedo & Bartolomé, 1999; McLaren, 1999; Sensoy & DiAngelo, 2012; Warren, 2003). We use pedagogy in order to metaphorically situate the relationship between translators and the translated with that of teachers and students/the taught. We acknowledge that they are not identical in practice and thus are metaphorical. However, we believe that critical pedagogy—as a collection
of educational critiques of and responses to education as a practice of domination known—informs our call for a critical turn in translation studies with attention paid to the relationship between translators and the translated.

In particular, Freire’s (1970) educational critique is useful for understanding the translated and translator relationship in the global hegemony of languages. In order to create a frame for a critique against the global hegemony of languages, we apply Freire’s critical pedagogy from his germinal work, *Pedagogy of the Oppressed*, to translation practices. Here we take a small detour in order to introduce critical pedagogy. Paulo Freire, Brazilian educational scholar, is recognized as the philosophical founder of critical pedagogy. Freire writes:

> Education as the practice of freedom—as opposed to education as the practice of domination—denies that [people are] abstract, isolated, independent, and unattached to the world; it also denies that the world exists as a reality apart from [people]. (p. 69)

Invoking critical pedagogy, Peter McLaren, Henry A. Giroux, bell hooks, and Ira Shor have been engaging critical pedagogy in order to transform neoliberal USAmerican education—see, for example, McLaren’s (2001) revolutionary pedagogy, hooks’ (1994) education as the practice of freedom, and Shor’s (1992) empowering education.

**Freire’s educational critiques and critical pedagogy.** Freire’s (1970) educational critique is aimed at a predominant and neoliberal education paradigm, which he calls the “banking” concept of education. In this metaphor, Freire critiques education as an institutionalized social practice where teachers deposit knowledge into students. In such educational practices, students are deemed to exist as entities that are capable of only “receiving, filing, and storing the deposit” (p. 53). Freire claims that such education oppresses and dehumanizes students, as it cannot view students as fully human, capable of their own agency and voice. Freire, discussing social oppression and its influence on education, understands both oppressors and the oppressed as dehumanized. Obviously, oppressors do
dehumanize the oppressed through their participation in social oppression. For Freire, oppressors are also dehumanized through their oppressing Others because it constrains ways to realize their humanity fully in/through their living. Banking education fails to challenge social oppression because it legitimizes institutionalized and oppressive knowledge without questioning and renders students to be voiceless agents. Teachers, in banking education, function as silent, acquiescent, and complicit—government-licensed—mediators who uphold the status quo of social oppression.

Freire’s collection of transnational work during the 1960s and 1970s helped mark this critical shift in understanding education and reimagining education as a practice of freedom and hope. He sees that one site for such reimagining is the labor of reconstructing the teacher-student relationship and its classroom potential through live interactions between teachers and students. In the educational system that Freire critiques, a dichotomous relation exists between teachers and their students; teachers are subjects who speak and act while students are passive objects who are spoken to or about and acted upon. There is a one-way relationship that is power-driven. Freire retheorizes the relationship, while viewing both teachers and students as active learners/teachers for each other; that is to say, participating in collaborative knowing—teaching and learning from each other. For Freire, teachers and their students need to be understood as human beings with experience and knowledge, meaning their backgrounds—economic, political, historical, educational, etc.—matter in the learning/teaching process. Freire empowers the students as knowing, agentic subjects, and this new understanding of student and teacher transforms classroom interactions.

Considering a critical turn for translation studies, what can we learn from Freire’s (1970) educational critiques and critical pedagogy? First, just as banking education upholds social oppression through teaching, the classic definition of translation—one text to another—fails to recognize its participation in upholding the global hegemony of languages.

Second, in the classic understanding of what translation is as a profession, translators are deemed, similar to banking teachers, to function as silent, acquiescent, and complicit mediators that reproduce the status quo because the
classic approach explicitly focuses on meaning equivalency and is not intended to engage social problems and structures in which translation takes place. Continuing on the metaphor of banking as education, we can see translation as currency exchange. Regulations and rates of currency exchange are not neutral in the global market. Some translators rebut by saying that they have nothing to do with the regulations and rates, and that they just exchange as directed or trained. We agree somewhat; however, thinking so unreflexively does not accomplish anything but to uphold the status quo.

Third, hegemonic language speakers and dominated language speakers are both dehumanized in global translation in the context of the global hegemony of languages. This is so because they come to understand others and to be understood within the limitations of politically, economically, and culturally driven flows and directions of global information circulations (Jacquemond, 1992). Sure, there are many pros to global translation; however, we have to remember that language does follow power (Maylath, 2012). So, critical pedagogy asks to whom those pros are directed, how, and at whose expense. We certainly agree with the instrumentality of global translation (Boyden, 2011) for cross-cultural understandings and managing cultural conflicts, and we understand that we cannot eliminate the global hegemony of languages overnight or forever; however, this does not keep us off the hook from keeping on trying to find minute ways to study and challenge it.

Finally, critical pedagogy encourages us to explore the critical potentiality of translator-translated relationship—both professional and cultural—in order to explore minute ways in which we can interrogate, question, and possibly challenge the global hegemony of languages and its byproducts, ranging from the macro-level of global political and economic consequences to the micro-level of identity politics of speakers of various languages. Translation studies, much as critical pedagogy has already been retheorized, can retheorize the translator-translated relationship that can potentially humanize and empower all participants in translation, dehumanized and implicated by the global hegemony of languages.
Empowering translation. One successor to Freire’s critical pedagogy, Ira Shor (1992), explores a teacher-student relationship that empowers both educational participants through their interactions. We believe that translation studies can borrow at least a part of Shor’s idea of empowering education in order to commence theorizing what empowering translation may be like. In his *Empowering education: Critical teaching for social change*, Shor characterizes empowering education as “a critical-democratic pedagogy for self and social change,” that is, “a student-centered program for multicultural democracy in school and society” (p. 15). Invoking Shor, empowering translation is a democratic, translated-centered approach for social change. Shor offers the eleven values/characteristics that invite, promote, and possibly situate such education within and from a teacher-student relationship. Those values/characteristics are participatory, affective, problem-posing, situated, multicultural, dialogic, desocializing, democratic, researching, interdisciplinary, and activist. Below, we look at each of the eleven values and their implications for translation studies.

The first value is participatory. In empowering education, students’ active participation “is essential to gain knowledge and develop intelligence” (Shor, 1992, p. 17). Shor explains how he, as an—inspiring—empowering pedagogue, engages this value in his classrooms:

> To help myself and the students develop participatory habits, I begin teaching from the students’ situation and from their understanding of the subject matter . . . [S]tudents should start out by questioning the material and the process of schooling. (p. 27)

Translation studies can benefit from his approach to this value and focuses on *participation* in translation. Borrowing from Shor, empowering translation starts with translators trying to understand the contexts of translation into which they are about to enter from the perspectives of the translated. Valuing the participation from the translated, translators make a space for the translated to “question . . . the material [to be translated] and the process of [translating itself]” (Shor, 1992, p. 27).
The second value is affective. It is important for empowering pedagogues to affirm students, while encouraging students’ positive emotions in their learning/teaching process that help them obtain critical awareness. For Shor (1992), “critical thought is simultaneously a cognitive and affective activity” (p. 23). He explains:

An empowering educator seeks a positive relationship between feeling and thought . . . In a participatory class where authority is mutual, some positive affects which support student learning include cooperativeness, curiosity, humor, hope, responsibility, respect, attentiveness, openness, and concerns about society. (p. 24)

Shor’s (1992) empowering education challenges the orthodox education of objective knowing and signals the importance of personal and emotional knowing combined with cognitive knowing in order to critically engage in socially constructed and lived realities. Interrogating their own emotional engagements, empowering translators actively invites emotional responses from the translated in order for them to understand in personally proximate and emotional manners how the global hegemony of languages is experienced by the translated in the context of translating. From this (inter)personal place, translators can engage in more personalized critiques of the hegemonic nature of their translating more self-reflexively while (re)narrating and relating their professional/cultural identities in context with the translated.

The third value is problem-posing. Shor (1992) understands that empowering education, contrasted against the idea that teachers are curriculum decision-making agents, is to “diversify subject matter and use students’ thought and speech as the basis for developing critical understanding of personal experience, unequal conditions in society, and existing knowledge” (pp. 32-33). That is, building on the first two values discussed thus far, empowering education requires students’ problem-posing in collaboratively deciding the class curriculum and contents. Empowering translation as well asks the translated to voice their concerns and issues that they experience while being translated in the social
contexts when and where they are being translated. In this way, translators can actively look for inputs and collaboration from the translated in order to understand contextual problems that translators may be blinded from their lack of contextual knowledge about the time, the place, the political landscape—i.e., the global hegemony of languages—and, most importantly, the translated. Such participation from the translated helps translators modify and, sometimes, challenge their context-free, ahistorical, and linguistic-based professional training and render translation in context empowering the translated in the process of translating.

The fourth value is situated. Shor (1992) explains that empowering teachers “situate . . . learning in the themes, knowledge, cultures, conditions, and idioms of students” (p. 44). What does it mean for translation to be situated in “the themes, knowledge, cultures, conditions, and idioms of” the translated? Situated translation privileges the lived experiences of the translated over the comprehension of the speakers of the target language while both are important. This shift signals that translators need to develop ethnographic skills in order to understand not only languages but also culturally/personally specific, situated meanings, codes, and speeches that the translated use while expressing their thoughts and explaining their lived experiences. Being situated, empowering translation also needs to reflect and take the concerns of the translated into account while translators make particular decisions while translating them.

The previous values culminate in the fifth value. They bring the condition of empowering education, which is multicultural. Shor (1992) understands that empowering education develops organically from the classroom climate where students can share their lived experiences and concerns in their own culturally authentic words, expressions, and speeches and through their culturally authentic perceptional processes. Hence, when and if students share their voices with each other, teaching is always already multicultural, which renders a condition for empowering education to be collaboratively explored, experimented, and experienced. Empowering translation, similarly, can be envisioned only in a translating climate where the translated feel welcomed and free to share with their translators in their own culturally authentic ways their concerns about the
particular contexts in which translation takes place and their lived experiences on being translated by their translators in the contexts. Their culturally authentic sharing of their concerns and experiences renders the translation process necessarily culturally diverse, which conditions a possibility of empowering translation to emerge/be labored because the multicultural condition helps translators to do situated translation for the translated.

The sixth value is dialogic. Shor (1992) explains that dialogue is a student-centered process of discussion during which teachers facilitate students’ democratic participations while they themselves take part in the discussion as dialogical participants. In this process, students and teachers collaboratively develop their critical thinking about the problems posed. (We will visit Shor’s idea of democratic shortly). In empowering translation, translators can be understood as active participants in the dialogical process with the translated in order to understand the context of their translating—ranging from texts to people (i.e., the translated) in source languages—while playing a facilitator role for the democratic dialogue between and among those who participate in the translation—translators themselves included.

The seventh value is desocializing, which:

refers to questioning the social behaviors and experiences in school and daily life that make us into the people we are. It involves critically examining learned behavior, received values, familiar language, habitual perceptions, existing knowledge and power relations, and traditional discourse in class and out. (Shor, 1992, p. 114)

Contrasted against the banking education, empowering education suggests that both teachers and students reflexively question their taken-for-granted perceptions and behaviors in their personal, social, and educational contexts. Empowering translation similarly challenges the currency-exchange translation when translators and the translated collaboratively question their own socialization as translators and the translated in their own translator-translated relationships. That is, translators and the translated, through their dialogic
engagements, challenge their own “learned behavior, received values, familiar language, habitual perceptions, existing knowledge and power relations, and traditional discourse” (Shor, 1992, p. 114) regarding what it means to translate others and be translated by others in the global hegemony of languages and global economy.

The eighth value is democratic. By democratic, Shor (1992) means that empowering education privileges students’ participation as an essential element of teaching over standardized and imposed educational curricula and structures. That is, Shor sees that empowering education is for and by educational participants. As a result, educational participants, becoming democratic, become accountable for their own teaching/learning. Empowering translation can also be democratic when translators privilege active participations from the translated in the process of translating. For this to happen, translators have to develop a set of skills that help them utilize their formalized training and the instrumentality of translation simultaneously questioning—or desocializing—them in their translating in order to democratize their translation procedures and appreciate active participations from the translated.

The ninth value is researching. Shor (1992) explains, “Research implies detailed investigation, an extensive exploration of subject matter, thought, and language. Because the critical-democratic classroom involves in-depth scrutiny, it defines students as active researchers who make meaning, not as passive receivers of knowledge” (p. 169). For Shor, research activities vary from self-reflection and casual information gathering about the cultural backgrounds of educational participants to more elaborated examination of a particular subject—i.e., history—that has emerged from classroom interactions. In empowering education, both teachers and students are active researchers that drive their critical and democratic learning. Empowering translation, likewise, asks translators and the translated to engage in various research projects, being accountable and responsible for their own and collaborative empowerment.

The tenth value is interdisciplinary. Shor (1992) says, “Crossing disciplinary lines deploys multiple approaches and bodies of knowledge” (p. 185) and “a critical-interdisciplinary teacher also draws on themes and texts from
student culture as well as from academic disciplines” (p. 186). Interdisciplinary ways of knowing help educational participants better understand problems posed in class, meaningfully interpret complex behaviors, and also effectively express their own ideas in equally interdisciplinary ways. In empowering translation, translators and the translated draw on “multiple approaches and bodies of knowledge” (p. 185) in order to collaboratively engage in their translation process. For instance, they utilize interdisciplinary knowledge—i.e., histories, politics, cultural studies, economics, etc.—to examine the experiences of the translated. Translators should not understand the translated only from their translation-specific perspective. Critical-interdisciplinary translators supplement their specialization in translation with other disciplines to understand the translated more holistically.

The eleventh value is activist. Shor (1992) states:

Critical pedagogy is activist in its questioning of the status quo, in its participatory methods, and in its insistence that knowledge is not fixed but is constantly changing. More than just dynamic and filled with contending perspectives, critical knowledge offers a chance to rethink experience and society. (p. 189)

In empowering education, teachers and students take an active role in their critical knowing process; they desocialize themselves while posing “knowledge and history as unfinished and transformable” (Shor, 1992, p. 189). Empowering translation as well requires both translators and the translated to actively participate in their translating processes. For instance, they research and act on their world-making process reflexively, while understanding, questioning, and possibly transforming social, economic, and political conditions in which their translation takes place, such as the global hegemony of languages and its material consequences (see Jacquemond’s [1992] hypotheses). Translators and the translated may not challenge the global structure; however, by engaging in these characteristics of empowering translation, they may challenge it in minute ways through and within
their translating processes and, as a result, dialogically and relationally participate in the global structure differently.

Thus far, we have visited Shor’s (1992) eleven values of empowering education. We see these values as instructive in thinking of and envisioning a critical turn for translation studies and practices. We have done so because we think that translation is an integral part of the global economy and the global hegemony of languages, that translation can potentially dehumanize the translated, and that the linguistic-based translation studies alone cannot account for the global effects of translation and how they hinge upon other global structures. In order to confront translation’s global effects on the research and professional fronts of translation studies, what we have proposed above is to empower translation that challenges the dehumanizing nature of translation. We envision that a critical turn of translation studies is to confront and possibly remedy the dehumanizing effects of global translation in minute ways by understanding and theorizing the translator–translated relationship as a site of critical labor.

The eleven values of empowering education that we borrowed to begin theorizing empowering translation signal some ways through which translation researchers and practitioners can challenge their taken-for-granted understanding of translation and start seeing translation from different and hopefully critical perspectives. Thus, we do not propose these eleven values as necessary conditions upon which empowering translation can only be theorized, built, and practiced. Instead, we see them as reference points or conversation starters for us to open up and pioneer different spaces in the field of translation studies. We are sure that some conversations along these lines have already begun. In that case, by writing this essay, we join and energize those conversations that have already been taking place. We hope that these eleven values of empowering translation are productive entry points for us to collectively contemplate our—interdisciplinary—critical turn for translation studies.
Opening the Space

We understand a critical turn of translation studies to be a productive extension of the current research of translation. We readily agree on the importance of meaning equivalency in, and instrumentality of global translation. Invoking critical intercultural communication, a critical turn dialectically examines the political and social nature of global translation by studying translation in context with special attention paid to its particularity. In so doing, we advocate studying professional/cultural blurred identity constructions and negotiations of translators and the translated in particular contexts with particular political backdrops of the particular translation. Further, assisted by critical pedagogy, we see a translator-translated relationship as an essential site for critical labor that helps us interrogate and challenge, in minute ways, the global hegemony of languages by humanizing their subjectivities that have been dehumanized by it.

The final point we would like to make before we close this essay is to urge that translation studies pay close attention to voices that derive at the site where a translation happens in a particular context beyond issues of meaning equivalency and the instrumentality of translation. How do translation participants—both translators and the translated—experience hegemonic and dominated languages? How does the politics of hegemonic and dominated languages act in professional and cultural identity constructions and negotiations of translators and the translated during their face-to-face interactions? How does the global hegemony of languages materialize their bodies and feelings? Opening our translation studies to include such interpersonal and intercultural communication research in order to study human lived experiences during translation at the site of translation is going to be beneficial for both translation studies and the field of intercultural communication. Such a critical turn of translation studies also helps advance critical pedagogy as the politics of languages has so far been undertheorized, and much critical pedagogy research is predicated upon monolingual contexts.

In order to open up translation studies, we propose a few ideas. The process through which translation researchers theorize the critical turn needs to be justice-oriented. The critical turn ought to be a ground-up movement rather than
a top-down enforcement. It is important to engender research that reveals often-hidden voices from the professional fields—translation trainers, translators in the field, the translated, government officials who need translating services, and so on. Research that explores their lived experiences and feelings of translation processes, instead of the effectiveness of translation, is important in learning multiple emerging voices in the field. Related to the notion of hidden voices, translation researchers need to cultivate spaces—conferences, focus-groups, special journal volumes, etc.—in order to collaboratively labor toward theorizing and actualizing the critical turn for translation studies. Orienting translation studies toward social justice is a grand task. And we—translation scholars, critical intercultural communication scholars, and critical pedagogues—together can embark on this tri-disciplinary journey because translation is a gatekeeping apparatus for the global economy of information and intercultural exchanges. We need to make a critical turn in translation studies because we can do better at participating in making a more democratic global community.
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Teaching cases
A PHILOSOPHY AND ETHICS OF INTERNATIONAL CLASSROOM TRANSLATION

Communicative implications of oral mediation in Haiti

Brent C. Sleasman

Winebrenner Theological Seminary, USA

This essay explores an international theological seminary classroom in Cap Haitien, Haiti, where the primary task is to educate Haitian students in preparation of professional Christian communication. The Visiting Professor program at Emmaus Biblical Seminary utilizes classroom interpreters and provides an opportunity to more fully explore the various dynamics of a multilingual international classroom which heavily relies upon real-time in-class translation and interpretation. The essay provides a brief introduction to the role of the English language in the classroom followed by the coordinates for developing a philosophy of communication for teaching within a multilingual international classroom setting. Finally, the Visiting Professor program is utilized as a case study for exploring the ethical implications of the theoretical framework suggested by the author of the essay.

Keywords. Philosophy of communication, Communication ethics, Theological translation, Orality.

Students enrolled in courses at Emmaus Biblical Seminary, located just outside of Cap Haitien, Haiti, are preparing to become professional communicators within a variety of Christian contexts. During the first four weeks of each academic semester, visiting professors from the United States, Canada, or Europe teach two two-week intensive courses. With few exceptions, the majority of classroom instruction during these intensive sessions is presented in English with each instructor being assigned a translator who assists in various classroom activities,
including interpreting the lecture and assisting students with in-class work such as exams. I have served as a visiting professor on three different occasions including January 2013, January 2014, and September 2014. Based upon my background in communication studies, I have been teaching the Homiletics course which focuses upon the preparation, organization and delivery of sermons to be presented in a church or other Christian settings. During the January 2014 trip, I was accompanied by an undergraduate research assistant, Jacob Steen, whose observations and conversation assisted in my growing understanding of the role of a translator in an undergraduate classroom setting; therefore, this essay is a reflective contribution that combines a personal teaching case with focused commentary. The following examines the Visiting Professor program at Emmaus Biblical Seminary, which utilizes classroom translators and provides an opportunity to investigate the various dynamics of a multilingual international classroom that heavily relies upon real-time in-class translation and interpretation.

The majority of students who are enrolled at Emmaus Biblical Seminary are from northern Haiti, although many make their home in other parts of the country including those who travel from the nation’s capital, Port au Prince. The only degree currently offered at the school is a Bachelor’s in Theology (BTh) which can be completed with four years of on-campus study. Many of the students are already serving in a Christian ministry context and the remainder are receiving academic training in preparation of a future position. Regardless of the specific location of ministry and employment following graduation, each student is preparing to be a professional communicator within some organizational setting, with most serving as the pastor or leader of a Christian organization. These various elements come together and lead to the following guiding question for this essay: what unique challenges emerge when teaching a theologically-based course in an international classroom setting while utilizing a translator?

**Introduction: English Language as an Invasive Species**

The overwhelming majority of residents in Haiti speak Haitian Creole as their primary language (Spears & Carole, 2010, p. 1). Yet, despite popular and political
efforts to the contrary, the language of education in Haiti is still predominantly French. As noted by Locher (2010), “Probably not a single student in Haiti has ever been taught exclusively according to the reform plans” (p. 179), a reference to the Bernard Reform of 1979, which granted permission to local schools to provide education in the native language, Haitian Creole, followed by education in French in the later elementary grades.

Haitian Creole is the primary language used within the classrooms of Emmaus Biblical Seminary in an effort to provide an accessible education for a wide population. But French is also widely spoken since the students have been educated in the Haitian system that offers much educational instruction in that language as well. And, due to the close proximity to the Dominican Republic, many students are able to speak Spanish. Therefore, many students arrive at the campus with the ability to speak Haitian Creole, French, and Spanish; on top of these languages, students are required to learn English in order to communicate with external/visiting instructors. During their first year of studies, students are required to complete several hours of English instruction as part of a formal EFL (English as a Foreign Language) program.

In order to conceptualize the role that this kind of introduction of a foreign language plays in the classroom, environmental studies can assist in helping to consider English as an invasive species within the Haitian classroom. Much like the zebra mussels that have arrived in the Great Lakes region in the United States, the introduction of English has permanently altered the ecology of the classrooms at Emmaus Biblical Seminary. But in the case of the classroom, it is the communicative ecology that has been disrupted as opposed to the environmental ecology. A position that privileges the experiential aspects of the communicative environment recognizes that this introduction cannot be reduced to a simple equation such as Haitian Creole plus English equals new classroom. In such a case, the entire ecology of the classroom has been reset and is permanently altered, thus creating a new communicative, or classroom, environment. When the classroom is occupied by an English-speaking instructor, a translator, and a non-native language—English—the classroom becomes something greater than the sum of its parts.
Such an ecology-based approach issues an alternative way of thinking about classroom translation, interpretation, and the study of human communication. My own experience within a Haitian classroom has been as an American visiting professor teaching in conjunction with a Haitian Creole interpreter, an experience that has greatly challenged my own understandings of communication, language and education and continues to provide insight into my role as instructor in an international classroom. Placing the focus of attention on the communicative dynamics of the international classroom invites specific conversation about the study of philosophy of communication and communication ethics, two closely related fields within the academic discipline of communication. By way of a very brief introduction, one way of distinguishing between these two areas of study is to consider a particular communication ethic as an applied philosophy of communication; in other words, a philosophy of communication precedes the communication ethic that emerges from that particular philosophy of communication.

Developing a Philosophy of Communication for an International Classroom

An instructor working from a particular philosophy of communication demonstrates ethical thought by giving full consideration to the implications brought about by taking action based upon a given philosophy of communication. The following section delineates a philosophy of communication that privileges the experiential aspect of human communication understood as an event, as opposed to merely a process. These coordinates form a philosophy of communication that provides a context to explore the communication ethics of the Visiting Professor program at Emmaus Biblical Seminary, thus allowing a conversation about communication ethics in an international context to emerge.

Although admittedly outdated, Michael J. Reddy’s (1979) delineation of the conduit metaphor provides a helpful starting point for bringing the scholarly study of communication into academic examinations of translation and interpretation. The conduit model works from a perspective that focuses upon the
translator as a simple conveyor of information as opposed to a vital part of the communicative environment. When working from a perspective consistent with the conduit model, the translator him- or herself is merely the medium, or the means by which information is conveyed. Although the theory behind this approach has been widely critiqued, in practice this model is still used in many contexts, including international classroom settings. A much more desirable approach is proposed by Cecilia Wadensjö (1999), who situates Reddy’s work within a larger conversation about various theories of translation and interpretation. Wadensjö (1999) identifies the conduit model as a monologic approach to understanding translation and interpretation and suggests that a dialogic approach is much preferred. A dialogic approach, according to Bot and Verrept (2013), is “based upon the idea that the meaning of words and expressions is partially formed in the interaction between people” (p. 120). In a dialogic context the interpreter serves as much more than merely a conveyor of information; in fact, “the interpreter is part of the entire system of constructing meaning” (Bot & Verrept, 2013, p. 120).

A helpful response to the conduit metaphor emerging from the communication discipline is found within the work of Frank J. Macke (2010), who considers the conduit model to represent an information science approach to understanding the study of communication, as opposed to one that emphasizes the experiential aspect of human communication. Macke, in part, builds his critique upon the etymology of the word communication: “To be in communication is etymologically consonant with being in communion, with feeling in common” (2010, p. 37; emphasis in original). But, too often, suggests Macke (2010), communication is defined in terms of information theory, which, in the case of classroom translation, suggests that the interpreter is nothing more than the conduit through which information travels. “Simply, ‘commerce’ and ‘communicate’ do not issue from the same set of roots.” Instead, communication is “a word having deep roots in the West, a word whose meaning is tied to the very notion of ‘community’” (Macke, 2010, p. 47). An understanding driven by a commitment to commerce—information theory—is in opposition to one that
emphasizes human embodiment and experience—community; communion; in common.

The distinction between translation and interpreting often found within the literature of contemporary translation studies speaks directly to this point. The framework of this essay represents an understanding of translation and interpretation in which translation is used as an umbrella term to describe two kinds of mediation or transfers; one via the spoken word—usually referred to as interpreting—and one via the written word, a much more linear exchange of information. Interpreting within a classroom setting recognizes the potential for a communicative event to occur while a single reader of a text is much closer to a communicative process. The unique cultural and religious history of Haiti provides a fitting context to explore the oral dynamics of a classroom setting. Within his essay exploring the communicative implications of Haitian Vodou, Sleasman (in press) states that “Human life, when fully embraced and lived, has much more in common with a communicative event, as opposed to a process” (emphasis in the original). While this point may be obvious to some, it is worth noting that we are only a few decades removed from opposing positions receiving theoretical justification and defense. Sleasman’s study reveals how the experience of human communication pushes one beyond self-expression and arrives at some level of shared meaning with all those involved. Understood in this way, oral expression is vital to human communication, but it is more than an exchange of information or ideas; it involves the intangible emotions that accompany the presence of another person and often transcends the mere words that are used.

The uniqueness of the spoken versus written word is central to the work of Walter Ong (2000; 2012), a Jesuit priest as well as scholar, who provides documentation of how the emergence of oral societies predates a culture built around the written word. Ong chronicles that the changes which occurred in Western society as a commitment to oral culture gave way to a society dominated by a print-based mentality. As this transition slowly took place over 2500 years (Ong, 2012), the emergence of print culture and subsequent change from oral to visual perception also gave rise to modern science. Some of the basic differences can be found in how one thinks. For example, in a culture of primary orality,
communication tends to be formulaic, grammatically straightforward, practical, dramatic, empathetic, participatory, situational, and not abstract—because the information can only be remembered, not stored. A culture dominated by print is often linear and logical and many times in direct conflict with the principles held by those who work from a perspective informed by a commitment to orality.

When viewing its culture through the lens of Ong’s orality framework, Haiti can most accurately be described as an oral culture (Plaisir, 2010). Haiti has never known widespread reading literacy and therefore can trace its communicative lineage to one that predates the dominance of the written word. Many of the characteristics found within a culture dominated by print, such as linear thinking and the logical construction of arguments, are lacking in much of Haitian culture. While this could lead one to the conclusion that Haiti is out of touch with the contemporary era, it is worth noting that orality is consistent with the larger portion of human history since, historically, human beings learned to interact with others through the spoken word prior to the written word. We also see this biologically in which children learn to speak before reading or writing. Unfortunately, as will be explored in more detail later in this essay, the experience of a typical Haitian student is not consistent with the oral culture that he or she experiences outside of the classroom. Despite the effort to reform the educational system, the elementary and high schools in Haiti are structured upon a linear learning model that has its roots in the French colonialist era and is in direct contrast with the oral culture found in the Afrocentric roots of the overwhelming majority of Haitians. Further exploration of this sociolinguistic component of the Haitian educational experience will potentially enrich the classroom by providing a better understanding of the role of language and learning in the life of a typical Haitian student.

As a side note, Ong took special interest in the communication of God’s Word; a point especially relevant to translation issues arising in a theological seminary in an oral context. Ong (2000, pp. 190-191) took comfort from the notion that
God entered into human history in a special fashion at the precise time when psychological structures assured that his entrance would have greatest opportunity to endure and flower. To assure maximum presence through history, the Word came in the ripeness of time, when a sense of the oral was still dominant and when at the same time the alphabet could give divine revelation among men a new kind of endurance and stability. . . . Divine revelation let down its roots into human culture and consciousness after the alphabet was devised but before print had overgrown major oral structures and before our electronic culture further obscured the basic nature of the word.

In a classroom environment informed by a linear and logical mindset, the classroom interpreter risks being seen as little more than a conveyor of information whose primary task is to assist in the exchange of ideas between the instructor and students. Within an oral culture such as Haiti, an interpreter who is part of the experience of the classroom is a much greater asset to the students and the instructor of course, because the classroom experience is more like the out of classroom experiences of the students.

**A Communication Ethic of an International Classroom: A Visiting Professor Program as Case Study**

This essay reframes classroom-related translation by focusing less upon the process of translation and more upon the communicative event that is taking place within the classroom itself; in such an environment the interpreter no longer fits neatly into the traditional information exchange model of sender and receiver. The interpreter is not merely a conduit through which information passes but a vital part of the learning environment. An experiential understanding of human communication makes much sense within an oral culture. In fact, such an approach honors the fluidity and give and take of an oral exchange. The following section applies the previously outlined philosophy of communication to the Visiting Professor program at Emmaus Biblical Seminary in an effort to better
understand the specific dynamics that emerge in a multilingual international classroom setting.

As is noted in the heading of this section, the following observations are offered as one way of understanding an international classroom context; hence, the term “communication ethic” as opposed to “communication ethics.” It is expected that there will be others who work with similar ideas and draw alternative conclusions. One of the goals of this essay is to stimulate conversation among those who study philosophy of communication and communication ethics in order to better understand the uniqueness of the international classroom environment and, thus, assist in creating more positive classroom experiences for students. There is great value in working with a classroom interpreter in an international classroom setting, and I focus on what could make such an environment more effective. In order to accomplish this goal, I break the following section down into three separate discussions. First, I explore the role of the students in this classroom environment and then follow with an exploration of the implications for the visiting professor’s teaching in this program. Finally, I conclude with a brief overview of some implications for those who desire to be translators and interpreters in such a context.

When I first began examining the role of a translator in an international classroom setting, I was unfamiliar with the literature exploring Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL). One of my assumptions during my initial teaching experience was that students would have a negative impression of the Visiting Professor program simply because they would tire of the constant interaction between the instructor and interpreter. This was by no means the case. My discoveries were consistent with the wider CLIL literature in which many of the students were simultaneously learning English in addition to their regular course-work. This dynamic interplay between the instructor and interpreter provides an opportunity for non-English speakers to learn the English language as they learn the course content. Becoming aware of this point provided a push towards my understanding of the experiential nature of human communication as opposed to viewing it as strictly a process. Much research has been conducted on ESL, EFL, and ELL (English Language Learners) programs for speakers of
Haitian Creole (see Spears and Joseph, 2010, for a full treatment of the subject). A qualitative analysis and comparison of a single institution offering EFL programs along with in-class interpreters would provide ample data to move forward with a broader perspective of issues related to translation and interpretation in Haitian multilingual classrooms.

But, to fully embrace this experiential aspect of education, it is not only the instructors who need to adjust. According to Joseph (2010),

> The Haitian student is used to a much more rigid classroom setting than that found in the U.S. They are not accustomed to being asked to participate in classroom discussions or to form their own opinions and express them in class. They are used to classrooms in which the instructors talk “at” students and require vastly more memorization. (p. 240)

This cooperative effort to re-envision the classroom is a second area of consideration and leads into a discussion of the role that instructors play in translation and interpretation. Many faculty members still work from an educational perspective that places the instructor as the main focus of the classroom and the students as recipients of the wisdom of the person in charge of the classroom. Higher education has been challenged for many years now to move from a teacher-centered classroom to a student-centered classroom. This model was called the “banking,” or transmissionist, model of education by Paulo Freire (1968) in *Pedagogy of the oppressed*. Faculty must be willing to reconsider their role in an international multilingual classroom and be open to embracing the communicative event as opposed to just the process of education. This de-centers the faculty member as the primary focus and increases the role and importance of the interpreter. This is not to suggest that the interpreter becomes the instructor. In fact, this reconfiguration requires that the instructor be in command of the course material and have a clear vision for the classroom lectures and activities.

Embracing the experiential aspect of the classroom raises questions about the minimal amount of Haitian Creole that visiting professors should know. During my first semester teaching as a visiting professor, I did not have any prior
exposure to Haitian Creole and was entirely dependent upon my interpreter. When a student would speak, I would listen intently to the interpreter and not always focus upon the student. One day, in an effort to speak my language, a student was talking to me in English. But, because I was so tuned into listening for the interpreter, I completely missed what he was saying until he repeated for a third time, “Do you understand me?” My ethical obligation to listen to my students was lost because I was so focused on hearing the interpreter. But there is an inherent challenge in learning a language when one does not speak the language on a consistent basis. Due to the nature of the Visiting Professor program, many faculty members are on campus for only two weeks every few years, a time frame that works against having any sustained opportunity to interact with speakers of Haitian Creole on an ongoing basis. A question for further study is how much Haitian Creole should an instructor speak in order to honor the native language of the students? As noted above, many students improve their English language skills by listening to the give and take of the instructor and interpreter. So, if the visiting professors were able to teach fully in Haitian Creole, it could perhaps minimize the value of the intensive classes for the students, since so many are learning English as they are learning the course content from the visiting professors. But should a minimum amount of Haitian Creole be expected from visiting professors? Could Emmaus Biblical Seminary produce an online resource that could be accessed prior to the arrival of a visiting professor? Is it possible for an instructor to be fully present to students without having at least a basic awareness and appreciation of the students’ native tongue? Perhaps a guiding point here is that it is not as much about knowing the language as it is in honoring the native language of the students and making an effort to appreciate the differences between faculty and student.

In addition to the practical considerations of learning the students’ language, it would also be helpful for the visiting professors to have some introduction to the sociolinguistic aspects of Haitian culture, especially as it pertains to the theological implications. Zéphir (2010) writes, “The unequal status of French and Haitian Creole in Haiti has been loosely described with the term *diglossia*” (p. 60). Until quite recently, the official language of Haiti was French,
despite the fact that the overwhelming majority of Haitian citizens speak Haitian Creole. This has practical implications for the professional communication of the students. For example, there are strong cultural assumptions made about a pastor who presents a sermon in French as opposed to Creole. Joseph (2010) writes, “Stafford (1987) reports that the churches were the first institutions in Haiti to use Haitian Creole, even before the Bernard Reform, in order to better communicate with the faithful” (p. 236). Following the example of the New Testament authors who wrote in Koine Greek, the language of the common person, the Christian Church in Haiti could, through the use of Haitian Creole, embrace the language of the people and spread the message of the Scriptures so that it is most easily understood by the widest audience. As these dynamics are not unique to Haiti, they provide an opportunity to explore this type of diglossia in relation to international professional communication in general and give consideration to the unique theological concerns at other institutions serving a mission to that of Emmaus Biblical Seminary.

Understanding the diglossic nature of Haitian language and culture is not only necessary for the visiting professors at Emmaus Biblical Seminary. In fact, part of the educational process of Haitian students could also be to learn about the language dynamics of their own culture. I have taught the Homiletics course and have begun including a section that explores the basic communicative dynamics of related in Table 1 on page 141.

The column labeled “Media Age” represents the historical time period in which a particular development pertaining to human communication and language emerged. For example, in the Mimetic Age, human beings communicated via sounds and relied upon the ear as the primary sense receptor. The Visiting Professor program at Emmaus Biblical Seminary provides a wonderful opportunity for students and faculty but, in order to become more effective, the program requires sustained effort to stay current with research and practice related to contemporary translation and interpretation studies.

The final component of this program that requires analysis is interpreter training. Each area of translation requires training suited for that particular area.
Table 1

Basic Communicative Dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Age</th>
<th>Key Development</th>
<th>Dominant Medium</th>
<th>Dominant Sense Receptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mimetic (Mimic) Age</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>sounds</td>
<td>ear / hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tribal Age</td>
<td>language</td>
<td>speech</td>
<td>ear / hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literate Age</td>
<td>phonetic alphabet</td>
<td>writing</td>
<td>eye / seeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print Age</td>
<td>printing press</td>
<td>print media</td>
<td>eye / seeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Age</td>
<td>electric telegraph</td>
<td>electronic media</td>
<td>ear / hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Age</td>
<td>computer</td>
<td>digital media</td>
<td>ear and touch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, ample research has been conducted on programs related to medical translation (e.g., Ballantyne, Yang, & Boon, 2013; Stapleton, Murphy, & Kildea, 2103) and educational translation (Wei, Xu, & Zhu, 2011). But there is a dearth of research related to theological contexts in terms of live translation and interpretation. Due to the importance of the written text of the Christian Scriptures, much focus has been placed upon written translation, but very little has taken place in terms of oral translation and none has occurred giving consideration to theological translation in an international classroom setting. Therefore, the question about the training that the interpreters at Emmaus Biblical Seminary are receiving prior to entering the classroom comes to the foreground. I have worked with interpreters who were trained as medical translators and interpreters who were bilingual but did not receive any specific translation training. This changes the dynamics of the classroom since medical translation depends upon precision by the interpreter while classrooms provide more freedom in understanding and interaction between instructor and students. A medical inaccuracy may cause
literally life and death situations for some stakeholders; on the contrary, although much information can be lost in a classroom, the stakes are not nearly as high. But the concerns raised earlier about Emmaus Biblical Seminary are also consistent with other translation fields; although writing about health care contexts, Watermeyer (2011) suggests that “The conduit model continues to be promoted as the ideal model of interpreting” (p. 72) despite its proven ineffectiveness.

To summarize, the multilingual international classroom is a unique communicative environment providing an opportunity for non-English speakers to learn the English language as they learn the course content (i.e., CLIL). To reconfigure this classroom-related translation experience, we can focus less upon the process of translation and more upon the event that is taking place in the classroom with the interaction of the students, instructor, and interpreter. As previously noted, the interpreter does not fit neatly into the sender/receiver model. Reconfiguring the model raises questions about the communicative event as opposed to the communicative process. The issue is complicated because the history and culture of Haiti is consistent with Walter Ong’s exploration of oral cultures in Orality and literacy. Since much of the developing world has strong roots in the Afrocentric oral tradition, a Haitian classroom provides an excellent opportunity to explore international classroom translation in an oral culture.

**Conclusion**

Many professional contexts, such as those found within the medical field, have developed thorough training materials related to translation and interpretation. In contrast, classroom translation in a theological context is a distinct genre of translation, yet it lacks extensive theoretical interrogation or exploration. One goal of this essay is to enter the conversation and establish a foundation for further research by raising both practical and ethical questions for future consideration. The field of communication is rich with resources and scholars who can contribute to and expand on the growing research about professional translation in an international setting. For example, as noted previously, Frank J. Macke’s (2010) work provides theoretical support for the importance of a classroom
interpreter who goes beyond simply translating text and contributes to the overall classroom experience of the instructor and students. Walter J. Ong (2000; 2012) provides an extensive exploration of the difference between an oral and a print-based culture, a distinction that is especially helpful in countries like Haiti, where primary orality is still present. More specifically, Brent C. Sleasman (in press) explores the unique religious and communicative dynamics of Haitian culture and provides a point of connection between orality, interpretation and philosophy of communication in Haiti.

Among other resources and by way of conclusion, mention should be made of the International Orality Network (http://www.orality.net/), which provides materials written from an explicitly Christian orientation for those who are interested in connecting with people living in predominantly oral cultures. The website provides a searchable database of resources and events that provide opportunities to learn more about implicit and explicit issues raised in this essay. For example, when searching for “interpreting,” one finds a workshop specifically designed for those who are interested in interpreting in a multilingual Christian worship service. Searching for “classroom” leads one to an essay written by Phil Thornton (2014) exploring “Constructivism, cross-cultural teaching, and orality.” Resources such as these exist at the intersection of human communication, theology, and translation. By giving fuller consideration to the issues raised within this essay, students can benefit from a more philosophically grounded, and ultimately more ethical, classroom experience.
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USABILITY AS A FOCUS OF MULTIPROFESSIONAL COLLABORATION
A teaching case study on user-centered translation
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As professional communication needs are increasingly multilingual, the merging of translator and technical communicator roles has been predicted. However, it may be more advantageous for these two professional groups to increase cooperation. This means learning to identify and appreciate their distinct but mutually complementary core competencies. Since both professions share the ideology of being the user’s advocate, usability is a common denominator that can function as a focal point of collaboration. While many translation theories focus on the reader and the target context, usability methods have not traditionally been a part of translator training. An innovation called User-Centered Translation (UCT), which is a model based on usability and user-centered design, is intended to help translators speak the same language as technical communicators, and it offers concrete usability tools which have been missing from translation theories. In this teaching case study, we discuss the teaching of four UCT methods: personas, the implied reader, heuristic evaluation, and usability testing. We describe our teaching experiences, analyze student feedback on all four, and report on the implementation of a student assignment on heuristics. This case study suggests ways in which UCT can form an important nexus of professional skills and multiprofessional collaboration.
At contemporary workplaces, translators and technical communicators often work on the same projects, and they face similar types of challenges during the text production process. These challenges often entail so-called end-of-the-line problems, referring to the fact that translators and technical communicators are brought into the product development cycle at a late stage, when most key decisions have already been made, and they therefore tend to remain at a distance from core discussions (Suojanen et al., 2015, p. 17–18). This problem was identified as early as 1989 by Patricia Sullivan, but it still seems to persist in both translation and technical communication. The two professions also share common competencies, such as the abilities to analyse source material and communicate with subject matter experts (Risku, 2004). Both professions aspire for high quality texts, and both translators and technical communicators feel that they are not always able to optimally cater for the end users’ needs. As Minacori and Veišblat (2010) note, both in the US and in Europe there is “an unquestionable need for the two professions to work closely together” (p. 763).

As business communication needs are increasingly multilingual by nature, the merging of translator and technical communicator roles has been predicted (e.g., Gnéechi, Maylath, Mousten, Scarpa, and Vandepitte, 2011). Furthermore, some translation scholars have expressed the need to introduce new competencies, beyond those that traditional translation curricula have offered (Gouadec, 2007), and to encourage cross-training practices by including technical communication in translator training programs (Byrne, 2006). Likewise, recent surveys reported by Gnéechi et al. (2011, p. 178) suggest that professional/technical/scientific communication (PTSC) curricula contain translation and localization courses as well as writing courses that focus on plain language, usability, and structured writing. The results of their surveys also indicate that translation curricula should contain courses on managing translation/multilingual PTSC projects. We agree with Gnéechi et al.’s (2011, p. 179) notion that there is a need for further study.
on the current trends and for forecasting future developments. We also think that, at this stage, it is necessary to try out different approaches in translator training.

In this paper, we report on a teaching case where course content familiar from technical communication has been targeted specifically at translation students. We are searching for ways for the two professions to enhance their cooperation and understanding of each other’s expertise. Since both professions share the ideology of being the user’s advocate, usability is a common denominator that can function as a focal point of collaboration. However, while technical communicators are traditionally trained to use different methods to enhance the usability of documentation, user-orientation is much more diffuse in translator training. While many translation theories (skopos theory in particular) also focus on the reader and the target context (Suojanen et al., 2015, p. 40–47), usability methods have not traditionally been a part of the translator’s competence nor have they been included in translator training.

Since 2009, we have been involved in designing and conducting courses with a usability focus for translation students. Our pedagogical innovations are based on a novel, usability-based approach to translation called User-Centred Translation (UCT). Our aim has been to enhance students’ professional skills and collaborative competencies for working in multiprofessional teams. These courses have taken a number of shapes and they have been—and are being—offered in several Finnish universities.

User-centred translation, which is the heart of our teaching case, is defined as follows: “In user-centered translation, information about users is gathered iteratively throughout the process and through different methods, and this information is used to create a usable translation” (Suojanen et al., 2015, p. 4). An iterative process means that users are analysed and usability is evaluated through recursive usability research methods, which can be used at different stages of the process as needed. At the beginning, a detailed specification is drafted together with the commissioner. The specification contains information concerning the expected usability targets of the translation (e.g., style, terminology, readability), intended target audience, and UCT methods to be used. The specification is important, because the finished translation will be evaluated against the
specification, not some ideal of a perfect match between the source text and the target text. To achieve a usable outcome, the specification needs to include information about the targeted readers and the desired functions of the translation.

Rubin and Chisnell (2008) offer the following definition for usability, which is the core concept behind the UCT model: “when a product or service is truly usable, the user can do what he or she wants to do the way he or she expects to be able to do it, without hindrance, hesitation, or questions” (p. 4). During the translation process itself, a variety of usability methods can be used. In our publications, we have, so far, discussed the following usability methods:

- mental models (persona, intratextual reader positions, including the implied reader, and audience design)
- heuristic evaluation
- empirical usability methods (including usability testing)
- reception research (Suojanen et al., 2015, p. 3–6).

In this teaching case study, we will report on our experiences in teaching user-centred translation, with particular emphasis on discussing how it can enhance translation students’ professional skills and competencies for multiprofessional collaboration. The need for collaboration obviously extends beyond the neighbouring profession of technical communication, but in this article we focus on the two professions. We suggest that a user-centred approach to translation can foster a shared framework of understanding that facilitates cooperation between translators and technical communicators.

**Data**

We have taught user-centred translation in specialized UCT courses, and individual methods included in the UCT model have also been introduced into regular translation courses. From our experiences, we have selected the following methods to be discussed in this teaching case study: the persona and the implied
reader as examples of mental models, heuristic evaluation, and usability testing. We will share our teaching experiences from various courses that have taken place between 2009 and 2015. In addition, we will use recent student feedback (n = 18) obtained on a course entitled User-Centered Translation held at the University of Tampere in the spring of 2015, and student assignments (n = 38) from various course contexts during the academic year 2014–2015.¹

In the student feedback, we asked students to comment on each of the UCT methods introduced in the course. The feedback has been used in the sections of this article concerning personas, the implied reader, and usability testing. The discussion on heuristics, in turn, reports on an analysis of the student assignments in which the students performed a heuristic evaluation of a translated text and then reflected and gave feedback on this experience. The latter data set originates from different course contexts taught by ourselves, by other teachers, and in different universities.

**Usability Methods in Translator Training**

For each of the methods presented below, we will first briefly describe the method, then explain how the method has been and can be taught, and share both our main observations as well as the students’ views. Finally, we will discuss the benefits and potential risks of each in reference to developing skills for multiprofessional communication.

**Persona**

Defining the target audience is one of the crucial points of a translation process. One of the methods with which translators can pinpoint their reader(s) is the use of a persona. Personas are fictive archetypes of users: a persona has a name, background, and personality. A persona can be invented, but more often it is...

¹ In accordance with national ethical requirements, written informed consent has been obtained from all students whose assignments and feedback are used in this teaching case, and the students’ anonymity is protected.
based on empirical information on real users. Sometimes it is necessary to create several personas to meet the demands of varied target audiences (Suojanen et al., 2015, p. 70).²

When using personas in a classroom context, we usually divide students into small groups and present them with a translation scenario or ask them to create one themselves. We then ask them to design a persona for the future reader of the translation. Finally, students are asked to consider what translation strategies would suit this particular persona best. The group writes down features and draws a picture of their persona on a flip chart and presents the persona to the whole group. We find that most often the personas are realistic and life-like, and only rarely do the students create an unimaginable persona, which would not be useful in the actual translation work.

Students have been able to grasp the idea of personas quite easily, and their general feedback on the use of personas has been predominantly positive. Of the 18 course feedback responses, only three expressed exclusively negative attitudes, while seven made a positive evaluation and five found both positive and negative aspects in the use of personas. One did not comment on them at all, and two described personas in a neutral fashion. Those students whose evaluations were positive found personas fun and handy, light and agile, easy to learn, and meaningful. For example, one student stated that “the persona helps me understand in a somehow more concrete way what the target audience of the translation will be.”³ Another commented that a persona is “a fun way of clarifying the target audience, does not feel as heavy and laborious as many analysis models.” The persona concretizes the target audience and helps to find translation solutions. Many students found that the persona is particularly suitable for long projects, for repeated translations of the same genre, when translating texts for the same client, and in teams as a good kick-off for a project.

---

² For an example of personas, see Suojanen et al., 2015, p. 8–10.

³ All translations of the direct quotations from student feedback are by the authors.
Those students whose feedback was negative found the persona to be artificial, too limiting, and stereotypical. One student commented: “I am bothered by the thought that I am limiting my writing by choosing a stereotype for whom I am writing my text.” One student mentioned that the persona is suitable only when the target audience is already somewhat limited. In addition, a translator might make an error of judgement and generalize too much; what happens if the persona fails? Another student mentioned that the persona needs to be complemented with something else so that it is not just the translator’s impression. This comment indicates a potentially common misperception that needs to be clarified in teaching: in the classroom the persona may often be a figment of imagination, but in real life the persona should always be confirmed with data about real readers.

The persona seems to be an intuitive method and easy to adopt: we have discovered that once introduced to the idea, students transfer the use of personas to other courses, too. The feedback also supports this, as several students reported that they would make use of personas in the future. Personas thus appear to be a good point of contact between technical communicators and translators, as technical communicators are already accustomed to using personas regularly in their work. Personas can also be created in multiprofessional dialogue, to boost team spirit, and both professional groups can use the same personas in their work, thus adding consistency in text production. In addition, the creation of personas may help highlight the need to have new personas for new target languages, and new kinds of texts to meet their needs. Technical communicators may also have access to user data that translators can benefit from in creating their personas.

**Implied reader**

Another method for determining the target audience is the implied reader, which refers to reader positions built into texts. In other words, implied readers are assumed readers to whom writers target their texts (Suojanen et al., 2015, p. 63). Implied readers can be discovered by analyzing a number of features in the text, such as the ways the reader is being addressed, or presuppositions which reveal
some of the reader's personal characteristics and the expected level of the reader's previous knowledge. As an example, let us take a look at the following short extract of a blog text: “Have you put on weight during the Christmas holidays? I have!” (Wallström, 2005). In this case, the implied reader comes from a background where Christmas is celebrated, is affluent enough to have overindulged over the holidays, has issues with self-image, and is potentially more likely to be female than male. In addition, the writer has created a sense of familiarity and lack of distance by referring to supposedly shared experiences and attitudes.

In the classroom context, students are asked to find a source text and its translation, and analyze the reader positions that the texts contain. The students should examine what kind of an implied reader the characteristics of the texts suggest and whether the source text and the translation exhibit differences in terms of their implied readers, and why that may be so. Alternatively, students can be asked to select either a translation or a source text and analyze its implied reader(s).

As with the persona, students’ attitudes toward the use of the implied reader have been very positive. In the course feedback, thirteen students expressed exclusively positive attitudes, while two stated both positive and negative views, and three described the method in a neutral fashion. None of the students expressed only negative comments about the implied reader. The students described the method as fun to use and interesting, and they found it useful. One student reflected on the surprises that the analysis might produce: “It is both fun and confusing to construct an implied reader, because one can find peculiar readers within texts. The implied reader is an efficient aid in recognizing the writer’s attitudes, style, typical expressions and ways of handling topics.” The implied reader was considered particularly useful in cases where the specification does not provide much background about the target audience and when the readers in the source and target texts are assumed to be similar.

Many students felt that they intuitively already think about the reader, but the implied reader exercise made them more aware of how the reader is reflected in texts. Furthermore, they felt that it acts as a useful reminder of the potential
difference between the reader for whom they think they are translating and the person for whom they actually end up translating. In addition to identifying the writer’s attitudes, style and typical expressions, the implied reader was also seen to be a suitable tool for examining and evaluating one’s own attitudes and tendencies. While many students reported plans of using the method in the future, many also said that they would not use it systematically but that they might turn to it in situations where the target audience is especially vague.

While personas can be considered a method more familiar to technical communicators but easily communicated to translators as well, the implied reader may be more democratic in terms of previous exposure: both translation studies and technical communication literature have employed concepts such as the implied reader in discussions concerning intratextual reader positions (Suojanen et al., 2015, p. 66–68). This method also holds great potential for enhanced cultural usability, as discussed by Suojanen, Koskinen and Tuominen (2015, p. 19–25). For example, in multilingual projects, translators to all target languages can be asked to analyze the source material produced by technical communicators. This analysis of the source text’s implied reader can reveal different interpretations of assumed previous knowledge, expected attitudes and lifestyles, and projected societal hierarchy levels, to name just a few interesting potential results. This kind of detailed feedback would allow a mutual learning opportunity for technical communicators and translators attuned to different cultural contexts.

**Heuristic Evaluation**

In addition to mental models such as persona and implied reader, translators can make use of another agile method, namely heuristic evaluation, to evaluate the usability of their texts. Heuristics are usability guidelines or principles, basic rules of thumb, and the evaluation is performed by experts—not the end users. Heuristics are being used in iterative product development: the product is evaluated repeatedly, problems are fixed and the following evaluation rounds are used to make sure that the problems no longer exist (Kuutti, 2003, p. 47–49).
Numerous checklists for heuristic evaluation have been created within usability engineering. The most commonly used heuristic checklist was originally drawn up by Jakob Nielsen and Rolf Molich (1990): the list contains commonly known principles of user-centered design (see Korvenranta, 2005, p. 113; Kuutti, 2003, p. 47–49). However, the lists are not transferrable as such from one product to the next. Instead, it is more useful to design a new list for specific products (Korvenranta, 2005, p. 122–123).

Drawing on selected earlier checklists, we have created a specific set of usability heuristics for translators (Suojanen et al., 2015, p. 90), which are presented in Table 1 on page 157.

As Table 1 shows, heuristics are used to evaluate the match between the translation and the specification, users, real world, and genre as well as the match between source and target texts. In addition, evaluation is targeted at consistency, legibility and readability, satisfaction, and error prevention.

Our data for heuristics includes student assignments (n = 38) from three different courses: two English–Finnish translation courses, a course on translation studies methodology, and a course on user-centered translation. Students were asked to familiarize themselves with the UCT heuristics, use them to analyze a translation, report on their main findings and reflect on their use of the heuristics.4

The feedback on heuristics was remarkably similar in all the student groups. The students’ views on the assignment were quite ambivalent. Many expressed positive views and found the assignment fun, refreshing, and different from their usual assignments. Ten respondents found the heuristics easy to use. On the other hand, 15 respondents thought that the use of heuristics was difficult and challenging. The heuristics were also described as time-consuming, and some heuristics were criticized as overlapping with each other or difficult to understand. Although the heuristics seemed like a useful tool, many students were wary of whether the translator will actually have time to implement such a method in a

---

4 This data has been discussed in more detail in Suojanen and Tuominen (accepted).
### Table 1

*Usability Heuristics for User-Centred Translation*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Usability Heuristics</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Match between translation and specification</td>
<td>Why is the translation needed and does it fulfil the requirements defined in the specification?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Match between translation and users</td>
<td>Who are the users of the translation and how do their characteristics affect translation solutions? Are there possibilities for supporting different kinds of users? Do the textual choices reflect the information needs of the users?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Match between translation and real world</td>
<td>Is the translation aligned with its cultural context? Is cultural adaptation required?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Match between translation and genre</td>
<td>Does the translation match the conventions of the genre in question? Are the visual, auditory and other multimodal elements appropriate for the new context?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Is the translation consistent in terms of style, terminology, phraseology and register?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Legibility and readability</td>
<td>Do the visual elements of the translation correspond to the reader’s physiological capabilities and relevant cultural guidelines? Is the user guided through the translation by using appropriate signposting for the genre in question? Are the user’s efforts of interpretation sufficiently minimized?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Cognitive load and efficiency</td>
<td>Is the translation well-crafted enough to be easy to memorize and learnable, that is, clear and comprehensible? Do the users need guidance for using the translation and if so, in which format?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>Does the translation produce a pleasurable and/or rewarding user experience?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Match between source and target texts</td>
<td>Has all relevant source material been translated? Is there unwanted linguistic or structural interference?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Error prevention</td>
<td>Have potential risks of misunderstanding been minimized?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
translation project. Still, most of the students reported plans to use the heuristics in the future as part of their studies and when moving on to working life. They thought the heuristics helped them produce a translation with better consistency and overall quality (see also Suojanen & Tuominen, accepted).

Although the students were able to see the particular benefits of heuristics as a user-oriented approach, they had difficulty in taking into account the overall context of use, which is, after all, a paramount consideration in usability. Rather, they tended to concentrate on the textual level. This difficulty of paying attention to the users’ context could be seen in the assignments: although users and readers were explicitly discussed in 19, that is, half of the assignments, showing that students were able to see the potential for user-centeredness in heuristics, many of the students also recognized the difficulty of positioning themselves in the user’s shoes. The same difficulty is, of course, inherent in the nature of heuristic expert evaluation.

Heuristic evaluation was less universally acceptable to students than the two previous methods. Some criticized individual heuristics as being difficult to understand, but the general concept of heuristic evaluation was not considered difficult to grasp. Indeed, its principles appear very similar to various other style sheets and checklists already in use in different parts of the translation industry. However, it seems evident that this apparent familiarity prevented the students from appreciating the more novel usability elements involved. In their reports, the students listed items such as legibility, readability, and user satisfaction as difficult and potentially overlapping, but these are precisely the elements that need to be assessed if one wants specifically to improve usability. In terms of multiprofessional cooperation, this method may thus present some misunderstandings, and even worse, these may well lurk under the surface, if translators recognize the use of heuristics but conflate it with other kinds of checklists with which they are more familiar. The two professions may thus end up using the same term heuristics, even though the underlying concept is actually different. This suggests that some training and practice evaluations are needed to make the most of this tool.
Usability Testing

Mental models and heuristic evaluation have the drawback that they do not include the actual user, which the students also noted in their assignments and feedback. Because of this drawback, Nielsen (1993, p. 165), for example, advocates for the empirical method of usability testing. Rubin and Chisnell (2008) define usability testing as follows: “a process that employs people as testing participants who are representative of the target audience to evaluate the degree to which a product meets specific usability criteria” (p. 21). As Joni Koskinen explains, in practice the test participants are asked to perform different kinds of tasks, which should correspond to real use situations. The collected data can include notes, video recordings, screen recordings or log data including the user’s think-aloud protocol. After the test, the user’s subjective impressions can be collected with a questionnaire or interview. Usually one participant tests a product while 1–3 persons act as observers, who might not always be visible to the user. One of the observers acts as moderator, managing and monitoring the test situation (Koskinen, 2005, p. 188, 196-197).

We experimented with usability tests in the classroom setting on two occasions. In a group project, advanced translation students from the University of Eastern Finland applied usability testing in an authentic project assignment in which an online course on translation technology was translated into English. The students designed and ran two sessions, in the first of which they gathered the users’ comments on the material, finding usability issues on a textual level. The participants went through the text, wrote down their comments, and then the group discussed them. Among other things, the project team found that sentence structures and formulations needed to be simplified. The second usability test was task-based—following translated instructions to create a new project by using translation memory software. Moderators observed the participants’ task performance, which was followed by a group discussion. No major usability issues arose, which was seen as a positive result (Suokas et al., submitted).

The second teaching example is a fictive usability testing scenario executed as part of a UCT course. Students were divided into small groups and were asked
to test an infotainment game which is available in multiple languages online. Some of the students in the group were playing the game and thinking aloud, while others were observing and taking notes. The participants were asked to consider the usability of the game: whether it was easy to start and play the game, whether the rules were helpful, whether they would have needed more instruction, and how the overall playing experience was. These themes were then discussed together with the whole group. This teaching scenario does not include many of the important elements of a typical usability test plan (see Rubin & Chisnell, 2008), but the exercise still managed to give translation students a feel for some of the characteristics of a test situation. It should be noted, however, that in this second case, half of the students practiced being test participants, and only the other half trained observation, and the focus was only tangentially related to translation.

Our student feedback comes from the second example, and the feedback is rather ambivalent: while seven students expressed positive views and only two expressed negative views, six made both positive and negative comments and three did not evaluate the method at all. Many of the positive comments emphasized the concrete, real-life information that can be gained through usability testing, as in the following comment: “What is attractive about usability testing is its concreteness: it helps us gain genuine, experience-based responses to guide our work, instead of just operating based on our own evaluations/guesses.” In the ambivalent comments, usability testing was often seen as interesting and potentially useful, but the students suspected that realistically it could not be employed in real-life situations very often. Some were also doubtful about the cost-effectiveness of the method. One good example of such views is the following comment: “It is doubtful that translators themselves could arrange usability tests for their own texts, but the method itself seemed useful to me.”

Students found usability testing to be a useful tool, suited especially for evaluating games, webpages, user instructions, and cooking recipes. They were fascinated by the concreteness of testing and the way in which it can reveal problems that some of the other methods cannot. A few students mentioned that they would love to be test participants themselves. Students also identified
potential problems, for example that using thinking-aloud might not always be the best method to be included in usability testing and that test participants do not represent all of the users.

Among the methods we have described in the UCT model, usability testing presents the biggest challenges to traditional thinking on translation quality assessment. First, it is not entirely clear yet how the tests can be designed to target translation issues. Second, translator training does not equip students with skills for interaction with end users, nor with observation skills. Third, we cannot be certain that once we involve actual users, their views will be aligned with those of the translators, and translators may well need to learn to let go of their own quality criteria.

Thus far, we have only begun to test usability testing, either in practice or in the classroom, and it is slightly premature to pass any judgement on its usefulness in the multiprofessional workplace. Our usability testing experiments have shown that the method can be motivating and stimulating for translators to use, even if it can be challenging to adopt it into the translator’s toolkit. But perhaps that is what would make usability testing a promising area for multiprofessional collaboration: aspects related to translation could become one element of regularly performed usability testing, and if translators were familiar with the concept and had access to the testing situation, they could overcome the traditional end-of-the-line problems and contribute their expertise to the overall product development. These problems of access are not unique to translators as technical communicators often struggle with the same difficulty. Together they can make a stronger case for early inclusion of both the users and the communication experts in the project cycle.

**Conclusions**

In this article, we looked at a number of usability methods that we have used in translator training. The question we set out to answer was whether and how these methods can enhance future translators’ skills and abilities to operate in multiprofessional teams as experts of translation and intercultural communication.
More specifically, we looked at the interface between translators and technical communicators.

From a teacher's viewpoint, using the methods of persona, implied reader, heuristic evaluation, and usability testing has been a concrete and hands-on experience, stimulating in-depth discussions with students on translators' competencies, abilities, limitations, and boundaries. The students' overall response to the methods has been highly positive: the assignments were found to be interesting and different—fun even—and the majority felt that they would be useful when examining the target audience of a translation and in producing an appropriate translation for that audience.

However, the students tended to focus on the usability of these methods from the perspective of the translator only, rather than envision a collaborative context in which they would be working side by side with other professionals such as technical communicators. They also expressed some skepticism about the usefulness of the methods, and with regard to heuristic evaluation, the heuristics had some usability problems. Above all, the skepticism addressed the opportunities for translators to actually take advantage of these methods in the hectic translation industry. It may well be the case that the students' vision of their future role as subcontractors in the translation industry prevented them from seeing potential collaborative work contexts, where usability is not an add-on but rather an integral part of the set-up. But students may also already have accepted the end-of-the-line problem as the unquestioned status quo.

One reason for these problems might be that the perspective of multiprofessional collaboration and true team membership has remained too implicit in the teaching sessions. Although the improvement of translators' professional collaboration skills has been one driving force behind the development of the UCT model, the need to focus on the practical application of these new methods has led to a lack of transparency of its more meta-level objectives. In the future, we need to be more explicit in communicating and discussing the aims of the UCT model with regard to its interfaces to other professions.
So far, the UCT model and some of the methods have been tested primarily in academic settings, although some industry cases exist (see Otava, 2013), and we have also received some industry feedback. The next step is to scrutinize the model and its methods in real-life scenarios, to develop them iteratively to fit different types of industry situations, and to bring that knowledge back into the classroom. Primary industry concerns include the costs and benefits of introducing UCT into a business environment. This worry is also echoed by students. However, at least in user-interface design, usability methods have been shown to give positive returns on investment (Marcus, 2004). We expect similar results when usability methods are applied in translation.

From the viewpoint of international professional communication, UCT and its methods help translators speak the same language as technical communicators, developers, and engineers, and it offers concrete tools that have been missing from translation theories. We believe that once translators adopt these tools, they will be better prepared to network, take their expert position alongside other professions in international communication contexts, and provide a valuable contribution.
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connexions interviews
Can you describe your present career in light of international professional communication?
Certainly, so I work in a multinational languages and technology services provider, and I am responsible for teams of engineering and desktop publishing groups with offices in Spain, India… and I also frequently interface with other offices in Europe and also in the United States.

What previous experience in international professional communication, if any, has prepared you for your present career?
Not much in my previous, for professional multinational communication… I basically
used to work for a local translation agency in Spain, so most of the clients were Spanish. I also did... was a customer support representative for a computer and translation software, so I did interface quite a lot with clients... with translators to give them support, but I did not interface quite frequently with people from outside of Spain. That said, I think some of the experience that I gathered while I was doing that job, even if not with multicultural or multinational aspects, would still prepare me for the job that I have at the moment.

What would you say are particular accomplishments of international professional communication practice, research and or pedagogy in your region of the world or elsewhere?

I think I’d like to start by giving some background on what I think, or what I consider multinational communication. I think when I was considering this question, I realized that modern multinational communication—I will refer to this as multicultural professional communication—assuming that those are... that we are referring to the skills of communicating with professionals and with colleagues from different backgrounds, not just from different nations but from different backgrounds, in different languages, different time-zones, different locations... basically because even within the same country, you can find obviously significant cultural differences that will make communication a challenge or, if not a challenge, at least something that you need to worry about. And, you know, there are aspects like the perception that you get when you communicate, the ways of addressing other people; that is in respect of whether you live in one country or the country next door.

There is a cultural component to it that will make me think that we should talk about this topic in terms of multicultural rather than multinational, and I am going to give you an example of how this will happen and typically within the same country. So, you have probably been in a situation where you are in a business meeting even within your same country and using the same language and you still face a situation where, for instance, a significant age difference between you and the person that you're talking with makes the communication not so fluid. Basically, because your goals—your objectives—are going to be different... or slightly different. Say that you are a young sales person going to a meeting with a marketing manager
who’s in her 50s—late 50s—obviously your goals are going to be completely… very, very different, right? You, as a young sales person… you are going to be pushing to sell whatever you have to sell while the other person has a completely different goal, which is “Okay, I want to buy from you, but I may not want to buy anything. I just need to cover my needs internally, whatever strategy the company has.” So… your goals are going to be different. And it’s going to be more difficult for you as a youngster to make a connection with someone who, you know, is almost double your age or… similar, right? In the end, it’s about creating empathy… creating trust and, you know, developing that professional relationship and that comes with, you know, understanding the other person’s culture more than being from one nation or another.

But to answer your original question on what are the accomplishments in this field, I will say that the ones I am more familiar with are in the teaching world, because of all the candidates that are frequently being interviewed for positions in my job. And I do see… I normally interview just graduates or people who took up post-graduate, so I see which of those skills that will help you in communication they have and which ones they lack. And I think based on… those interviews, what I see is that maybe skills required to communicate in an efficient way are not so much taken into account in the modules or the programs that they take. Or if they are covered—if these topics are covered—they are not given the importance that they should be given… meaning that even if you are not taking your degree in Marketing or in Communication, in a field which is related to Communications, regardless of the field of expertise that you’re taking your degree on your post-graduate on, there should still be some training on… effective communication, on… building the relationship with the other person, building empathy, so there is a lot that, you know… that could be done in that regard. I know that there are modules in the degrees that students take where students learn about the culture, specific aspects of the culture—of the language that they’re learning, in language studies for instance. So I would say that is certainly an accomplishment because it certainly helps them better understand the culture of the language that they are going to be speaking. So say if, you know, you learn French… you want to learn about French culture—just a little bit—just enough to give you a good understanding of… how French people think… what is the way of thinking and maybe even if you don’t know all the peculiarities of
each region, at least you are going to be aware of the fact that one region may be
different from another… or the expectations of a French person that you are speaking
with may be different because of a cultural aspect that you may or may not be aware.

**What would you say are challenges of international professional communication practice, research and or pedagogy in your region of the world or elsewhere?**

Yes, I think… as I mentioned, when interviewing candidates, it would not seem to me like they have received very specific training about asking the right questions or structuring interviews for instance. So I do see in some of the candidates that they obviously are nervous because they are on a job interview, that’s normal. But they could still have some control of the situation even if they are junior, even if some of this comes with experience and with having done interviews and having been in professional situations. I think having the basics… training on that… on communicating and being in a professional situation would certainly help them show a little bit of awareness about what the situation is and how they can react. Even if, you know, if by being junior and not having had the experience, you can still tell that they don’t fully control the situation… the conversation. They are not very aware of what you really mean when you ask questions like “What do you expect to do in three years in your career?” So… I will say this probably comes from a focus on those degrees, focusing on the subject matter. So… let’s say that you are doing Economics, you obviously want to do all your modules on economy numbers, digits, you know… finance, things like that. And I reckon that it is still very important in every degree, every professional training that we give students to include if not a module, at least some information about communicating, about presenting yourself. And the thing is, you know, you can be the best engineer, you can be the best designer, if you cannot sell yourself, if you cannot communicate, it’s going to make things a bit more difficult for you to be successful in your career. And obviously the work environment is inevitably going towards a multicultural or multinational collaborative approach. So… this is where we’re heading. These skills are necessarily needed. I think this is where, at least in the scholarship world, this would help students.
So… I will suggest for these modules or, let’s say, for these degrees to include modules on multicultural communication… basic Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP)… negotiation, body language, public speaking, all these aspects where students may be focused, “Oh, no, I want to learn about economics!” Oh well, okay, but you are also going to be working in a professional environment with different cultures, so you are going to have to learn how to present, how to introduce yourself, how to, you know… how to negotiate.

So… you know, there are peculiarities to each culture, as I mentioned earlier, is something that you probably cannot reach to get from every culture. You won’t be able to know every peculiarity for every culture, but the more you work with people from that culture, the easier it gets to understand and to learn from one experience to another. For example, you probably… here in Spain, if you’ll want to get something out of somebody that you’re calling to another office… to a client… if you want to get something from the person that you are talking to… you don’t want to call that person at 2 p.m. on the phone. Basically because that person is either about to go for lunch or already at lunch and you are going to get very little attention from that person because he or she is already thinking about, okay “I’m going on my lunch break, and I don’t… you know, I am not going to spend a lot of time listening to what you have to say.” Similarly, for France for instance, you don’t want to push a French client too hard. There are other examples, right? Irish people, they don’t enjoy British accents, so maybe if you are building a strategy around having a conversation with an Irish person, you may want to avoid having a very thick British accent… person with a thick British accent in the conversation. So, all of those things. You will probably find it hard to compile everything in your head at once, but it’s things that you learn over time and this sort of thing can be as part of the curriculum for students taking any degrees, I would say. It’s certainly a challenge to cover all these cultural differences… but it’s probably a good idea to start covering those regions, or those cultural peculiarities for those regions that are near where you work or where you intend to work and concentrate on the soft skills, right? On the skills I mentioned earlier, on public speaking, on introducing yourself, things like that, right?
How do you see technology or changes in technology impacting, maintaining or altering international professional communication practice, research and/or pedagogy in your region of the world or elsewhere?

I think the instant digital communication has dramatically changed the scenario where communications happen, right? We have access to information at any point from anywhere with any device, right? And also this information means also training, right? You can get training pretty much anywhere. You do… we do video calls which are, you know, a lot more interactive than just a phone call, basically because you can see the other person’s reaction straightaway. You don’t need to wait for a verbal reaction. So… that has certainly improved communication but also created some challenges. There are cases where you may not want to disclose your facial reaction or your body language, and if you’re in a meeting where there’s a video conference, well, it is what it is right. On the good side obviously, it gives us access to training… also to formal and informal communications. We can use technology to communicate not just in the business world but now, for a few years it’s been accessible to anybody for informal communications. So… it also gives us access to information on culture and cultural aspects, right? Which we touched on before on the importance of being aware of what are the peculiarities of a specific region or specific culture, so having all that information at hand is certainly a plus, right? A big advantage. And also the fact that you can learn at your own pace. With distance learning, it means that you no longer have to go anywhere to get that training. You can watch training, you can listen to training, you can read training at your own pace. So that pretty much covers three out of the five senses. We’ll see about smell and touch at some point, but… you know… watch, read and listen are things that you can already do with technology, right? To receive training.

I will say on the not so positive side, on the negative side of having things that technology has created is that there is too much information for some people to digest. And now the challenge more than getting all that information, which was probably the challenge that the previous generation was facing, “Where do we get information about from the library?” like 15-20 years ago. You had to go to the library to get access to the Internet, to get access to books or printed materials. Now we’re well passed that and we have too much information—all the information that
we'll want, pretty much. It turns that we are probably missing the skills to filter that information, so that we get the part that we really need. It also means that people communicate… will communicate a lot more than what we used to in the professional world like 10 years ago… because we have more chance of communication and I have seen that, particularly in young people and students, that they’re used to fast communication, which means that they type fast which leads to typos, grammar mistakes, interferences from all the language, right? Language interference. And I think proper writing, proper grammar and spelling is just a sign of respect to your interlocutor. So… whether it’s formal or informal. Basically, obviously, in a professional environment you want to be a lot more formal, but if your… let’s say if your informal communications with friends and family you’re so used to… you don’t worry about typos, you don’t worry grammar, you don’t worry about vocabulary, it’s going to create some interference down the line when you get to the office and have to speak with colleagues and have to speak with clients, right? And I’m a bit surprised because the tools are there to prevent you from making those mistakes, we have spell checkers, we have word prediction when you type on your phone. So the tools are there but for some reason I see young graduates, like some of them are used to informal communication and they may find it difficult to adjust to a professional environment, I think.

One last point I’d like to touch on in this regard with communication and technology is that for developing areas, this has made a significant change. So… in regions where 5, 10 years ago it will be impossible—still today it’s impossible to think about having a landline to get DSL connection or, you know, Internet connection. Now, everybody has a phone—a mobile phone—and that is a big gap. It means, you know, access to information. It means access to communication, so that has had definitely a significant impact on communications… probably more on the, I would say, on the informal communication—basically for personal communication more than on the business side. But still… a significant impact on something that will definitely develop in the future.
What kinds of international and intercultural experiences and skills sets has higher education taught students to help them transition to industry and in what ways could higher education do a better job preparing the next generation of graduates for international professional communication?

I think... students' exchange programs here in Europe have contributed a lot... have played a very significant role. Basically because it means that for students with language courses for any degree here in Europe, they could spend one year in a foreign country... not just learning the language, but more importantly learning about the culture. “Learning” simply being raising their awareness on the fact that there are cultural differences, and cultural differences is something difficult to be aware of if you haven’t been outside. It may seem so subtle but once you live there, once you go to the supermarket, once you hang out with your friend... or with your new friends... at the bar, you realize that, you know, people, we are all different and we perceive things in different ways. Humor, as one of the vehicles for communication, and expectations in general. Apart from helping these students grow, mature... from being outside of home, I think they are forced to figure things out by themselves and they are forced to learn about the cultural specificities of each region, right? I think those exchange programs have been and are a good asset in, you know, that higher education has provided students with.

And there are two important sides to things that could... that higher education has given students is on the technical writing side of things, at least in the language courses that I'm familiar with. Putting a lot of pressure on proper writing has certainly helped. Not so much on technical writing, but on writing properly in your language. So my degree it was... I took my degree in translation and obviously when you get there you think “I need to learn the language, and the different languages” but in the end you could be a really, really good translator and not speak the language... the target... the foreign language so well if you write properly in your own language. Obviously you need to have a good knowledge of the foreign language, but you could be a better translator if you write properly in your own language. You could speak a foreign language perfectly well and be almost bilingual but if you write poorly in your own language, in your mother language, the language that you’re translating into, your translation is not going to be very good anyway, no matter how
well you speak the language. I think putting an emphasis on proper writing for what I've seen in the degrees that I know of has helped students transition into the industry and... has continually helped them get there.

**What has industry done well to help higher education to teach international intercultural experiences and skills sets, or to help their own employees develop such skillsets and what else might industry do to help prepare the next generation of graduates?**

I think the industry in general... companies... frequently take part in workshops, presentations and conferences in universities and that is something that gives students an idea of what is out there... just a glimpse of what is out there... when you see professionals coming to the university. And also... I've also seen universities inviting professionals to teach certain modules, or parts of the module, for students. And obviously that gives students a much better view if you have a professional teaching your module, you're learning straight—not from a teacher who is doing research but from someone in the real, professional world. So I think that is certainly a field to explore further.

And then... the industry in general... I think that here in Spain we have a program where companies have a government-driven fund, some budget which is reserved for employee training. So... companies have to use that budget for training, so if used properly, or if used for the right purpose, companies... at least here in... this is the policy here in Spain... could have the means to train their employees on multicultural communication, on soft skills as I mentioned, on NLP, on emotional intelligence, negotiation, things like that. And I think that is... that will be a suggestion I'll make to any company: invest in training your employees on communication. Not just on the verbal skills or the writing skills but also on the perception... on the skills of perception, on how to present information, how to negotiate. And... you know... I will say for this company it will be... it's important to have their employees develop in themselves in this area. And I think, you know, also for universities I would suggest that they frequently employ more and more professionals to ensure that the modules that they teach are up to date with the most recent advances in technology and processes and such.
Is there any else that you would like to add?

Not that I can think of... I mean... I think I touched on all the topics. Maybe for some questions I was preparing to mention something which I had mentioned previously, but I think that pretty much, yeah, covers what I wanted to mention. I think the main... well, let's say the first point I mentioned on the discrepancy, I think, I talked about when we first spoke is the difference I see between multicultural and multinational. To me it's more multicultural differences and the challenge, but then again from my professional point of view obviously I'm sure it's different than from someone who has done research... and proper research on results of studies. Also, when you teach communication you may have a different point of view. My view from a professional point of view is that, you know, I will appreciate if students or graduates or even candidates with some experience will come with these... those skill sets.

And I think that multinational simply means it's going by nationality, where national border versus multicultural, that's just the spectrum that it could more... sort of, it goes across these national borders.

Absolutely, and perhaps for those of you in the United States, it's even more important because you have so many different cultures within a very small region—let's say a small region can be a state, right? Even within your state, you're going to have people from so many different backgrounds and so many, you know... cultural references. So... for us here, you know, in Europe—particularly in Spain—it's going to be more, you know, neutral, or let's say the cultural differences you will find is, as I said, by age difference or maybe by background... which also comes with age, right? When I was, like, in my 20's and I would meet with someone in their 50's, it's a bit more difficult to make a connection. However, if within the same age, it doesn't really matter if you travel 50 kilometers from Barcelona or if you travel 1,000 to the other side of Spain, it's going to be very, very similar... while I'm sure in the States, and in other countries where a lot of immigration from anywhere, those differences could be... vary from one village to another, right, or from one neighborhood to another within the same city, so...
And by the way, Spanish is the fastest growing language in the United States.

Yeah, I know, I know. Well, it’s interesting how, obviously because of the proximity of Central and South America, but I’m surprised that is not Chinese or another Asian language, right? Because you also get a lot of immigration from Asia. Yeah, it also creates Spanish growth in the United States. It also creates a very, very interesting mixture of variations of Spanish. If I listen to a conversation between two people from Puerto Rico I cannot understand a word. I need to use subtitles for some Mexican movies I don’t understand. And it’s the same language but it obviously creates… creates such a different… different flavor of the language with vocabulary, with pronunciation, with… yeah, words from… borrowed from English mostly… that, you know… it is a challenge… absolutely.
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Can you describe your present career in light of international professional communication?

My name is Kirk St. Amant, and I’m a professor at East Carolina University. I’m a professor of technical and professional communication... and of international studies. And I’m also an affiliated faculty member of international health and medical communication with ECU’s SoCIOLing Lab [see http://blog.ecu.edu/sites/sociolinglab/], which is a linguistics laboratory that looks at doing outreach and engagement activities with the local community.
What previous experience in international professional communication, if any, has prepared you for your present career?

I would say my upbringing. I grew up in a very small town on the border with French Canada, which is where I spent most of my life, and there… daily activities were a matter of moving back and forth between two languages: French and English. Also, because it was on the Canadian border, it became a matter of two different currency systems: American currency and Canadian currency… two different systems of measurement: the English system versus the metric system… so you could say that, oddly enough, I sort of grew up in an intercultural environment where everyday activity was… language, culture, different systems, different schemas were always part of life. So… I guess you could say it was always a part of who I am.

And on that, I'll just follow up. Was there a lot of code-switching in your experience?

Very much… a lot of code-switching for sure. A lot of things, for example, not just the language itself you were speaking but how you spoke it. Shifting accent patterns, shifting intonation patterns… quite often, sort of a mixing of languages in terms of finding the term that best represented what you wanted to convey in a given language and conveying it… even if you were speaking a second one… Also, kind of, oddly enough, the cultural references you make. When you grow up with the Americ… ABC, the American television broadcasting system and CBC, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, the different cultural reference points that you would pull out, in terms of popular culture, shifted. And so it was kind of a matter of being able to talk about *The Beachcombers*, which is a Canadian show that came on, and *Mr. Dressup*, which was a Canadian children’s show, versus, say, *Captain Kangaroo*—an American children’s show. And so I think that was one of the interesting things is there was code-switching not just in terms of how you spoke, what language you used, and the way in which you articulated an idea… but the cultural reference points you used, as well, were different, also.
What are your current research projects in industry or academia? In what ways do you hope that these projects will contribute new knowledge to international professional communication practice, research, or pedagogy?

Over the past couple years, I’ve become increasingly interested in health and medical communication in global contexts. And so my research, which had originally been in, sort of, online education, online media, has begun to shift in that direction… sort of, online interaction with patients from different cultures and different regions. And right now, I’m very particularly interested in visual design and how visual design elements need to be rethought in terms of conveying effective information to both health care providers… say physicians or nurses, or other kinds of individuals involved with the… the providing of care, as well as healthcare recipients: patients, their families. How do you configure things, particularly visual-based elements, to engage in what we could call health literacy—or what’s often called health literacy? Teaching the user about the concept or topic in and of itself. So that’s become my focus as of late. And so I began to shift into that direction. What sorts of models from cognitive psychology that look at things like image and how we perceive it can be used to influence the way we study, talk about, and interact with individuals around the concept of health and medical items, ideas… in global contexts?

Do you focus largely, also, on usability and/or accessibility in that area, as well?

Yes… and I think in large part it has to do with rethinking concepts of usability—where the patient becomes at the center of it. So, what is usable in terms of the patient not just as a patient but as a patient from a different culture. That could mean a different language; that could mean a completely different medical system; that could mean a completely different concept of what healthcare is… how it’s offered and how it’s provided. See, usability and user-experience design are very much bound into that. Accessibility also is bound into that in terms of… that’s a culturally pinned concept. What constitutes accessibility? And what guidelines dictating accessibility are based upon the culture in which one finds oneself? And so that makes it really interesting. How do you design for accessibility? That depends upon how that concept is conceived of in the culture with which you’re interacting.
What would you say are particular accomplishments of international professional communication practice, research, and/or pedagogy in your region of the world or elsewhere?

I’d say, in my region in particular, North America, the United States, I think one of the major contributions we’ve made, in relation to international technical communication, is online education… and doing some very pioneering work in those areas. Not just exploring different technologies and how they might be used to deliver education across wide distances, but also pedagogical models—integrate the use of a technology with a pedagogical approach that makes it workable and successful to students in very different regions. And I think that’s important from an international perspective, because it provides a foundation from which you can begin to expand those ideas, those models of education, globally. The catch, however, is not to extend a culturally based model from your culture onto another through an online media. And so I think that is going to be one of the most exciting points right now is… how do you globalization online education? How do you globalization these pedagogical models? I think one thing that technical communication as a field has been very successful in is pedagogy first, technology second… is very much been the approach our field has taken to it… versus “Here's a technology. Now let's custom fit a pedagogy into it.” So, I think that’s a great contribution we’ve made, and I think that approach of pedagogy first, technology second will be... will help us, I think, work more effectively with international partners to develop a more effective scheme or approach to collaborating globally in educational contexts.

What would you say are some challenges of international professional communication practice, research, and/or pedagogy in your region of the world or elsewhere?

I think the greatest challenge in the United States, but also globally, has to due with access. And by access I kind of mean three different things with three interrelated parts. The first is, particularly in the United States, there's a default assumption that the access we have to online media is universal… and unfortunately that's not the case. Different regions of the world… different nations… have very different levels of online access to begin with. In some cases, band… broadband is very easy to come by
and others it’s not, so how you use these media to access others internationally is something that really needs to be considered, because it affects everything from the design of an online text: Is it image intensive? Do you have streaming video? That will affect how accessible it is to individuals in other regions with slower connections… Access in terms of, well, how much text do you have to convey? How well does it display on the browsers of the screen the international audience is looking at… becomes an issue, also. And then, of course, there’s the issue of language—the notion that to access somebody just because you can do so. Do they understand what you’re trying to say? Do they accept your visual design? Do they accept your text—the rhetorical structure of your argumentation? How does that come across? So… that’s kind of the first dynamic of access is… what do people have internationally, and how much do we think, do we think design—you mentioned usability earlier—rethinking global usability in terms of access… what folks have access to, what that degree of access is, and how that shapes the way in which we convey information to them.

I think a second component of access we need to consider is… just because we have it, doesn’t mean we’ll use it. And I think you see that is very much the case in terms of access through social media. There’s a perception of “Well, there are 1.4 billion, I believe, users of Facebook worldwide, so if I want to contact the world through social media I’m just going to go to Facebook ’cause it’s the global default.” Well, not exactly… You know, first of all, there are restrictions to Facebook in parts of the world—China’s a good example. And so the question becomes what other methods or technologies of access do we need to be aware of that are used by different cultural groups?… in the case of China, QQ, the instant messaging system… but also a fact of, well, let’s say that a culture has access to the same technology, LinkedIn, the job search social media technology. Does that necessarily mean they’ll use it?… and it turns out that for some cultures, Germany for example, there’s a parallel version of the technology, XING, which is another social media job-search service that is much more widely used in German-speaking nations. So, it’s a matter of understanding that access is a global perspective; it’s a two-way street. And if you wish to use online media to access others… interact with them, you need to understand not only what they can access but what they do use… and what other options are available to them.
to be able to design materials to work across those different platforms... in different cultures.

And I guess this brings me to like a third concept of access, which is language. And in my... just my humble opinion, language is the single greatest restrictor of access globally—particularly for many Americans... monolingualism in English is no longer the default for most places. Yes, you could say that English is the language of the Internet for now... and could be for the foreseeable future, but that means that individuals who do speak English have access to what we have to say, as well as access to what people speaking and writing in other languages have to say as well. And so, therefore, a lack of understanding or use of other languages, particularly by many Americans, greatly restricts the access they have—not just to knowledge and information that's out there online—but the ability to participate in discussions. If I can't understand what someone is saying and I can't speak to them in the language of the exchange, I can't participate and I can't benefit from it. So I think... of those three dynamics I mentioned, I think that's the greatest hurdle for many Americans to have to overcome... is starting to learn more about different languages, to feel comfortable conveying and communicating in different languages. And then to interact globally through online media in those other languages... I think will be the key to success.

How do you see technology or changes in technology impacting, maintaining, or altering international professional communication practice, research, or pedagogy in your region of the world or elsewhere?

To go back to my previous comment, I think social media is going to be the... perhaps the single most significant... sort of body or family of technologies from a global context... for a couple of reasons. The first is we've become so accustomed to, with a lot of traditional Web 1.0, if you will, online media—it's one way... speak at you. Here is what I have to say, and you're a consumer of it. Social media greatly shifts that model to... it's speak with. We can have a conversation, we can discuss a concept or an item very quickly in real time and bring in many, many, many parties to interact and to do so... so... there's also a democratizing effect to it. And that is... because we have relatively uniformal access... uniform access to different social
media, we can more effectively and evenly participate in many exchanges. So, I think for those reasons, social media will become a very important technology globally. Because of the speed of access, the directness of access, the ability to interact more as equal... and the ability to interact as partners. We can talk, speak back and for—excuse me—versus speaking at and waiting for delayed response. Now, there within the fact that social media restricts, in many cases, how much you can say at a given instance—the number of characters, the number of words—means we’ll need to very re... carefully rethink how we interact, because that’ll have some very profound effect on rhetorical structures in these online spaces... and so that I think is going to be a very interesting aspect for research for the future. How is social media being used on global scales? What kinds of new rhetorical structures are emerging that allow individuals to interact through social media in global contexts?... how will the dynamics of this technology shape that rhetorical facet, or will we... we decide as a group... that we want to create new technologies, new social media formats that will allow for greater, more extensive discussion? I think those will be sort of the... really important things to watch for the future—and how they affect the way in which we interact and exchange information on a global scale.

What kinds of international and intercultural experiences and skillsets has higher education taught students to help them transition to industry? And, in what ways could higher education do a better job of preparing the next generation of graduates for international professional communication?

I think, perhaps, the greatest skills that many of our programs teach our students are adaptability and the ability to work in teams... for any one of us who’s worked in a different culture in a global environment, the notion that “I’m going to assume everything runs the same way that it does in my native culture”? We pretty much have realized it doesn’t work that way—and you’ve got to be adaptable... to different cultural norms, to different legal norms, to different linguistic norms... to be able to, sort of on very short notice, shift what you have to do, to achieve a given objective and develop a given communication product. And I think the fact that so many of our curricula are designed to teach students to be adaptable in that way will be... perhaps one of the greatest benefits they can bring to the workforce—particularly the
globalized workforce of the future. They can move into an environment and not say “Well, give me the set of instructions on how to perform.” It’s a question of “What do I need to do? What do I need to create? And how do I do it and adapt to achieve those objectives based upon this new environment?” At the same time, working in teams is so crucial in global contexts these days... many of our students will walk into production teams or product dev... project development teams... product development teams that are globally distributed... one member of the team works in one culture—another in a different culture. The student who just graduated is from another culture. The ability to work successfully in teams, to know how to ask questions, to adapt to different dynamics... I think is going to be crucial... personally I think the rise of globally distributed teams is going to be very, very prevalent over the next decade, and having students who are taught to be adaptable and to work in teams successfully—to have those skillsets—are what will really help them succeed and excel in the workplace of the future. And I think that’s a universal. It’s not just our students in the United States... but students worldwide. The more students learn to be adaptable and to work in teams, I think the more successful they’ll be globally, just because the nature of the workplace now is shifting to more distributive models—particularly online-based globally distributive models...

You asked about what can we do to sort of enhance the skills that we provide our students with... I think there are four things we could do, or four areas to start moving into; we’ve done some already, but move in more—all connected to a central theme. And that’s to provide students with more exposure to other cultures—particularly American students. And I think that can be done in a tiered structure or an interlocking structure. And I think the first component is to combine it with online education and provide our students with online educational experiences that has them interact with peers in other cultures. Part using online media to partner a class in our culture... in our nation with students in another nation... from another culture. And give them class projects to work on so they can begin to understand how factors of culture and language can affect interaction... and begin to learn through experience, through working together on teams. They expand their understanding of adaptability; they expand their understanding of how to work in teams based upon these experiences—this true exposure to other groups.
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And, as follow-up, I think there’s an incentive to push students to do more internationally outside of the class. Encouraging students to do more summer study abroad or regular semester study abroad; to live and work and communicate in different cultures, in different regions, in different nations; to give them that exposure to the everyday... in other cases the actual physical movement might be done. So, how about volunteer experiences or internship experiences? That if they’re not onsite in another culture, maybe they can be online based, where the student works for a... an internship provider or for a volunteer... for a volunteer service provider in a different culture... in a different nation through online media. But, again, begins to get that exposure to “Here’s what it’s like to actually work with individuals from other cultures and other groups.” To learn firsthand how to adapt what they have learned in their classes to this new environment...

A third factor—going back to something I said earlier—is language. I do think we need to push our students more to learn other languages as a part of their educational experience... I think it’s got a threefold benefit to it. The first is the more students learn about other languages and how they work, the more effectively they can work with translators and localizers later on, because they’ve got a better understanding of language and things to keep in mind—or of expectations, rhetorical factors, and things to keep in mind when it comes to visuals or the structuring of information. And I think that can help them be successful employees—particularly in relation to translation and localization... the factor that they do learn another language also means they can participate in international exchanges. “I’m doing research. I need to ask a question.” The question I ask and the answers I receive aren’t going to be limited exclusively to the language I speak. I can draw from a much larger pool and get a much more comprehensive, informed answer based upon the kinds of responses I get through speaking across languages... and I think a third benefit is, once you learn to communicate in another language or learn about another language, you gain a much greater appreciation for the individuals with whom you work for whom English is not their native language—or for whom the language in which you’re interacting or conducting business is not their native language. You begin to understand the challenges it creates, the restrictions it can impose, in terms of “You can’t really say it in this language, so how do I convey that same concept in another
one?” And I think, again, that helps them more... more effectively in globally distributed teams or contexts by understanding and appreciating what others who are communicating in a middle language or an intermediate language or bridge language have to do to exchange ideas and information.

A fourth part—in terms of getting back to how do we expand our current educational models... I would say we go to the user-experience design concept of personas and begin teaching students more about it in terms of “How do you take a persona and expand it to address global audiences?” So, in much of the... what I've seen in terms of what usability and user-experience design has taught... we do a very good job of teaching our students how to create personas for different domestic audiences, so the next step in the puzzle is... how do we get them to think and expand to... to global audiences? “I need to develop this information, these materials for an audience of users in ‘Nation X’ or ‘Region Y’ or ‘Culture Z.’ How do I develop personas to do that?” And I think that would be a very easy extension to make—much of the work we do right now in our edu... in our programs... in our educational systems is sort of moving that way...

So to sort of come full circle, it’s providing students with this... this access to other cultures to get them thinking about other cultures through different dynamics that I think can really complement the adaptability and the ability to work in groups and teams that they have right now that will make them very successful in the global workforce of the future.

**What has industry done well to help higher education teach international and intercultural experiences and skillsets, or to help their own employees develop such experiences and skillsets? And secondly, what else might industry do to help prepare the next generation of graduates for international professional communication?**

To your first question, I think industry has done a very good job of expanding globally—developing new models, new methods, new approaches to connecting with the greater global environment... In some cases they’re online approaches; in other cases, they’re approaches to developing materials or products for individuals in other cultures, but I think the fact that industry has moved ahead of education quite rapidly
into a much broader global context means that they’ve provided different approaches and models that we might not necessarily want to adopt, but at least consider and think about. What are the benefits? What are the limitations? How can we take the best that is out there and adapt it? How can we modify that which is not effective to what we’re trying to do in education? So, I think those models that industry has provided for working globally can be something we can benefit from.

And this brings, I think, to the second part of your question—working together with industry… It would be a benefit to industry and academia to find out how to partner—to engage in different kinds of programs that allow students to have this sort of exposure to international contexts… excuse me… that would allow them to be very successful after graduation. These could be things like… working together to come up with internship programs that can be done either abroad or online, but allow the student to partner with the sub… the international subsidiary of a local company—or to work with… as an intern on local businesses engaged in global projects to begin to get that sort of understanding. And I think that this kind of collaboration… folks in industry and academia can come up with areas of research—topics of interest around global contexts that are of interest to both parties… that will allow both to work together to shape research questions and talk about things like study design; that can help guide research that is a benefit both to academia and of industry. Again, I think the key is partnering—not either-or but together. How do we work together to benefit from what we do effectively to learn about how to improve that which we don’t do as effectively—but, most importantly, to provide our students with the best and richest possible experiences that will give them the knowledge and the skills base that will help them succeed in life after graduation?

**Are there any final thoughts that you would like to share with the viewers?**

I just want to say thank you folks for this opportunity… and for the chance to do this. I think it’s a great project that you’re working on, and I look forward to other interviews by other folks in the future. Thank you, again.